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EDITOR'S mTRODUCTIOE'

The spiritual nurture and religious training of the

world's cliildbood is vital to all we hold dear in our Chris-

tian civilization. In this work of child training, the homo
holds the strategic place. It has the children in its care

in the early years before they are old enough to attend

either the Public School or the Church School. The im-

pressions of these years determine or modify the whole of

the life that folloM's. Even later, the children spend many
more hours in the home than they do in either the Church
or Public School.

The training of parents for the task of child training

in the home, therefore, becomes one of the Church's great-

est responsibilities. To perform this service effectively,

every Sunday-school should have a parent training class

and attempt to meet this responsibility in an organized

way. Such a class greatly needs the help of a concise,

practical text book. Indeed, without such a text book a

parent training class is a most difficult class to hold.

"Parenthood and Child I^urture" has been specially

prepared for the Parent Training Class. Where the indi-

vidual can find or form no group to join and gain the

added benefit that comes from comparing notes, much
good may be obtained from privately reading and fol-

lowing the advice contained in this book.

Its scope includes the physical, mental, social and spirit-

ual life of the child from birth to twelve years of age.

It contains unusually helpful suggestions regarding songs,

games, stories and other material suitable for the child.

The collateral reading recommended would enable any
vil
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parent or parent training class to build up a library on

the training of children that would be of great value.

We prophesy for this message a ministry of world-wide

service in the work of training the young according to the

spirit and teaching of the Master, who loved the children.

W. C. Peaece,

Associate GeJiernl Secretary, World's

Sunday School Association.



PREFACE

Foe understanding of the child and for inspiration in

the writing of this book I am deeply grateful to many
teachers and many authors as well as to my friends, the

children, whom it has been my good fortune to know

intimately in school and out of it. I wish to acknowledge

my indebtedness to Anne Goodwin Williams for her val-

uable assistance in preparing the bibliography and ques-

tions for the chapters, and to my sister, Clara Belle Baker,

for critical reading of the manuscript.

E. D. B.
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INTEODUCTIOiN'

In the poem "Father and Son" by Edgar Guest the

first stanza reads

:

"Be more than his dad,

Be a chum to the lad

;

Be a part of his life

Every hour of the day;

Find time to talk with him,

Take time to walk with him,

Share in his studies

And share in his play;

Take him to places,

To ball games and races;

Teach him the things

That you want him to know;

Don't live apart from him.

Don't keep your heart from him,

Be his best comrade.

He's needing you so."

Children need more than anything else the kind of

companionship with their parents that Edgar Guest

pleads for here. Such a relation of father and son, of

mother and daughter, accentuates the blood tie and makes

the home something more than a place where the chil-

dren eat and sleep and have clothing and shelter pro-

vided. It requires, however, for fullest realization more

than parental instinct on the part of the father and

mother. Parents need to know what to talk to their

children about, where to take them for walks, how to help

them so as not to hinder them in their studies, what plays

and games are suitable to the various ages, and how much

truth may be comprehended at a given age. The ideal

companionship is based upon an intelligent understanding

:siii
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of child nature, its possibilities and needs, and the means

for its complete development.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY TRAINING

Harold Copping has painted a very beautiful picture

entitled "The Hope of the World." The central figure is

the Master of Galilee and around him looking up into his

face are children representing every race, white, brown,

red, yellow and black. The message of the picture is

clear; the hope of the world lies in training the children

of the world according to the principles of Christianity.

There is no other cure for the profiteering, the strife

between capital and labor, the extravagant expenditure

of money, the narrow and selfish nationalism, the dis-

regard of human life which in some form have dark-

ened our own and every other period of history. Those

who would base their hope upon reforming the men and
women of the present generation are doomed to disap-

pointment. The habits of thinking, feeling and acting

have been so firmly established that they bind as chains

the majority of our citizens. Any one who has attempted

to reform his own habits of eating including a choice of

diet knows that only with extreme difficulty has he made
headway. There are scores of people who, convinced that

a certain article of food was injurious, have found it

well-nigh impossible to break the habit of eating it. Sta-

tistics compiled for recent extensive revivals show that

the great majority of conversions occur in adolescence and

early manhood and that the numbers dwindle surprisingly

as middle life and old age appear. The science of neurol-

ogy gives us the reason for these facts ; there is a physio-

logical basis for every habit. In the connections in the

nervous system of the human body invisible except under

the strongest microscope, are laid what \^e have termed

habits. As the nerve current passes year after year over

the same path it traverses that path more readily each
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time and tHere is more and more dificulty in switching

it to any other path, as each time that a sled takes the

same path down the icy hill it is less likely to make a

different path. Moreover, the younger the child the more

plastic the nervous system, the more impressionable the

life, we say using common terminology, and the older

the child the less plastic the nervous system, the less

easily impressed the individual. Little children are open-

minded, curious, investigative, lacking in prejudice and

superstition except as their elders engender it. They

afford the opportunity par excellence of making a new
world where brotherly love and the golden rule may func-

tion.

THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE HOME

Such a new world cannot come, however, without the

active cooperation of parents and teachers in forming

child nature. The original nature of the child is not

all good. There are some tendencies in our children

which need to be eliminated like greed, insane rage and

cruelty, inheritances from those days "when the human
animal contended with the brute forces of land, water,

wind, rain, plants, animals and other wild men." There

are others that need to be modified such as the fighting

instinct, and there is not one tendency, however good,

which does not need some care for its perpetuation.

Parents as well as teachers should know something about

the original equipment of the child and what to do with

it. If they did know, we should not have the tragedies

of crime, suicide and wretchedness which strew the hu-

man highway with wreckage. The opportunities of the

home and the parents are peculiarly significant for many
reasons. Teachers come and teachers go in the school

career of the child, and so do playmates, but the home
exercises a continuous influence from the cradle to man-

hood. There is, moreover, a closeness in the home rela-

tionships which is impossible to approximate outside.
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The family forms a social unit where each memher has

his specific function to perform for the whole and his

own rights in the group; and the size of the unit makes

it possible for the little child to find his place, while a

larger social group bewilders him. Long before the child

knows other homes and other friends his own home and

parents are indelibly engraved upon his consciousness.

Because the love of a child goes out most warmly to

those who confer the most keenly appreciated benefits

upon him, parents have an opportunity to win a very

deep and abiding affection. The impressions gained in

the home are enduring and cannot be divorced from the

personality of the man or woman. It has been well

said, "The child is wax to receive and granite to hold the

impressions of the fireside."

THE NEEDS OF CHILDHOOD

The needs of childhood are many. First of all there

is the right of every child to be well-born, physically

perfect and mentally sound. ISTot until our prospective

parents have learned the fimdamental facts of the science

of eugenics, the science of being well-born, will every child

enter into his birthright, for the germplasm of the parent

should be free from taint of insanity, feeble-mindedness

and crime as well as from transmissible disease. Such

a standard of morality must be built up through knowl-

edge that legal measures can meet with the intelligent

support which insures success. After the child is born

the physical needs of the little organism are so pressing

that many parents forget that there are any other needs

until they wake up some day to find that they possess a

whining, peevish, quarrelsome, domineering autocrat who
holds in his baby hand the scepter of the home. As soon

as life begins so soon are the beginnings of the mental

and moral-social development apparent. The habits of

proper sleep and feeding are formed within the first few
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weeks and are fundamental to later self-control. The

restful repose of a mother whose life holds a center of

peace and of faith is felt within the first hours of the

baby's life and in such humble fashion his religious ex-

perience begins. If the first birthright of the child is

to be well-born his second birthright is certainly to be

understood, understood physically, understood morally,

understood mentally. How many a child has said, "You

tell mother. You know she doesn't understand." Such

sympathetic understanding not only child life but all life

craves; but child life needs it particularly because chil-

dren are different from grown-ups, different in bodily

sti-ucture and proportion and consequently different in

their ways of thinking, feeling and behaving. To under-

stand our children means to win their confidence, their

gratitude, their friendship, and to make them in large

measure the men and the women that we dream they

may become.





PARENTHOOD AND CHILD
NURTURE

CHAPTER I

THE STUDY OF THE CHILD

To most parents the study of the child is an engrossing

pastime. The first cry, the dawning smile, the sound
that resembles ma-ma, the waving of the tiny hand, the

early attempts to toddle are strange and unexpected

phenomena when they appear. Often there has been no

intelligent child study either preceding or accompanying
the child's advent in the home. Consequently the parent

does not know what to look for or when to look for it.

In other words there is no chart that helps the father or

the mother to tell whether the child's progress is normal,

and they lack any knowledge as to how they may guide

his development. Wliile parents need to study the be-

havior of their own children in order to understand them
since no two children are alike, they need to check that

study by the study of childhood for which there are to-day

many fine sources.

RESOUPCES OF CHILD STUDY

Ifore than a score of years ago G. Stanley Hall intro-

duced formally a new subject, child study. It has in-

creased in popularity steadily imtil to-day there are hun-

dreds of books, pamphlets and magazine articles available

under this general heading. Only a part of this material

is thoroughly scientific because the observations of chil-

1
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dren have not been sufficiently accurate, have not ex-

tended over a long enough i:»eriod of time, and have not

included enough children to warrant the generalizations

that are made. However, every effort has had its influ-

ence in calling attention to childhood and in setting this

period of life apart from the adult world for contempla-

tion and appreciation. Gradually a body of fairly re-

liable information has been built up to which parents

may turn for help and enlightenment in the care of their

children.

FICTION AN AID

There has also developed a distinct type of fiction pic-

turing the life of the child; Emmy Lou, Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm, Understood Betsy, Penrod are favor-

ite stories of this kind. These tales are full of the

quaint humor, the vivid imagination, the engrossing in-

terests, the comedies and tragedies of childhood, and

touching as they do the emotions of the adult, they aid

greatly in helping him to enter the kingdom of child-

hood. Then there are the poems about little children by

Field, Riley, Longfellow and others, all of which con-

tribute toward a loving appreciation of the small sinner

who creates the bear that "Alex ist killed his own self,"

or the small saint who slips off to dreamland with "Wyn-
ken, Blynken and Nod." It pays to spend time upon this

literature, for nothing else will enable one to come so close

in feeling to the little child.

YOUR OWN CHILDHOOD

Every grown-up was a child himself at one time al-

though many adults seem to forget this fact. They

do not remember the day when in pink sunbonnet or

straw hat they sneaked out of the back door and away

to the fields or the meadows in search of wild flowers or
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butterflies or berries, and hence they have no patience

with the small son or daughter who seeks adventure by

ways forbidden. They forget when they took apart the

clock or the music box or velocipede, and the wrath of the

gods is invoked upon the meddlesome youngster who tries

this experiment. The grown-up has little sympathy with

the curiosity and wander-lust of the young, although at

one time his behavior as well as the behavior of every

other child showed similar manifestations. It is neces-

sary to understand in order to deal wisely in checking

any undesirable act on the part of the child. Many a

child remembers with bitterness a deserved punishment

not because of the punishment but because his motive

was not appreciated. He was gi-ipped by some powerful

instinct, and his father judged him wilfully disobedient.

Let us recall our o^vn childhood in the lives of our chil-

dren and be charitable, while with a- firm hand we lead

the way out of forbidden paths.

OBSERVATION OF CHILDEEN

ISTot only should the father and mother study their own
children but they can gain added insight by watching

other children. The street, the cars, the stores, the play-

grounds and the parks are excellent observation centers.

There will be points of resemblance and of difference.

The resemblances will serve to temper any imagined supe-

riority of one's own offspring as well as to mitigate any

exaggerated sense of his depravity. Your child will be

more understandable as you see him in the light of the

universal child. A careful observation of other children

will, however, reveal a multitude of differences. Physical

differences such as color of hair, stature, shape of hands

and feet because so evident are easily recognized. The

gi-eat mental differences not so outwardly apparent have

been a subject for conjecture and have never until quite

recently been taken seriously or properly considered in
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planning a program of education for the child. It has

required recent psychological tests and experiments to

reveal the individual differences that do exist as well

as the cause for these differences in a highly differ-

entiated nervous mechanism which varies from child to

child. We might say that we have one type "man" as

distinguished from the animals, but within that type,

although we have several rough divisions as exceptional,

good, average, fair and poor, there is really an infinite

shading from one group to another and in every charac-

teristic and ability possessed by any individual in any

one of these groups. These variations are of course due

to different ancestry, race, sex, maturity and training.

Any child who is markedly different from other children,

slower, keener, with some physical handicap, should be

taken to a clinical psychologist for examination. Parents

can often profit immeasurably by such advice, saving

time, energy and sometimes shipwreck in the home and

school education. Every child should be considered to

some extent a separate problem and treated accordingly.

A note of warning needs to be sounded here, however;

to be a separate problem does not mean to be a law unto

himself allowed to develop without proper relation to the

other members of the family and cooperation with them.

QUALITIES OF THE GOOD OBSEEVER

There are certain qualities that mark the good observer.

The first of these is sympathy. In the presence of an

unsympathetic person no little child is ever himself, for

children are keenly sensitive to atmosphere and have an

almost uncanny power of recognizing their friends. A
young kindergartner told of the naive conversation which

her niece of seven had held with a little friend as they

played with their dolls near the chair where she sat sew-

ing. She said that the child's mother was amazed when
the conversation was repeated to her; she said, "I never
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hear the children talk like that. They always stop when

I come around." The observer should be fair, and un-

prejudiced either in favor of the child or against him.

She should have no preconceived notions as to the intel-

ligence, the temperament or the conduct of the child. She

must not even permit what she has read in child psycholo-

gies or child study books to prevent the recognition of

new truth concerning the individual child or children in

general. To be a good observer one needs the ability to

control self so as not to enter into the situation fully

enough to lose perspective. It is especially difficult for

parents to extract themselves sufficiently from the inti-

macy of relationship to the child to see him as other peo-

ple see him, to stand aside quietly and watch the child

reveal himself in play and work both alone and with other

children. They need this comparison in order to appre-

ciate truly the strong and the weak points of their child.

Of course most parents err in over-estimating their child,

but a goodly number steadily underestimate; and as ap-

preciation is one of the greatest factors in development

the former failing is less likely to injure the child than

the latter. !N"ot only is self-control essential to the stu-

dent of childhood but concentration also and accurate ob-

servation. In order to understand the development of the

child in any particular we must follow it painstakingly

over a period of days or weeks or months or years, whether

it be the growth of a vocabulary, the acquisition of the

walking or skipping coordination, or social responses to

other children. Moreover, the development of the one

child needs to be checked up by the development of other

children.

ACCUEATE EECOEDS OF CHILDEEN

The matter of accurate observation suggests the contri-

bution which any parent may make to the child study

movement if he will keep an accurate record of the growth
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of his own child in any particular and will make daily

notations as he observes changes. lie must, however,

analyze the causes in the condition of the child or in the

surrounding environment including the people which may
be responsible for tliese changes. Such observation lifts

parenthood out of the drudgery, if it is ever so considered,

into the interest of a science, for parents may make the

greatest contributions to the science of child development

since they have unparalleled opportunities for observation.

Many of the most valuable contributions up to the pres-

ent time have been made by parents who are also edu-

cators.

PLAN OF THE PEESENT VOLUME

In this volume it is the plan to aid the study of the

parent by presenting a summary of the facts of child de-

velopment during the full period of childhood from birth

to eleven years. This period has generally been divided

into four secondary periods; infancy from birth to three

years of age, early childhood from three to six years, mid-

dle childhood from six to eight years, and later childhood

from eight to eleven years. The children within these

subdivisions have certain characteristics in common which

make it convenient to classify in this fashion. It must

be understood, however, that each period overlaps the pre-

ceding and the following one; and that children within

these periods differ from one another, as we have said

before, in every single quality and characteristic, physical

differences being but an index of mental and moral-social

differences. In each instance we shall present the phys-

ical characteristics with their implications as to physical

needs and possibilities and how to meet them in the home
education; the instinctive equipment and the opportuni-

ties there; the mental activity and its guidance; and the

spontaneous interests which afford the point of attack for

education. ,We shall also add one chapter on the tech-
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nique needed by the parent •who uses in the home the

agencies for child development involved in story-telling,

in music, in the manual arts, and in games and dramatic

plays.

While in the study of the developing child the attempt

is made to stress physical, mental and moral-social edu-

cation under separate headings, they are so unified in the

normal gro^\i:h of the child that almost every response

has implications for all three. For instance the consid-

eration of fear in the life of the child has a pronounced

bearing upon his physical, mental, moral-social and re-

ligious training. If we define religion as a mode of liv-

ing based upon the standard of Jesus "Love the Lord

your God with all your heart and your neighbor as your-

self," then religious education must concern itself with

the establishment of attitudes, ideals, standards, and

habits that are moral-social. It wdll have to do not only

with the child's relationship to God but also wdth his re-

lationship to God's creation, chiefly to his feUows. In

the period of infancy which will be studied first little

direct religious instruction can be given because as we
shall see clearly later and as our own observation has

already witnessed the child is not mentally mature enough

to receive it. There is, however, as will be pointed out

from time to time, the opportunity to lay the basis in

the atmosphere of the home, the attitude of the parents,

and in the happy experiences of daily living for an abiding

faith in and love for God when later the concept of God

may be more fuUy developed.



SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL STUDY

1. Eead such books as Fireside Child Study and Beck-

bnings from Little Hands, by Patterson DuBois, and Mis-

understood Children, by Elizabeth Harrison, to see how
much sorrow may come into the happy period of childhood

because truly loving parents do not understand their children.

2. Compare your own childhood memories with those in

Part III of Child Life in Prose, edited by John G. Whit-
tier. Mr. Wliittier gathered together the early childhood

memories of such men as Charles Dickens, Hans Andersen,

Walter Scott and others. How is a study of this sort valuable

to our children of to-day?

3. Of what use to both teachers and parents are the mental
tests which are being given to school children by specialists

in the subject? Are such tests given in the schools with
which yoni are most familiar? Why should such tests never
be given except by an experienced psychologist? Wliy must
the results be accepted with reserve?

4. Why are the following qualities necessary if one is to

observe children helpfully: (1) Sympathy, (2) An unbiased
attitude, (3) Self-control, (4) Power of intense concentra-

tion, and (5) "Stich-to-itiveness"

f
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CHAPTER II

EDUCATION IN INFANCY—PHYSICAL
GROWTH

The first three years of a little child's life witness a

development so rapid and wonderful that the observer

is filled with the marvel of it, watching the transforma-

tion that proceeds almost moment by moment from utter

helplessness at birth to the mastery of body possessed

by the laughing, chattering, bustling three-year-old._j'^

"Birth," says one writer, "is the greatest cataclysm in

human existence. When for the first time the onrush of

lights, sounds, touches and internal sensations flood the

being of the babe, the shock is responded to by uncoordi-

nated movements of the arms and legs and possibly by
shrieks and yells. There is, however, accompanying these

responses only the vaguest and dreamiest sort of con-

sciousness." The mind is empty, consciousness is indefi-

nite, chiefly a sense of pleasure or pain, of satisfaction

or dissatisfaction. The child is equipped with a few re-

flexes necessary to sustain life, such as sucking, swallow-
ing, movement of bowels and digestive organs, breathing
and the like, and of course with the possibilities in his

nervous system for the manifold and more complex move-
ments of later life. Little by little his growth proceeds

until by the end of the first year he has learned to use

his senses and to control his body in connection. To
summarize from Forbush, he sees a radius of one hun-
dred feet, examines all objects within reach, learns to

know people, understands simple commands, communi-
cates by means of tones, gestures and possibly a few
words, has considerable memory for the simplest associa-

10
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tions, has elements of imagination and a growing will,

lie walks now as a rule
;
plays his first game of peek-a-boo

and feels the larger emotions but not yet those of sym-
pathy or penitence.

THE DEMANDS OF GEOWTH

The baby's body is a sessile organ largely trunk and
head which must be kept alive by proper food, air, warmth
and exercise and whose main business is to grow. The
increase in height and weight during this period is com-
paratively great and should be continuous. The Child
Welfare Division of the Bureau of Education has pre-

pared a chart which shows the normal growth of the
child ; a copy of it should be in the hands of every parent
and very careful weekly measurements of the infant

should be taken. Any failure to make the normal in-

crease is a cause for careful investigation as to the reason,

while loss of weight should create serious concern. The
food is most often the reason for the baby's lack of pro-

gress; no other food is so well adapted to the needs of

this organism as the mother's milk, but of course if the

mother is ill or worried her milk may bo injurious or

she may have no milk at all for the child. In this

event other food must be substituted and should be
used under the advice of a physician who is if possible

a child specialist. The Child Welfare Division of the

Bureau of Education stands ready to advise parents who
cannot secure the services of such a physician. There
must be fresh air in the room at all times and air must
be free from dust or other impurities, must be moving,
moist and warm to give the best results. If furnace

or hot water heat is used it is well to have the water
pans for attachment to the radiators or an arrangement
in the furnace which secures properly moistened air.

Baby must also have exercise, and this means with the

small child the arms and limbs left free so that the
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child may stretch and kick and wave the arms freely.

A few simple devices may be used by the mother to

strengthen the child. He may be allowed to kick against

a newspaper, and will greatly enjoy the rattling sound

as well as the slight opposition to effort. The mother
may also encourage kicking or pressing the feet against

her hands offered as an obstacle. A little later the baby
likes to pull himself up by his mother's hands, and he also

likes the slight fall which occurs when she lets go and he

sinks backward.

CONTEOL OF THE SENSES

Along with the development of the body, which consists

in getting control of the arms, legs, hands, feet and whole
body, so that in time the child sits up, creeps, walks, runs,

climbs, jumps and races, there goes the development in

the use of the senses. The child gradually pays attention

to the impressions gained through touch, taste, smell, sight

and hearing. During the first month the baby moves his

head and seems to follow bright objects, he is sensitive

to jars rather than noises, he smiles in response to touch.

During the second month he moves in order to peer about,

he is frightened by hearing all sorts of sounds, he may be

sensitive to rhythm. During the third month his fingers

grow more active; there is a busy grasping; he searches

with his eyes and tries to sit up to see better. During the

fourth month he reaches for things and notices changes
in the room. The fifth month opens the era for handling
things. He prefers bright objects and begins to dis-

tinguish faces. Then about the sixth month there comes
the transition from learning to use the senses to learning

to use the body, training it to respond with quickness and
accuracy to sense impressions. Of course the time for
this development varies with different babies so that what
has been given is only an approximate schedule.
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SENSE AND MOVEMENT PLAY

Luella Palmer in her book, Play Life in the Pirst Eight

Years, gives many fine suggestions gleaned from a variety

of sources as to how the parents may aid the sense and

movement development of the child during these years.

In the first year toys may be given the baby to feel and

to handle, such as a soft rubber ball, a hard celluloid

"ball, a bright-colored woolen ball suspended from the top

of the baby carriage. While the child should have the

opportunity to investigate objects with the sensitive little

mouth, no object like a pacifier should be continually in

the mouth. Such pacifiers are unsanitary as a rule, they

spoil the shape of the baby's mouth, causing malforma-

tion, and are responsible for badly formed teeth later,

and they are not good for the digestion, causing a constant

flow of saliva. A bright object, such as a candle or a

shiny ornament, may be used to develop attention, as well

as tones struck on the piano or some other musical in-

strument. Baby very much enjoys too his own pounding

plays after he can manipulate a spoon on a tin pan or

a plate. With the sense play, movement play also such

as the kicking exercises may be used. Throwing the

arms and the whole body will give great joy, and throw-

ing objects from the chair or carriage. The mother may
use little chanting rimes as baby performs these move-

ments such as "up-down, up-down," "here-there, here-

there."

In the second year, when the child walks and is there-

fore able to take himself to objects which he proceeds

to handle, his field of investigation is greatly widened.

Miss Palmer suggests supplying him with soft, hard and

colored balls, with a gong and hammer, bottles in which

he may put objects such as stones or wooden beads, news-

paper for tearing and other homely occupations not too

difficult for baby manipulation. In movement he needs

a pair of stairs to climb, he likes the tossing and balancing
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plays to which father subjects him, and he hustles about

continually himself as the year progresses. For the third

year words are beginning to be used by this little child

to clarify sense impressions of which there should still

be a rich supply. Balls and blocks are the only special

playthings needed with an ample number of home ma-

terials which the child finds in the kitchen, the back yard

and in fact everywhere he goes. This child walks, runs,

climbs and jumps most of his waking hours, in fact is

ceaselessly busy.

This brief picture of the natural physical development

and how it may be aided in these years is perhaps suffi-

cient to suggest the cruelty of tying a child, putting him

for hours in a high chair or penned in a go-cart, shutting

him away from stairs, placing him in a narrow enclosure

with little or nothing to investigate. The result of such

treatment will be physical weakness in comparison with

the strength that might have been attained ; the formation
of bad habits in handling the body, for the saying, "Satan
finds mischief for idle hands to do," is literally true here

;

and a mental retardation of which we will speak later.

During all of this period the larger muscles of the arms,

legs and torso are the ones to be exercised mainly instead

of the finer coordinations of hands and fingers sometimes
chiefly provided for by the child's play-materials.

DANGER OF MALFORMATIONS

The bones of the young child's body are very plastic

indeed, and there must be great care during all of this

period that malformations do not occur such as bow-legs,

knock-knees, and spinal curvatures. The story is told of

an investigation made in a clinic in one of our larger

cities as to why the children of one of the foreign national-

ities were found to have an outward curvature of one
side of the body with a higher shoulder. It was discovered

that this malformation was due to the way the mothers
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carried the infants about as they worked, holding them

in a peculiar fashion at one side of the body. The child

should have a chair, carriage or go-cart so built as to meet

the needs of his small body and provide the right sitting

position. He should learn early to sit back in his chair,

with feet squarely on the floor, and with back well sup-

ported against the broad piece at the back of the chair.

The seat of the chair should be curved to fit the shape

of the child's body and should be large enough to hold

him comfortably. He should be taught to take a pride

in his own furniture selected to give him satisfaction and

to be used by him.

SENSITIVITY OF THE BODY

The body of the child at this time is very sensitive to

changes of heat and cold, so that he must be protected

against these by proper clothing and care. Little children

of this age are not infrequently met on the street on a

cold morning in the fall or winter with the tears rolling

down the face, so greatly do they feel the change of tem-

perature if not properly dressed to meet it. This child

is also very susceptible to contagions such as whooping

cough, measles and the like, and some of these contagions

reap a veritable harvest. If the child sui-vives he is often

left with a physical weakness that he does not outgrow

sometimes in ;^ears. For this reason small children and

infants should be protected from contagions as far as

possible. 'No child or grown person with a cold or cough

ought to be near them. The little child who has a sturdy

body well nourished is of course much more likely to

be immune from disease than the one who does not have

the same resistance. The digestive organs are also very

easily upset, and malnutrition in these years often has

serious consequences, mentally as well as physically.

When the child begins to have other food than the mother's

milk his diet should be judiciously planned and super-
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vised. Menus for the different ages may be secured from
the Bureau of Child Welfare mentioned before. Confec-

tions, candy in particular, and meats should never be

included.

The child at this age is easily fatigued, his reserve of

energy being slight. The nervous balance is quickly upset.

Therefore all plays should be sufficiently stimulating but

not over-exciting. Older children often play with the baby
until he laughs and crows hilariously or the father tosses

and tumbles the two-year-old until hysterics result. Some-
times the child cries after such excitement, at other times

he is cross and irritable and cannot sleep. Excursions to

crowded shops, visits in the homes of relatives, the admi-
ration and fondling of guests very often contribute to the

same undesirable condition. A quiet, happy environment
for this child will conduce to a nervous poise later that

is to be greatly coveted for him. An abundance of sleep

is required during all these years. The baby who has his

regular naps during the day and sleeps twelve hours at

night is fortunate.



SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

1. Make accurate observation for a definite period ol the

physical development of a child under three years of age

—

note the exact age of the child in days or weeks and compare

your observations with those of Professor Dearborn (Moto-

Sensory Development) and with the chart for normal develop-

ment of infants which will be sent to you upon request by the

Child Welfare Division of the Bureau of Education (Wash-

ington, D. C.)-

2. Observe a. child for as Rhort a period as ten minutes

and notice how many bodily movements he makes. Why is

a normal child very active? How should he be clothed?

3. Observe the methods a little child takes in getting ac-

quainted with a new object—manipulation of various sorts,

tasting, smelling, seeing, hearing. He naturally puts every-

thing into his mouth. What does this suggest as to the type

of objects that he be allowed to investigate? Wliat very

serious injury may be done by giving a baby a pacifier ?

4. Study the playthings of a little child and analyze ac-

cording to value in his development.

5. What sort of games may 'a mother play with the infant

which will really aid him in his physical growth? Is there

ever danger of too much "Mother play" ?

6. A very healthy-looking baby was seen on the street car

with its parents at seven o'clock in the evening. It was

passed frequently from one to the other. It fretted, and sev-

eral times cried tempestuously. Wliat may have been the

cause or causfes?

7. An infant of eighteen months was "pigeon-toed" and

"knock-kneed." How could this condition be remedied?

17
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8. Do you agree with the theory of the parent who inten-

tionally exposes his child to contagious diseases? Why or

why not?
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CHAPTEE III

IITSTmCTIVE EQUIPMENT IX INFAl^CY

Two factors working witli a third commonly termed

self-activity determine what the child shall become. These

two factors are heredity and environment. Heredity not

only comprises family inheritance but the age-long in-

heritance of race dating back to primitive man, and, if

we agree with Darwin, to lower forms of life from which

the higher have evolved. This inheritance of original

nature has been variously captioned by such names as

reflexes, impulses, instincts, tendencies and capacities.

Thorndike in Volume 1 of his Educational Psychology,

Chapter 2, gives the following very helpful distinction

between these terms, "When the tendency concerns a very

definite and uniform response to a very simple sensory

situation, and when the connection between the situation

and the response is very hard to modify and is also very

strong so that it is almost inevitable, the connection or

response to which it leads is called a reflex. Thus the

knee-jerk is a very definite and uniform response to the

simple sense-stimulus of sudden hard pressure against a

certain spot. It is hard to lessen, to increase, or other-

wise control the movement, and, given the situation, the

response almost always comes. When the response is more

indefinite, the situation more complex, and the connection

more modifiable, instinct becomes the customary term.

Thus one's misery at being scorned is too indefinite a

response to too complex a situation and is too easily modi-

fiable to be called a reflex. When the tendency is to an

extremely indefinite response or set of responses to a very

complex situation, and when the connection's final degree

19
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of strength is coininoiily due to very large contributions

of training, it has seemed more appropriate to replace

reflex and instinct bj some term like capacity, or ten-

dency or potentiality. Thus an original tendency to re-

spond to the circumstances of school education by achieve-

ment in learning the ai;ts and sciences is called the capacity

for scholarship." Then Thorndike continues with the

statement that there is no gap between reflexes, instincts

and tendencies and that it is impossible therefore to make
hard and fast distinctions. It is more useful and more
scientific to avoid such distinctions in thought, since in

fact there is a continuous gradation.

In our consideration of the instinctive equipment in

childhood as a basis for educational procedure we shall

therefore not attempt to use distinguishing terms but have

in mind only the contribution of original nature as the

starting point. Upon this foundation supplied by hered-

ity is erected the superstructure of learning. Education
is an interacting process by means of the contacts between

the nature of the child and the environing influences.

Walt Whitman in poetic form very beautifully voices

the importance of the second factor in this process

:

"There was a child went forth every day,

And the fii"st object he looked upon, and received

With wonder, pity, love or dread,

That object he became.
And that object became part of him for the day,

For a certain part of the day, or for many years,

Or stretching cycles of years."

The actual process of education is engaged in perpetuating

some of the original connections, eliminating some and in

modifying and re-directing others. To quote from Thorn-
dike again: "They are perpetuated by providing stimuli

adequate to arouse them and give them exercise, and by
associating satisfaction with their action. They are elimi-

nated by withholding stimuli, so that they disappear

through disuse, or by associating discomfort with their
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action. They are re-directed by substituting anotber re-

sponse for the undesirable original one or by attaching the
original response to another situation with which it works
less or no harm or even positive good." It is our purpose
to suggest very simply and definitely some of the ways
in which the parent may cooperate in this process of
education.

FEEDING

Feeding is a dominant instinct from the beginning of
life. Not only should wholesome food be supplied suited
to the needs of the developing organism but this food should
be given at regular intervals, allowing sufficient time for
digestion between feedings. The dangerous habit of
"piecing" or of eating continuously is often formed before
three years of age. For the future as well as the present
welfare of the child such a habit is to be avoided. It is

not alone the physical health that is involved but the con-

trol of an appetite, which makes for moral strength.

Many a life has been wrecked later through the intem-
perate use of some article of food, narcotics or intoxicants

because the basis for such weakness was laid in the early

years in the failure to develop right and regular habits

of eating. The enjoyment of food by the child is de-

sirable, and he should be in a happy and contented mood
when eating. If possible he should not be irritated or
frightened and he should be encouraged to eat without
haste, taking only a small amount of food in the mouth
at a time. These habits will conduce to good digestion

and will conserve nervous strength. Habits of proper
social response when eating can be cultivated as soon as

the child takes his food at the table with other members
of the family. He can learn to wait patiently for his turn

to be served, although the control of the little child must
not be overstrained. He learns not to attempt speech
with a mouth otherwise employed and to use correctly

the spoon and in progressive series the other table appoint-
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ments. There is no need for a little child to be a boor

simply because he is little. If rightly approached he will

take pride in mastering one by one the essentials of good
breeding. Such training is a part of his moral-social

equipment, and if acquired early these habits will persist

and will make him the more welcome in any social group.

The child, because he enjoys eating, considers his food

one of his greatest blessings, and food is one of the first

things for which a child spontaneously expresses gratitude

to his parents and later to God. The grace which is said

before each meal in the Christian home impresses the

young child very much, and very soon he learns to par-

ticipate by saying "Thank you, Heavenly Father, for this

food." His earliest prayers may thus be connected with
the homely act of feeding. Jack's little head was always
bowed while his father said the blessing before each meal.

On this particular day Jack had slept during the dinner

hour and consequently had to eat alone. His mother
placed him in his high chair, and as soon as his food

was set before him, he bowed his head. He did not say

a word, but his mother, observing the act, repeated a verse

of blessing for him. As soon as she had finished he raised

his head and started to eat his dinner. Jack was only

one and a half years of age when this incident occurred.

ACTIVITY

The most noticeable fact about infancy is the ceaseless

movement. Even as the child lies asleep there are some
twitchings of the limbs. Every movement is in response

to a stimulus from some inner bodily state or from some
outer condition. Touch, sight, sound, taste, smell,—all

bring their quota of sensations arousing the organism to

response. Every stimulus tends to be immediately fol-

lowed by movement. When this movement of the baby
finds the check of the sides of the crib, of mother's hand
or of the rubber ball, there is a fresh stimulus to activity.
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The child grasps with the hand the opposing object or

presses more strenuously against it. There is no purpose

in this pursuit at first but if the performance be repeated

time after time gradually a set habit of reaction to the

particular situation is built up. There is an appearance

of purpose on the baby's part so quickly does he pursue

the usual course of action on presentation of the stimulus,

just as the dog who has learned to jump for his food

begins the performance when he sees the master with meat

in hand. In this very wonderful provision of movement
in response to stimulus, a continuous reaction of the or-

ganism to environing conditions, lies the possibility of

education. !N^ot only, as Bolton asserts, the entire brain

and nervous system suffer if motor activity is lacking

during the growing period; but the provision for abun-

dant and fruitful activity through an environment rich

in things for the investigation of the senses and the testing

of muscular control, affords the opportunity for develop-

ing future mental power. Suitable playthings, pets,

plants, household articles and simple apparatus should

be supplied in every child's home. As we will show later,

clear imagery is gained through the sense perceptions de-

pendent upon motor activity, and keen thinking requires

clear imagery. Activity characterizes all the life of the

child and play characterizes his activity. The little child

has in all that he does the play attitude. His goals are

inherent in the activity itself; the joy of doing is his

sufficient reward. He chases the butterfly not for the

sake of possessing the butterfly but for the fun of chasing.

FEAE

Fear develops within the first few weeks. Helen Hoyt
has written a poem on The jSTew-Born * which describes

well the unlearned character of this response

:

"I have heard them in the night

—

The cry of their fear,

• Courtesy of the author.
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Because there is no light,

Because they do not hear
Familiar sounds and feel the familiar arm,
And they awake alone.

Yet they have never known
Danger or harm.
What is their dread?
This dark about their bed?

Where did they find

Knowledge of death?
Caution of darkness and cold?

These—of the little, new breath

—

Have they a prudence so old?"

Some of the more common racial fears are those of dark-

ness, loud noises, strangers, rapidly moving objects, high

places. These fears manifest themselves at different ages

v^rith different children, and while one child may have

one type of fear in an exaggerated form, he may be free

from others. There are also the fears that are based

upon experience but built upon the instinct of fear of

which we have been speaking. These fears are the result

of fright or of accident. Parents and servants who make
a business of instilling imaginary fears have much to an-

swer for in the injury to the child's nervous stability for

which they are accountable. Pears of the policeman, the

doctor, the bogey-man, ghosts, witches and the like are

illustrative of what we have in mind. In a discussion on
this subject in a class recently one of the men confessed

that there was more of fear in his life than there ought
to be because of this childhood incident. He was standing

by an open window after dark. His father outside in

the yard thought that it would be a joke to seize the

child's hand as he reached up to pull the shade. The child

was so terrified by this unknown clutch out of the dark
that he was ill in bed for two weeks and to this day can
hardly make himself approach an open window after dark.

Parents should of course teach their small children to
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be properly cautious about crossing the streets, ligliting

matches, playing with fire and the like, but there is a

difference between sane caution and unreasoning fear. If

when a wholesome fear of the harmful is established at the

same time the child is taught how to protect himself, no

undesirable results will follow. All unnecessary fears

should be as far as possible eliminated and the child's

life kept as happy and trusting as his safety will permit.

Fear destroys confidence, often paralyzes action and has

a very injurious effect upon the functions of the body.

A child who continually suffers from nervous fears does

not digest his food properly, does not sleep well and even

his happy play hours are shadowed by passing dread.

With the infant under three years of age, the parent

should always show love and patience when fear is mani-

fest. Sometimes the foolishness of his fear can be re-

vealed to the child by the parent's own attitude toward

the dreaded object. A little girl was very much fright-

ened by a stuffed dog in a store. Her auntie who hap-

pened to be with her went up to the dog and stroked its

head. The little one came closer and presently touched

the dog timidly. Then she too stroked his head and finally

threw her arms around his neck. After that experience

she always approached the store with joy and immediately

Went to the dog. If the fearful object cannot be trans-

formed into an acceptable one it ought to be removed

if possible from the child or the child taken away from

it, for the reasoning ability at this age is not developed

sufficiently to struggle with such a sifuation and there is

very little power of self-control. A child can sometimes

be diverted when fearful by the substitution of some be-

loved object such as a doll to hold or a pet to feed. His

trust in his father or mother often serves to eliminate fear

when they are present, and as soon as he gains a concept

of God as an all-protecting greater father he is helped in

meeting fear on all occasions. The story is told of Vir-

ginia, aged three, who was overheard to say after an espe-
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cially loud clap of thunder which made her uneasy, "Say,

God, cut that out." The saying was as near a prayer as

a child of three often makes. The child realized that God
was responsible for rain and thunder and she requested

Him, in her brother's phraseology, to make it stop with

perfect confidence in His power to do so. Yet the tendency

in much of our early religious teaching has been to make
the child fear God rather than love and trust him. The
little girl whose mother had told her at the time of eve-

ning prayer that God was in the room illustrated this

mistake when she said with quick pleading, "Please,

mother, open the door and let him out."

EHYTHM

Very early in life, in fact within the second month,

instances are recorded showing that the child seems to be

affected by music. Writers generally agree that the ele-

ment of rhythm in music is the first one to appeal to the

infant, although he is affected by intensity of sound as

well. In the latter half of the first year the child begins

to respond to the rhythm of music by muscular move-

ments. With some small children this sense of rhythm
is more marked than with others. Babies who have barely

gained control enough over their limbs to walk will some-

times perform queer little jigs to music which the family

are pleased to term dances. The parents may through

this interest in rhythm develop a love for good music

and a habit of listening in these early years. Lullabies

may be sung to the baby, records may be played on the

victrola or suitable instrumental pieces on the piano. The
folk tunes of various peoples are adapted to the little child

because of their simplicity, their childlikeness, and their

marked rhythm and melody. For the baby no very ex-

citing music should be used but rather that which in-

duces a feeling of quiet happiness and contentment. As
soon as the child has sufficient control of his hands and
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feet to move them iu time to the music the mother or

father may suggest clapping or tapping to the rhythm

of the music and later the child may march or run when
the proper music is played. These little plays will give

much pleasure and will develop grace and poise in bodily

movement as well as contentment or harmony of spirit.

In time the child will croon to the mother's lullaby and

later will join in singing certain words of the songs.

Songs which have tonal cries of animals or people or the

repetition of natural sounds will appeal to the small child

and he will catch and repeat such cries before he sings

the song as a whole. A few hymns for the small child,

such as Luther's cradle hymn, may be used at the time

of evening prayer or when the child first wakens. The
note of reverence and devotion in the music will arouse

a feeling of wonder in the child and will induce the wor-

shipful mood. Music has had so important a function in

religious worship that it is one of the fundamental ele-

ments in developing religious expression in the child.

CUEIOSITY

In speaking of activity we referred to the building of

habit upon the basis of repeated response to stimulus.

"We referred also to the fact that every movement of the

child brings him in contact with a fresh stimulus. In

the second half of the first year the baby's surprise upon

the appearance of a new stimulus may be termed curi-

osity. This attitude, Kirkpatrick says, is the "main basis

of intellectual development." Curiosity or inquisitiveness

shows itself not only as a feeling but on the side of

activity in prying and exploring. If the child meets with

success in the satisfaction of curiosity he is filled with

delight; if he is blocked, he evidences wonder or sorrow.

In the period of infancy curiosity must be gratified

through the opportunity to investigate with the senses,

to see, to hear, to taste, to smell, to touch. A mother took
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her child of two and a half to the grocery. He reached

for and handled everything in sight. The mother emphat-

ically forhade handling anything. Whereupon the child

held his hands rigidly at his side and proceeded to apply

nose and tongue to the various articles. During these

years the child is not satisfied to he told ahout things, he

insists on the sense contact. If as Kirkpatrick suggests

curiosity hears so important a relation to mental develop-

ment, then the parent ought jealously to guard the curi-

osity of the child in order that it he not stifled hy the

continual prohibition, "Don't touch." He must provide

an environment in which the child can safely touch, can

profitably explore, and can take things apart without per-

manent injury to self or to property. A good illustration

of a type of play material adapted to this end is the

nest of blocks, one block fitting inside another in a graded

SGriGS

MANIPULATION

Within the first few months of the baby's life the manip-

ulation of objects begins. Any object that permits is

turned, poked, scratched in a purely aimless fashion.

Manipulation, however, which means merely the respond-

ing by many different arm, hand and finger movements

to many different objects, gives the possibility of the

habits of using tools, of writing, drawing and of all other

hand skills later on. Construction and destruction with

reference to objects and materials proceed from this orig-

inal source. There is little constructive use of material

under three if we have in mind creative results in hand-

work which are purposed by the child. Almost all of his

handling of material is manipulative, gratifying curiosity

and giving the joy of playful activity. However, the

muscles of the arm, the hand, and the fingers are strength-

ened by this exercise and desirable coordinations are

formed, which lay the basis for later skills in the arts

and the trades. Because the restless little fino;ers will
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not "be still if the child is not given wholesome employ-

ment for the hands, he forms bad habits in their nse, such

as the scratching, rubbing and picking of diiferent parts

of the body, of his clothing and of the furnishings of

the house. The writer once visited a nursery where about

twenty infants between one and three years of age were

confined in a room barren of all furnishings save a carpet

and a few chairs, with barred windows and no play ob-

jects or materials of any description. These children were

constantly poking, punching and pulling one another, some

of them had taken off their shoes and were playing with

them, others were unfastening their clothing, tearing and

chewing the ties and strings, while still others sat apart

in the habits of personal abuse of which we have spoken.

It is a picture indelibly painted on the memory as a

lesson in the necessity of providing for small children

materials to manipulate. When once bad habits in the

use of the hands have been formed it is very difficult to

eradicate them. Severe punishment often means recourse

to the habit in secret. Talking does little good at this

tender age when adult argument cannot be understood or

followed. Far the best advice is to forestall bad habits

by giving plenty of wholesome employment to the busy

little hands. The wisest course in the event that the

undesirable habit has been formed is to divert the child's

attention, direct his interest to some other occupation.

Sand and clay make an irresistible appeal to small chil-

dren. They will pat and poke these materials by the hour.

The sand may be sifted, it may be poured from one little

pan or bottle to another, it may be patted by the three-

year-old into little cakes or mounds. Clay properly moist-

ened affords endless simple employment. Paper (news-

paper or wrapping paper) may be scratched and torn and

later cut with blunt scissors, although the scissors should

not be given until about three. A few odd blocks will be

handled and piled ceaselessly, a box of objects will afford

endless pleasure in taking out and putting in again, the
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ball will be grasped, tossed, rolled and hugged succes-

sively. Such manipulation not only develops the muscles,

gives wholesome employment forestalling bad habits, cre-

ates happiness for the child, but it gives a growing knowl-

edge of the world around him, information about the

properties and possibilities of things, and is the necessary

basis for self-expression through the manual arts.

IMITATION

In the first three years of the child's life there are two
types of imitation according to Kirkpatrick's classification

which are prominent, reflex imitation and spontaneous

imitation. In the first six months reflex imitation only

is observed. Kirkpatrick defines it: "Refl&x imitation is

shown when a child is caused to do something he has a

physiological tendency to do by perceiving the act per-

formed by another." Thorndike says that the most prob-

able cases for the production of similar behavior are "smil-

ing when smiled at, laughing when others laugh, yelling

when others yell, looking at what others observe, listening

when others listen, running with or after people who are

running in the same direction, running from a focus

whence others scatter, jabbering when others jabber and

becoming silent as they become silent, crouching when
others crouch, chasing, attacking and rending what others

hunt, and seizing whatever object another seizes." Reflex

imitation continues as an important form of suggestion

all through life, but it is particularly potent in these

early years. ' As Kirkpatrick says, all persons and chil-

dren especially are like mirrors reflecting back what they

observe. Ugly faces, cross tones, and irritable manners
are duplicated by the imitative children in the home or

in the school. The story is told by Elizabeth Harrison

of the mother whose child echoed her exact tone of voice

in speaking to him. When the mother was greatly irri-

tated and said that she did not know how her child ever
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came to speak to her like that, Miss Harrison gently ad-

monished her to listen to her own voice in speaking to the

child. One of the greatest boons which can be conferred

upon the child at this age is a home where he sees pleasant

faces, hears quiet, gentle tones, feels a courteous, cheery-

manner and starts through inaitation habits that corre-

spond.

The early spontaneous imitations usually appear the

second half of the first year. To quote Kirkpatrick again,

"Spontaneous imitation is shown when acts not provided

by other instincts are reproduced without any purpose

other than the all-sufficient and unconscious one of an
impulse to reproduce and to experience subjectively what
has been observed objectively." The early spontaneous

imitations may be of single sounds and gestures or of

more complex acts. They are often very amusing to the

spectator as when the child tries to imitate the crow of

the rooster, the scolding note in the cook's voice or daddy
reading the newspaper. Waving the hand in good-by, nod-
ding the head, bowing are all types of gestures attempted
in the second year by most babies. Whatever attracts

the attention and interest of the child in the way of move-
ment as well as tone, inflection and word he spontaneously
imitates. His imitations are therefore a guide to devel-

oping interests. Through these imitations the child not
only gains control of his body but an understanding of

movement and sound. In his own body he feels these

sounds and movements as well as observing them without.
He is thus storing up power for future creative expres-

sion. He should be encouraged in his imitation and
should never be made self-conscious by being laughed at,

ridiculed or shown off. Undesirable sights and sounds,
such as the shriek of whistles, the reeling of tipsy men,
the quarreling of his elders, should be shut away from
him as much as possible. The little children of the poor
in our congested city districts have so much that is un-
worthy for observation and imitation that the problem
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of education at school age is greatly increased by wliat

has gone or has not gone before.

INDIVIDUALISM

Self-preservation as the first law of nature may be ap-

plied to the unconscious self-seeking of the infant. All

of his movements are for his own satisfaction and well-

being. Long before he has a consciousness of self as

distinct from others, he is as Kirkpatrick says "a natural

and persistent beggar." In his utter helplessness and

dependence he possesses an appeal to his elders that is

well-nigh irresistible. Nature has made wise provision

for the continuance of life and its development in the

individualistic instinct. The little child under three very

gradually grows to a consciousness of self as distinct from

the other members of the family and in fact in the be-

ginning from the objects of his environment. By the

difference in sensation as he touches the different parts

of his body with his hands and when he can do so with

his mouth and as he senses other objects and people, he

in time builds up a knowledge of hands, feet, and other

parts of the body as belonging to baby. It is long be-

fore he recognizes himself in the mirror. A child of

one and a half in visiting an aunt always walked to the

mirror to play with the other baby which she smiled at,

called to and kissed. This little child endows inanimate

objects as well as pets and plants with sensibilities like

his own, talking to them and playing with them by the

hour. Gradually numerous experiences in being thwarted

by others, being sometimes approved of and at other times

disapproved of, build up in him a knowledge of an in-

dividual self. The development of language also helps

the growth in self-discovery as the pronouns and nouns

emerge which designate objects and separate them. Dur-
ing all of this period, however, there is less self-assertion

than in the later periods of childhood and there is an
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unconscious sharing of goods that is often very charming,

as when all must have a bite of baby's cake or must stir

his sand-pie. On the other hand there are occasions when
baby wants the cake or the play toy for himself and when
like a dog with a bone he glowers at anybody who attempts

to molest.

While the individualism of infancy is very understand-

able and very necessary, it is not too soon for the parent

to begin to teach a consideration for others. The basis

of self-control is laid when the baby learns that there

are regular times for eating, for plajrful attention from

his elders, for quiet amusement of himself, that a lusty

yell does not bring forth forbidden goods. A little girl

of a year and a half who had learned to suit her con-

venience to her mother's was wont to follow each request

by the inquiry, "Mim a minute, muwer ?" Some parents

make the mistake of insisting that the other children in

the family give up to the baby. Any demand that the

baby makes must be gratified immediately. The baby

feels himself a puny tyrant and brandishes his scepter

in triumph at the end of every conflict. The other chil-

dren in the family are made to dislike the baby, to resort

to secrecy in concealing their possessions and play places

from him, and often bitterness of soul settles down upon

them as the parent makes his unfair decisions in favor

of the baby. On the other hand a wise parent will see

that baby is properly interpreted to the other children

when his stage of development is a mystery to^them and

they cannot understand why he should pull hair, scratch

faces and drop articles. The wise parent will see too

that baby has his just rights and that he is not teased

and molested until he becomes cross and irritated, a mis-

anthrope at three.

SOCIAL EESPON'SE

Man was not bom to live alone either from necessity

or choice. IsTormal development requires the social ad-
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justments to other people, and the desire for companion-

ship is a natural impulse. The infant soon shows a rec-

ognition of its mother's presence by smiling and cooing

as she approaches and later by extending the arms. It

often cries when isolated. Most children show a desire

for other people before they can walk and even though

shy in the presence of strangers will peep out at them from

behind the mother's dress or over her shoulder. In time

a hand is extended and the little face breaks into a smile.

Frequently the baby will begin to kick violently at the

appearance of a bigger brother or sister and will crow

lustily. The hands are extended to grasp the clothing or

pull the hair. Children are strongly attracted to other

children, especially children of their own age. It is very

amusing to watch babies of a year or two on a car making
each other's acquaintance by the shy advances of which

we have spoken, fascinated by each other's performances.

Companionship with those older and younger means much
to children, but every child should also have children of

his own age to play with, beginning between one and two

years of age. There is a give and take on an equal foot-

ing that is very necessary in stimulating growth and mak-

ing for social adjustments. There is an understanding

from another child of the same age that is most satis-

fying to the lonely little inhabitant of his own world,

for no one at a different stage of development can ever

quite live in baby's world, no matter how well he may
pretend. The little plays in which baby and mother or

father indulge help to develop the social side of the child's

nature, as for instance the time-honored favorites, Pat-a-

cake, This Little Pig, Peek-a-boo. At two, baby may be

encouraged to take a handkerchief or a flower or a brush

from one member of the family to another, receiving

approbation from the recipient. Hide-and-seek may be

played if baby is quickly found and if at first the hiding

takes place in plain sight. By three the child is playing
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alongside of other children, copying their acts but not yet

able to cooperate with them in social games.

Sympathy appears when the child not only weeps with

those that weep and laughs with those who laugh but

when he "consciously represents them as having feelings

like his own." The child, as has been said, does not fully

distinguish objects, pets or people from himself. Hence

he easily attributes to them his own feeling. A child of

three who had fallen from his bicycle and bumped his head

greeted every person whom he met with perfect confidence

in the sympathy he would receive. "Boy fell off cycle

and bumped his head," he said each time, and then a

few more tears would roll down his cheeks. The child

at this age will weep over any injuries to others that are

in his experience. The writer used to repeat Old Mother

Hubbard and The Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe

with the tears in her eyes.

Love of approval is very strong even in young children

as well as distaste for disapproval. The tone of voice,

the gesture, the expression of the parent's face convey

to the infant or small child approval or disapproval ; and

these two means of encouraging or checking undesirable

activity are very efficacious from the beginning. The

frown on the mother's face, the shake of her head, the

stern tone in her voice as she says, "E"o, no," when baby

puts his fist in the butter or runs out into the street are

potent factors in stopping him. On the other hand, the

happy smile, the loving pat and the pleased note in

mother's voice when baby promptly obeys her or succeeds

in saying distinctly a new word or walking by himself

across the floor are even more effective in securing the

desired activity. If parents realized that the most im-

portant principle in habit formation is the following up

of desirable action by satisfaction and of undesirable by

dissatisfaction there would be a more thoroughgoing and

intelligent use of approval and disapproval.
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AFFECTION

The devoted love of a mother and father is the birth-

right of every baby, and it has been proved that one

element most needed in order that the baby thrive physi-

cally, is this love and the affectionate play that every

parent indulges in with the child. Tagore says in one of

his poems, The Baby's Way:

"Baby was so free from every tie in the land

of the tiny crescent moon.
It was not for nothing he gave up his freedom.

He knows that there is room for endless joy in

mother's little corner of a heart, and it is

sweeter far than liberty to be caught and
pressed in her dear arms."

There is more truth than fiction in the suggestion that

the baby likes the love and the cuddling which he receives.

The care and love bestowed upon him usually win for

the mother the child's first smile and earliest signs of

recognition. Later the father is included in the circle and

gradually the other members of the family are added to

the roll of baby's favorites. He shows his affection, if

such it may be called, by the extended arms, the coo of

delight, the nestling close when held and later by the

moist kiss and pressure of the arms about the neck. To
the parents especially it is inexpressibly delightful to re-

ceive these tokens of affection and to return them. How-
ever care must be taken not to fondle the baby too much,

as it is weakening to him physically to be handled often

and caressed. Such indulgence lays the basis for sensu-

ality later. Some expression of love should be given

every day, usually when the baby wakens from his nap

and before he falls asleep. He will enjoy play as a rule

after his bath. Much quiet when he is apparently un-

observed should be the rule, but baby's own demonstra-

tions of affection should always be warmly received, al-
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though he should never he teased to hestovs^ them. His
little person should be respected .at all times, and he
should not he compelled to ward off the undesired
familiarities of his relatives. The hahj or small child

is tormented hy the caresses of strangers while their blows
sometimes would be as welcome. When the little child is

in the loving mood the mother may very early lead him
to do something for her, as for instance to pick up her
handkerchief or to bring her a flower. Such tiny efforts

for another may begin a habit of serving others that should
grow as the child does.

COMMUNICATION"

The first language of the baby is that of gesture and
tone. When he is only a few months old he begins to

experiment with sound. Later the inflection as well as

the sound itself tells whether he is angry, hurt, sleepy,

hungry or happy. In fact he expresses in this way, even
after he has passed into the imitative stage of language
acquisition, nearly all of his wishes and feelings. Dur-
ing the second half of his first year he babbles con-

stantly and gradually he begins to reproduce almost every

sound that he hears. In the last half of his second year,

and sometimes considerably before, he repeats or uses

words with a purpose. As a rule, he understands words
before he says them but there are some exceptions. Ges-

ture and tone do much to interpret the real meaning of

words to the child, and he learns to associate certain

tones with certain words. Kirkpatrick tells of a child

who had been accustomed to lie down when the appro-

priate words were used and who proceeded to do so when
the words sit up were substituted with the accustomed
gesture and tone of voice.

Miss Palmer gives some very helpful suggestions to

the mother in her Play Life as to the ways in which
she may further language development. She may use

49352
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nouns with the baby during his first year and may accom-
pany his simple movement or rhythmic play with certain

words as "up-down" when he falls back or rises in her
arms. During the second year, when he is reproducing

nouns cniefly, she may add some verbs, and in the third

year she adds some contrasting adjectives and adverbs.

She should always speak slowly and distinctly, and should
on no occasion employ "baby talk," as such perverted
English gives the child a wrong example for imitation and
retards his language progress. She should interpret her
words in these early years by gesture, facial expression,

tone of voice and sometimes by dramatization and pic-

tures. The child's use and understanding of language
will be furthered too by the lullabies that are sung to

him and the repetition of short rhythmic phrases. In his

second year the lullabies are continued, and the mother
may answer the baby in tone play by rising a note higher
than he as he croons to himself. Picture books now be-

come the first story books. The pictures used should be
colored, should contain few characters or objects, and those

should be of a familiar nature as babies or pets. The
mother may talk very simply about the picture, making
a tiny story. In the third year many little children begin
to imitate the familiar air and words of the song, while
the play of the mother and child in imitating tones may
continue. Some of the shorter Mother Goose rimes, as

Jack and Jill and Little Miss Muffet, may now be used
and realistic stories told about the child's own experiences
and those of other little children. The child should never
be hurried into speech or song but should be stimulated

to begin both in the several ways suggested. He should

always feel that he has plenty of time in which to speak,

so that stuttering and stammering may be avoided. He
has great joy in the acquisition of this tool, and it is

very important for mental growth because words and ideas

naturally develop together.
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WONDER

There is often the emotional response of wonder dur-

ing the second or third year of the child's life. It comes

when he is blocked in some inquisitive act, when he ob-

serves some of the simpler phenomena of nature or of

family activity, when the stone thrown in the water

splashes, when the great waves roll up to his feet on the

beach, when he hears thunder, when he throws the bottle

and it breaks, when a hundred other so-called common

things first impinge upon his consciousness. He greets

the first blessing at table or the first prayer with the same

wide-open eyes full of wonder. This wonder of the child

is close kin to the awe which is the foundation of worship.

It should not be brushed lightly aside, for it is the begin-

ning of a feeling which later may deepen into God-con-

sciousness.



SUGGESTIONS FOE ADDITIONAL STUDY

1. In studying the toys and playthings suitable for a child

of three, make a list of all the "nature" playthings, such as

sand, acorns, stones. Of what great value are such play-

things ?

2. Notice and record instances of jealousy in very young
children. A small girl slapped a dearly loved doll because

her father pretended to pet and fondle it. What is the harm
of arousing this emotion?

3. Keep record of the length of time it takes to form a
definite good habit in a baby and compare this length of time
with an attempt of your own to form a habit or to change a
habit in yourself or in an older child. What is the very
significant fact in this comparison?

4. Why is it essential not to permit an exception to occur
when trying to help a child form a habit ?

5. Suggest various ways of playing with a child which will

be helpful. Contrast this activity with that of merely amus-
ing him.

6. Ask several adults to describe some fear experienced in
childhood which actually affected their later childiiood, per-
haps even extending into youth and adult life. Could such
fears have been cured? Need the cautious child be a timid,
fearful child?

7. What substitutes may supply the child's need when his

investigative instinct leads him to destroy or injure other
people's property?

Keep your list of harmful activities and helpful substi-

tutions and send your "findings" to some educational maga-
40
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zine for the benefit of mothers and other educators. Miss

Pahner's book is particularly helpful here.
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CHAPTEK IV

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT IN INFANCY

The child at birth has no conscious intelligence. He
does have, as has been shown, well-marked reflex and
instinctive tendencies which supply a mechanical intelli-

gence that enables him to live. Hartshorne, in Childhood

and Character, suggests that the baby's mind is in some-

thing the condition of ours when we look at a bright jewel

so hard that everything else fades out of consciousness.

"Now," says Hartshorne, "if we can imagine this narrow
field of consciousness to shift from one sensation to an-

other, each sensation being for the moment the sum total

of consciousness, we will approximate what the child's

mind must be like." He has no knowledge. All that is

most familiar to us is unknown to him. However, this

condition swiftly changes as the months of the first year

pass and the experiences of bathing, feeding, dressing,

sleeping, riding and the like are repeated with their

attendant sensations. Gradually the power unconsciously

to observe, recall and compare aids the baby in classifying

his various impressions and in getting meaning out of

these experiences. His own activity in response to the

variety of stimulation which he receives also furnishes

him with further impressions, and in similar fashion these

are interpreted. Thus he begins to know something about

the world in which he lives, about the persons and the

things with which he comes in contact. The way in which
the parent may best help this development as we have
already suggested is to supply the proper conditions for

the child to use his senses and his body in a normal way
without overstimulating him and thus attempting to force

42
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growth. His own home is the place for the baby, and

fortunate the infant who has a family consisting of father

and mother and one or more older children. The sights,

the sounds, and the tactile contacts with the simple home
activities are all the stimuli he needs at this period.

The less he is carried about in the stores or on trains

and street cars the better. Visits to the homes of rela-

tives or friends are sometimes dangerous experiments.

Parents can also supply for this child a well-ordered

universe where the daily round of sleeping-bathing-play-

ing experiences follow each other in the usual way at the

usual time. Baby will then get his cues easily to situa-

tions and there will be little confusion to upset the regular

course of habit-formation.

DISCKIMINATION

Power to discriminate grows as special knowledge and

practice grows, and is consequently nil at birth, and less

during this period of infancy than at any later period.

"By the time of his first birthday," Miss Palmer says,

"he can distinguish flat surfaces from solid objects, can

tell from what direction a sound comes, knows his body

as related to himself, can connect object as seen with that

as heard or felt." Mrs. Hall states an instance where a

child of nine months was surprised at the difference in

sound between a cup and a saucer when struck by a

spoon. During the second year the child begins to ac-

quire language and this acquisition correlates with the de-

velopment of the power of discrimination. The child

should have the opportunity to make many contrasts in

his environment. To quote again from Miss Palmer,

"Familiar objects will teach him such opposites as hard

and soft (chair and cushion), rough and smooth (carpet

and paper), near and far (table and window), loud and
soft (clock and watch), high and low (bureau and stool),

hot and cold (potato and ice), dry and wet (towel and
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washclotli), sharp and dull (needle and play scissors),

round and straight (button and match), strong and weak
(rope and string), large and small (father's and baby's

chairs). When the child's attention is attracted toward
one of these qualities the adult should name it and let

him try to find the opposite."

EEACTION TIME

The reaction time of children is markedly greater and
correspondingly greater the younger the child than for

adults. This is due in large measure, Kirkpatrick thinks,

to the lack of practice, to the newness of experience. There
are few paths in the nervous system, and the nerve current

always goes less quickly over a new path but moves more
swiftly as resistance is broken down. The acquisition of

any new skill by the adult illustrates the point here, and
the less that new skill involves wholes or parts of certain

old skills the longer the process of learning will take.

The child, therefore, needs longer exposure to the stimulus,

as for instance when a picture or other object is shown
to him, he needs longer time in which to act and more
opportunities for repetition, and he needs this considera-

tion in greater measure the younger he is. The welcom-
ing smile for the returning father for instance comes often
from the baby after the father has ceased to expect it,

or the command is obeyed when the impatient parent has
just opened his mouth to repeat it. Of course, we woiUd
not encourage dilly-dallying on the part of small children,

but the expression of the child's face tells whether he
needs the time or is capriciously taking it.

MENTAL GRASP

The child's mental grasp is small. He holds little in
the mind at once. His first expression in communicating
is tte single gesture or syllable, and later, as has been
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cited before, he speaks one word at a time, letting the

inflection convey his meaning. The one word "go" may
be used to express a command, an entreaty, a statement,

a question. Verbs and nouns are then combined, gradu-

ally a few adjectives and adverbs are added, while, under

three, conjunctions are rarely used. As the child accumu-

lates ideas so that he has a stock of old material, his

mental grasp widens. The application to education is

apparent. Our first sentences should be very short and

simple, referring to familiar objects and activities with

which the child has had sense contact. Parents should

keep a little in advance of the child in sentence length

and structure, sufficiently so that he cm follow but will

not be discouraged. The first stories for the two-year-

old are very short and contain only one or two characters

and the simplest plot imaginaW'^ as: "Little Boy John
pats the doggie. The doggi*^ jays, 'Bow Wow, I'm glad

to see you, Little Boy J^l^n.' " If the picture is at hand,

this story may be reyjeated while the interest continues.

Songs also should be very short, as the repetition with a

slight melodic variation of a single sound like the "Choo-

Choo" of the train or the "Mew-Mew" of the pussy.

When the child's grasp of this material is evident, then

the lejngth of story or song may be increased somewhat.

Success will attend early education to the degree in which

th.e gradualness of the process is preserved and no abrupt

transitions are made,—every step in the child's progress

giving to the parent the cue for the next leading.

PEECEPTION

"Perception depends upon three things: (1) the sensa-

tions experienced at the moment; (2\ power of discrimi-

nation, and (3) the results of past experiences that are

reproduced more or less perfectly at the moment of per-

ceiving." The younger child has less power of discrimi-

nation than the older child or the adult, because he has
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had less practice and he has fewer experiences to be re-

produced. Perception will grow upon the basis of the

variety and richness of the sensations which the child

receives and upon the use of discrimination for the pur-

pose of achieving an end since "the purpose of perception

is to identify objects and make the proper reaction to

them." The responsibility of the parent here is to see

that the child has the opportunity to react to stimulus

in accomplishing things that are satisfying to him. It is

as he utilizes objects, materials, and people for his play

purposes that he will make clear percepts. The baby

who gazes at the rattle, listens to it, grasps it, shakes it,

pounds it, bites or it, drops it and throws it, has had a

rich experience witn a rattle.

livI/aiNATION"

When an object not present I"-^ the senses is recalled we
have a true image. As soon as the ':'.hild misses an object

from its place or a person from the group he is gaining

the power to form mental images. Language is a great

aid in recalling images. The mother can assist the child

by saying to him as soon as he understands, "Where is

daddy?" "Where is sister?" "Where is Kitty?" "Where
is the ball?" At first when the child listens to a short

story he is really interested chiefly in forming the images

suggested by the story, as such remarks as the following'

show, "I have a bunny," "This is my dress," "Take me
to the train," all irrelevant to the plot of the story but

quite understandable on the basis suggested. At three,

however, the child's mental grasp has increased and his

power to image is developed so that he follows the story

plot through if it is not too long. Then comes the period

so interesting in his development when he discovers that

he may play with images and relate them as he sees fit.

When he tells impossible tales, therefore, he is not a moral
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derelict but only an artist learning to use his tools. "A
lie," says Earl Barnes, "is to be expected at three." The

vividness of his imagery now and in later life depends

upon the richness of the sense-perception that has gone

before. When the mother sees that the image is hazy

she may repeat the experience with the original object,

she may show a picture or enter into the activity with

the child. A few descriptive words add color to the telling

of the story. The child of three who tells his fanciful

little tales should never be punished or ridiculed, for if

he develops normally he will come gradually to distinguish

between the world of fact and fiction and to order his

accounts accordingly. The question of truth-telling in

childhood will be discussed fully in later chapters. The

wealth of imagery which can be acquired during these

early years is of the utmost importance for understanding

literature later, for the use of every form of artistic and

creative expression as well as for the development of the

concepts used in thinking.

MEMORY

The mental grasp of the child to three years of age

is very limited, and retentiveness is as a rule weak at

this time. It is not the period, therefore, for the teach-

ing of any kind of rote material with a view to mem-
orization. However, the child forms habits on the basis

of sensory-motor experience which are very important

and which constitute a type of habit memory or mem-
ory of the simplest associations. Eegularity in feeding,

sleeping, playing, means the formation of desirable habits,

and so gradually every function of the little child's life

tends to be ordered. Proper habits of walking, talking,

responding to the other children in the family, the pets

and the household furniture and utensils, can be built

up easily now if the laws of habit-formation are obeyed.
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If each time the same situation receives the same response

and if the repetition continues long enough, automatically

hahit will result. If in addition to unvarying repetition

the desired response can be attended by pleasure or satis-

faction the connection will tend to be a more permanent

one. Thorndike says to parents and teachers, "Put to-

gether what you would have go together and keep apart

what you would have stay apart." It is just as simple

and infinitely more pleasing to have a little child who
goes to bed without question, wakens laughing, eats what

is put before him, never teases, cries seldom, trusts stran-

gers, plays nicely with other children, as one who does

the reverse of all these things. A little child's morality

in the early years is habit and attitude, and if these are

right they form the firm foundation for conscious morality

later.

CONCEPT MAKING

Before the child can use words he forms crude concepts

or classifications on the basis of his experiences with

people and things. Kirkpatrick gives the illustration of

the child under one who when shown a real bird turned

and looked at a stuffed bird in the room, and of the child

a little over one who showed surprise and fear when an

envelope seemed to move itself because contrary to what

she expected that class of objects to do. Language is a

decided aid to concept making. At first the child may use

the word horsie or doggie to cover all four-footed beasts,

for only gradually does discrimination note the finer dif-

ferences and vocabulary develop to include the proper

names. The first concepts are gained through direct con-

tact with people and things, and not until later does he

acquire concepts through stories or by means of ques-

tions. He can tell horses and cows apart or dogs and

cats, but he is unable to give the distingiiishing charac-

teristics in words or anything approximating a dictionary

definition. At this age the only question that applies is
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"Show me the horse," "Show me the dog," to which the

child joyfully responds by pointing if he has the concept.

THINKING

The infant or young child tends to repeat whatever

brings satisfaction or is beneficial to life. He does this

of course instinctively. Later on he becomes conscious that

reaching, gTasping, crying or cooing brings him the things

that he wants. Still later, perhaps in the second year, he

purposely uses means to gain ends. If he is confronted

with an obstacle in his way, for instance if his ball rolls

under a chair, he will purposefully use crying, reaching

with the hand, pushing the chair away to recover his ball.

The steps in the thinking process for him are doubt, per-

plexity, the association of a previous experience, the imme-

diate application. As he has only a limited experience

and as he acts almost at once, the problems that he can

solve himself are limited, and "trial and error" is the

way by which he learns. However, the parent should

give him the chance to meet obstacles in his play and

cope with them. Even though he bumps himself and

tumbles around considerably, he will grow in resourceful-

ness and in confidence,—not to mention mental alertness.

By experimenting the child learns practically many things

about natural law and physical processes which years

later may form a basis for generalization. He as a rule

does not consciously generalize until over three, although

there are many instances of precocious youngsters under

that age who have made surprising generalizations. Little

Lucy, aged two years and nine months, had been playing

with her nurse before bedtime when the nurse was called

out of the room. The mother came to put the child to

bed. Lucy objected and screamed for her nurse.
_

Her

mother told her that God punished little girls who did not

obey. Lucy paid no attention but was put to bed. The

following evening she started to climb on the foot of the
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bed and jump down. The nurse remonstrated but the

child persisted. She did hurt her chin. Whereupon she

said, "iTow, God did punish me for being a naughty girl,

didn't he?" Little Harold, aged two years and eight

months, had been playing on the lawn. Suddenly he
came into the house and asked his mother for a string.

He hung it high on a bush and then ran back to the porch.

After a little while a bird came to the bush, examined
the string and flew away with it to a near-by tree. "He
got it," shouted Harold, clapping his hands. The mother
learned later that a story had been told to the child about
a little boy and girl who helped a bird build a nest by
putting strings, wool and threads where the bird could
secure them.

EMOTIONS

The emotions of the child at this period are intense

but transitory. Before three he has given evidence of
feeling fear, love, anger, jealousy, dislike, sympathy, hap-
piness. It is desirable that he should be protected as far
as possible from intense negative emotion such as fear,

jealousy and anger, and that the right emotional atmos-
phere of happiness, confidence and love be provided.
However, there are occasions when the child's growing will
cannot brook opposition without the outburst of anger,
or intense jealousy occurs when the two or three-year-old
is presented with the new little brother or sister. If the
child has a naturally high temper, the parents cannot
begin too soon to teach self-control. It is well to avoid
when possible the cause of irritation or to divert the child's
attention to some other interest if his anger has been
provoked. If the outburst cannot be prevented, it is some-
times necessary to startle the child who holds his breath
or strikes his head on the floor by a dash of water in the
face or a loud noise. If the offending person will quietly
withdraw and leave the small tempest to quiet down, anger
may and will quickly subside with most children. It is
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very wrong to permit older children to tease the baby and

thus irritate him or for the mother or father to do so.

It is indeed despicable for gro\vn people to get amusement

from an exhibit of temper which is poisoning the child's

blood and interfering with the functions of the body and

with the stability of the nervous system. Fear has already

been discussed at length; jealousy must also be reckoned

with. If jealousy is occasioned by the appearance in the

family of another child, a pet or an older person who uses

some of the possessions of the child or shares the attention

and affections of the mother and father, the mother and

father must remember the unreasonableness of jealousy

at any age and especially the inability of this small child

to be appealed to by reason. They can and should be

careful not to be obtrusively demonstrative in the child's

presence toward the new object of their affection, and to

be very considerate toward the little one who must share

their affection with another. Some parents make it very

hard indeed for the older child when the new baby arrives

so that it suffers acutely from loneliness as well as from

jealousy. If the child can be prepared for the new mem-
ber of the family by happy anticipations of his coming,

if the arrival can be greeted as one that will bring pleas-

ure to the child, then a response of love and happiness

may from the beginning forestall all possibility of jeal-

ousy. A friend once prepared two little children of four

and two for the advent of a new baby by letting them

dramatize the coming in the care of a doll. Clothes were

made for the doll, it was bathed every day, fed and

dressed; and it was dearly loved. As a result when the

new baby came, it was radiantly greeted as the greatest

of blessings from God, the Heavenly Eather.

THE WILL

The child has a growing will but weak powers of in-

hibition. Swift, in his Mind in the Making, says, "The
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weak point in the nervous system of the child is that

inhibitory centers mature slowly. Action is a first requi-

site; so motor centers develop early and energy uncon-

trolled is diffused aimlessly through the nervous channels."

In the little child then we have a spontaneity of response

which consists in reflex or instinctive uninhibited action.

This gives us the basis for later coordination, but for the

growth of nervous connections and associations a long

period of training is required. The discipline or control

of the child during these early years should consist in

selecting desirable stimuli and subjecting the child to

these until suitable paths of discharge or desirable habits

have been established and in protecting him from unde-

sirable stimuli. To forbid a child to play with the sand

or to sweep the floor and to offer no substitute in allowed

activity is to invite disobedience or to develop nervous

affections. The continued prohibitions of some parents

are epitomized in the answer of the small boy who when
asked his name replied "Bobby Don't." Many people in

dealing with little children try to use the strong instinct

of fear in order to inhibit motor activity. A mother in a

car attempted to make her little boy sit placidly on the

seat but he persisted in getting away from her and in

running up and down the aisle. Finally she pointed to

the conductor and said, "See that man ; he cuts off the

legs of little boys who don't sit still." Pale with fright,

the child subsided. The injury to his nervous system

is not easily reckoned, whereas a piece of newspaper to

tear or an envelope and a pencil might have served as

counteracting stimuli. Of course, there are times when
baby with plenty of wholesome employment at his com-

mand insists on doing the impossible thing. Then that re-

action must be made so unpleasant for him that he will

eliminate it, and before he can understand any reasoning

on the subject it may be necessary to inflict a little physical

pain, although other measures should be exhausted first.

A baby of thirteen months opened the door of the ice-box
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repeatedly. At first the mother shut the door quickly

and spoke reprovingly to the child, later she carried him
abruptly away from the vicinity of the ice-box, finally

she spatted his hands when caught in the act. After

this last experience he would walk up to the box, put

out his hand, then quickly withdraw it and scuttle away,

making a wry face. A little older child whose hands had

been spatted for pulling up plants, one day pulled one

unobserved. She soon appeared before her mother, held

out her hands with a tearful face, and said, "Spat baby's

hands. Mama." As soon as the child understands what

is said to him, the cause for obedience when there is a

difference of opinion should be explained to him very

simply and his desire to do the right thing created through

the example of others and wise approval. The parent

should be sure that the child has the physical and mental

ability to do what is asked of him. One mother whom
the writer knew expected a second child at three to commit

to memory the A, B, C's because a precocious first child

had done so; and she blamed the poor little sister as

naughty because she could not remember. If right habits

are established early they will automatically take care of

a large number of the ordinary disputes between parents

and children, for instance the usual one as to when the

child shall go to bed.

TRANSITOEINESS OF MENTAL STATES

The predominant characteristic of mental states at this

period of child life is their transitoriness. The attention of

the child is fleeting and is primarily of the sensory type.

It is rooted in his developing instincts and capacities.

ISTorsworthy and Whitley contrast as follows the child and

the adult, ''The child is alive to seemingly every sense stim-

ulus ; seeing, hearing, the feeling of different movements,

smelling, tasting (if allowed), handling,—^while the adult

is conscious of something in his surroundings, but much
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more absorbed in connections, images, associations, and

memories which each sense impression calls up." It is

evident that no direct instruction can be successfully given

at this time, for the child lacks the control and the sus-

tained attention for group instruction, and as an individual

his interest can be held for only brief periods in story,

picture or song material. Indirectly, however, and to a

large extent unconsciously, development in every mental

characteristic and capacity has begun and the foundations

have been laid for future power or weakness.

Frank Crane says: "Babies mean that this blundering

human race has a chance to try again. Through babies is

our only hope of reform. Adults become set in their

ways. Babies are plastic. We could attain any Utopia

and correct every evil of society and clean up politics

and cure all the ills of industry and abolish all disease

and altogether hasten the golden age and hurry the mil-

lennium if we would only begin with the babies."



SUGGESTIOXS FOR ADDITIONAL STUDY

1. To the average child there comes a period of contrari-

ness between the ages of three and four. How can this be

accounted for psychologically? Collect instances of this sort

and suggest the most helpful ways of meeting the situation.

2. Make a list of the objects, animals and persons imitated

by some one child. T^Tiat does this suggest concerning the

child's environment?

3. Preyer (p. 22) speaks of "the school of astonishment"

which every one must attend. Eelate this to the constant

questions of a little child sometimes expressed in word and
sometimes by gesture or facial exjiression.

4. Euth (2 years, 11 months) had a doll whose closed

eyes remained closed to the little girl's dismay. The mother
struck the doll's head vigorously and the eyes flew open. Turn-
ing quickly to an aunt whose legs were paralyzed, Ruth
Complete the sentence and exj)lain the mental process.

5. Mrs. Fisher, in Mothers and Children, speaks of the

necessity of moral thermometers. Why do adults vary from
day to day in their relationship to their children? Why is

John's imaginative tale laughed at one day as amusing and
rebuked next day as a lie? Collect or recall instances of

your observation where a "moral thermometer" would have
proved of value.

6. Edward (21/2 years old) has a happy time in the morn-
ing, when dressed in rompers, he digs contentedly in the dirt.

In the late afternoon, dressed in a dainty white suit, Edward
is unhappy because his mother objects to his digging in the

dirt. Suggest possible remedies for this situation.

55
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CHAPTER V

EARLY CHILDHOOD

CHAEACTERISTICS OF LIFE FROM FOUR TO SIX

, Theee are no abrupt transitions from infancy to early

childhood but so gradual a change that only a watchful

eye detects the physical development from the plumpness

of baby days to the more slender and muscular appear-

ance of the child of four or five, from the very individual

to the more social character of play, from the decidedly

elementary quality of mental activity to a mental grasp

and an ability to think which render possible some direct

instruction. The field of observation widens, new inter-

ests are added so that the passing panorama of these years

reveals not only a recognition far more in detail of home
activity and relation but an extension of the range of dis-

covery to the community. The child has his first experi-

ences with the school and the church as he attends the

kindergarten and the Beginners' Department in the Sun-

day-school. His parents are no longer solely responsible

for his education. They share that responsibility with his

teachers, and fortunate the child whose father and mother

take seriously the cooperation of the school, the church

and the home. Unless these three institutions keep in

touch, there will be many gaps and patches and not a few

rents in the fabric of the child's understanding.

A mother once remarked in a parent-teaching meeting

that she wished every mother might have been a teacher.

Whereupon a superintendent said that he wished every

teacher might have been a mother. Such a combination

can be secured only as mothers and teachers learn of each

other with the child as the center of interest. Parents
57
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should be welcomed in tlie school and teachers should visit

in the homes. There should be classes and conferences

where mutual problems are thrashed out without jealousy

or sensitiveness but with respect and good-will. It is

very difficult for some parents to admit the teacher into

the charmed circle of the fireside, to share with her the

precious affection of the child who has heretofore had

"no other gods before them." Every friendship that is

worthy, however, enriches the lives of the children and by

so doing adds to the home treasure. Many fathers and

mothers have been immensely the gainers through their

children's friends who have become truest friends to them

as well. Great is the cementing power of love for the

child; there is no finer point of contact. Teachers have

sometimes resented the interference of the parent in the

domain where they are accustomed to hold undisputed

sway. Such a teacher visited one Sunday a Beginners'

Department which convenes during the church hour. At

the close of church, without invitation, the parents flocked

into the room, gathered with lively interest about the

handwork tables where the children were still busy, talked

to the children and to the teachers. The visitor remarked

to the superintendent that surely the parents did not

appreciate her work when they would come in and in-

terrupt so freely. "On the contrary," the superintendent

said, "the interruptions mark their interest. I plan to

have the close of the session so informal that they can

talk to the children and to the teachers. It is a joy to

the children to have them come in and it is our opportun-

ity to tell them a little about what we are trying to do

for their children."

Not only does the life of the child widen during this

period to include other adults than the members of the

family but children in larger numbers are included.

Whereas the child to three years of age likes to be with

other children and to play for the most part alongside

of them, the child of four or five learns to play with them.
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Several young children of two or three and a boy of five

were seated in an out-of-door sandpile. The boy of five

invited each child in turn to help him with his project

but they all preferred their solitary pursuits. Finally

with a wail of disappointment he cried out, "Won't any-

body here play with me?" The significant mark in the

play at this period is its make-believe character. It is the

period when dramatic imitation flourishes and when "to

build a boat upon the stairs all made of the back-bedroom

chairs" or "to bring the comb and play upon it, marching,

here we come" are the most natural of activities. The air

that is breathed is charged with a strange aroma and the

things that are seen are sometimes not there at all. What
is seen with the eyes of sense and what is seen with the

eyes of imagination become fearfully and wonderfully

combined in story and representation. With so brief a

sketch of the outstanding points of this period, we will

consider a more detailed study of the several character-

istics..

PHYSICAL BASIS

The child during this period grows rapidly. He in-

creases 45% in weight from four to seven,—the body
below the hips gaining twice as much as the body above.

There is also an increasing lung capacity. The body is

exceedingly active and the senses are keenly alert. Ter-

man says in speaking of this fact: "Much that is rigid

bone in the adult is soft cartilage in the child, and the

whole skeletal system is plastic to a degree rarely appre-

ciated." There is, therefore, great danger of malforma-
tions such as curvature of the spine, knock knees and
bow legs. The body is sensitive to changes of heat and
cold and peculiarly susceptible to certain contagions such
as whooping cough, measles, diphtheria and scarlet fever.

The death toll from these diseases runs higher during
this period than for any other except infancy. The diges-

tive organs are easily upset. The percentage suffering
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from malmitrition is 16% to 6% from the kindergarten

to the fourth grade, and the effects are a weakened consti-

tution, a decrease in resistance to disease and very often

a mental retardation. Symptoms of mahiutrition are an

unhealthy color, bodily thinness, undersize and lassitude.

Not only do the children of the poor suffer but those of

the rich also, for no matter how plentiful the diet, if

not rightly selected the child may be undernourished and

sooner or later the effects of which we have spoken will

follow.

The endurance of this child is slight : he fatigues easily.

To quote from Terman again: "The child's reserve of

energy is small; his fatigability is high; he is quickly

brought to exhaustion. This is true for brain as well

as muscles. Short periods of activity should, therefore,

alternate with short periods of rest." This is the period

for the development of the so-called fundamental muscles,

the large muscles of the trunk, arms and legs. The child

is gaining in speed and accuracy of coordinations, and

should have every opportunity in play to exercise these

muscles. He has more nervous connections and associa-

tions than the infant but comparatively few in contrast

to the older child or the adult. It is correspondingly hard

for him to sit still, to inhibit movement. O'Shea calls

our attention to the fact that "When lively children are

commanded to sit still, automatic movements of the head,

face, hands, legs, mouth and shoulders may often be no-

ticed after several minutes of effort." The result of such

enforced quiet is to make the child nervous, irritable and

not infrequently disobedient.

DOMINANT INSTINCTS

What was said concerning many of the instincts in the

period of infancy holds true for the period of early child-

hood. This child is extremely interested in his food, and
of course he is furnished with a greater variety si food.
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His taste is keen and is mucli delighted in. He usually

thinks first of what he has had to eat, as did the small

boy who upon being asked what he did at a party replied,

"I had fingers (lady fingers) and ice-cream." He is very

active and tends to respond immediately to every stimu-

lus by some form of movement. He loves rhythm and
repetition and is capable of responding with more pre-

cision than the infant. He can keep time with his whole
body, his legs, arms, hands and feet, and he delights to

show his skill in using any new physical coordination to

music. He is very curious, and eagerly desires to see,

to hear, to touch, to taste, to smell. A group of children

of this age are darting here, there and everywhere in

search of new sensations. Curiosity, however, does not

confine itself to sense contacts but bursts forth in the

form of questions. Some time between three and four

almost every child becomes an insatiable seeker of in-

formation through language. George Perin, in a charm-
ing little story entitled "Why, Fadder, Why," has chroni-

cled some of the questions that a loquacious little son

asked on one auto ride :

—

Fadder, what makes de auto go?
"Why does a wagon have horses?

Do de horses make de wagon go?
How does de bu'd fly?

Who made de birds' wings?
Does de cloud fly like de bird?

Does de cloud have wings too?

Fadder, if de cloud has dot no wings, den how does it fly?

Why do de birds build their nests in de trees?

What makes de Avam fall down?
How does de wain get up in de clouds?

What makes de flowers grow?
Who puts de color in de flowers ?

This inquisitive four-year-old finally ended with, "Fad-

der, what makes us be living ?"

Reflex and spontaneous imitation still continues, while,
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as Kirkpatrick suggests, at about three years of age con-

trary suggestion may appear and from time to time con-

trols the child's action. Instead of following a copy, the

child asserts his own originality and does the opposite

thing. If ignored, as a rule he soon yields to positive

suo-o-estion. The child's imitation of acts grows more full

andThe follows more complex acts; he also tends to recall

acts and words heard a day earlier and to repeat them

spontaneously and accurately. At this time dramatic

imitation appears. The child instead of repeating liter-

ally puts his images together in new ways and enters the

realm of the make-believe. So vivid is his imagination

that he may weep over the sorrows of his dolly or cry

with terror at the make-believe lion or tiger. There is

nothing that he has ever seen, heard or been told that

may not appear in unexpected attire and in new rela-

tions in his imaginary plays. As he represents horse or

engine, soldier or milkman, bird or bunny, he is giving

his interpretation of the world he lives in. He is enter-

ing into the understanding of and the feeling for the life

so interpreted.

Manipulation of every kind of material is eagerly

sought, mud, sand, paper, clay, all furnish material for

the busy hands. After manipulation or out of purpose-

less handling of material gradually construction appears.

The first results are usually accidental but when noted

by the child himself or seized upon by the adult they

often furnish the incentive for later purposeful effort.

Houses are built from blocks, flowers are depicted with

crayon, dresses for dolly are fashioned from cloth. The

results are crude but they are beautiful to the child as

the artistic creations of Burnham, Corot or Worth.

The child is more individualistic in some respects than

the infant. He has lost the unconscious sharing of his

baby days, and he very insistently by word, gesture, and

action demands what he wants and as a rule is inclined

to fight for it, if it docs not come quickly at his request.
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A group of children of this age when a picture is pre-

sented jostle their best friends to one side while each

individual declares his determination to stand directly

in front of the picture. This child takes the biggest

piece of cake, the most attractive bit of paper, the newest

toy by the divine right of kings to which he uncon-

sciously declares himself heir. The chief joy of child-

hood is in receiving, and there is an immediate appro-

priation of every gift, that is naive and irresistible. At

the same time the child of this age is greatly attracted

to other children. He can play with a group of eight

or ten children at four years of age, and by five that

group may be increased to fifteen or twenty. As a wee

child of two or three he played alongside of other chil-

dren. ISTow he plays with them. He is capable of cooper-

ating to a limited extent. The social games during these

years, however, climax quickly. At four every child

wants to play all the parts, while at five there is an

ability to take parts provided the characters are few.

There is also a criticism of fair play which may be fur-

ther emphasized by the mother or teacher. Love of ap-

proval widens to include the approval of teacher as well

as parent, and with some children the approval or dis-

approval of other children is very potent in encouraging

or discouraging certain responses. Jennie had slapped

the little girl next to her because the little girl had by

chance taken Jennie's chair. "Children," said the teacher,

"what do you think about Jennie ? Was it the right thing

for her to slap Mary ?" "j^o, it wasn't nice," said Billie,

and every one nodded agreement. Jennie hung her head

and stammered, "I won't do it again," and she kept her

word, although the teacher had previously reproved her

more than once.

One of the most beautiful of the instinctive responses

of the child is that of nurture. During these years he

shows care for dolls, younger children, plants, animals

and particularly such animals as may be pets. Every little
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girl wants a dolly, and where tlie real doll is not forth-

coming there is usually a suhstitution. The writer once

saw a child in a mission district of one of our cities pat-

ting, hugging and talking to a cardboard box which she

cradled in her arms. When asked if that was her doll

she replied in the affirmative and even gave its name. It

is not uncommon to see children of five mothering younger

brothers and sisters. "He always wants to sit by me,"

said one boy of five proudly as he pointed out his little

brother to the Sunday-school teacher. While the nurture

instinct is a more pronounced manifestation with girls,

boys also have it even with reference to dolls.
^
I re-

member Bobby, who spurned Sarah's new dolly with his

foot when at kindergarten he had a chance to hold it, but

after the teacher gently remarked that dollies needed

fathers as well as mothers, Bobby appropriated the doll

carriage and wheeled the new doll with an expression

of bliss upon his countenance. This care of the child

is lavishly bestowed upon whatever is weaker or more

helpless than himself and marks the beginning of service.

However, the child often needs to understand what kind

of attention he should pay his pets or he may be cruel

to them without intending to be so. He needs to know

that the pet can be seriously injured by squeezing, pound-

ing or deprivation of food or water. He has a short

memory span, and often forgets to care for his pets at

the proper hour ; therefore he cannot be left without some

one who is more responsible to jog his memory.

The child during these years talks a very great deal

and, as has already been suggested, he asks innumerable

questions. He is growing more discriminating in the

use of words, and often coins a new word where his

vocabulary lacks, as did the child whose teacher's voice

was hoarse. "You have a horseradish voice this morn-

ing," he said. He adds words to his repertoire every

day and uses such a word many times, as a rule enjoying

Lis acquisition. He wants to converse with others about
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his experiences and enjoys giving bits of information.

The child who has an impediment in his speech or the

one who lisps or stutters needs help before he grows older

and becomes conscious of the defect. This child is very

outspoken. "Your dress is pretty but your hat's a mess,"

said one child of five to his teacher without any thought
of impudence.

To the expression of affection of the baby, the child

of four or five adds the expression of words. "I love

you," followed by the impetuous embrace, is not an un-
common utterance with this child. Like the baby he
loves those who make him happy by conferring benefits

upon him, but his circle of friends is a wider one. It

includes father, mother and the other members of the

family; often some of the neighbors, his playmates and
the teacher. It is during these years that many little

children embrace God in the circle of dear ones and be-

stow a warmth of affection upon Him. "I wish," said

a child of five, with no thought of irreverence, "that I
could go up to heaven. Then I would climb in bed with
God and hug him very hard because I love Him so."

It is true, as has been beautifully said, that "The
Eternal Child as he moves through this universe shouts

at everything he sees in the presence of the mystery
of life. So-called common things are not common for

him, all is permeated with mystery. As, with wonder-
ing eyes, he turns the pages of nature's illuminated text-

book of field and forest, sea and sky, God stands ever

more fully revealed, for the Beyond draws nearer to us

when we wonder." Many illustrations of the wonder of

the child of this age might be given. I remember a little

boy of five who plucked a dandelion and stood looking in

surprise as the milky juice from the stem oozed out on
his hand. On being told what the moisture was he said

in a tone akin to reverence, "Isn't that wonderful ?"

When once a child of this age has come to connect God
with the creation, one can expect such a response as Dor-
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othj gave one beautiful morning when the dew was on

the grass, the sun still low in the east and every sur-

rounding the embodiment of beauty. Dorothy had been

very quiet and thoughtful for some minutes when she

remarked, "I can just see God working in the pretty

grass, can you?"

As soon as the child of this age has enough knowledge

of God to feel that he knows and loves him, he very

spontaneously worships. He thanks God for those things

that he cares for, his new shoes, the custard that he

ate for dinner, Peterkins the bunny, and mother and

daddy. He asks God to take care of him when he crosses

the street, when he is asleep in the dark, when he meets

Moore's big dog. Elizabeth, aged five, had suffered ter-

rors from dreams. "Please, God," she said every night,

"don't let me have any good dreams or any bad dreams."

As these illustrations suggest, the child draws no lines

between the secular and the religious. All life is holy

to him.

MENTAL CHARACTEEISTICS

Sense-perception is very important during this period.

The child is seeking to gain clear impressions of the world*

about him through the use of his senses, and his growing

ability in speech helps him to clarify his impressions. He
observes more detail, and therefore is more accurate than

the infant, while lacking the definiteness of the primary

child. Interest is still fleeting but holds for increasingly

longer periods of time. The child of five often returns

to the same play several days in succession until his

play purpose is accomplished. That which is true of

interest is true of attention; it holds for comparatively

short periods of time. A story which takes more than

five minutes in the telling often loses the attention of a

group at this age. The memory span is short. As a rule

the child forgets to-day what he did yesterday or even

a few hours before. He remembers upon the basis of
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spatial and temporal relationship; liis memory contri-

butions lack logical sequence. When a child at this age

I was taken west on a tour; the three experiences of

that trip which I distinctly remember were the making
of a doll out of my coat with which I played on the

train, the throwing of a handkerchief into old Faithful

Geyser in the Yellowstone Park, and the loss of my sis-

ter's cap in the Pacific Ocean. The mental grasp is

greater than that of the yoimger child, but it is easily

overreached, as shown by the small number of behests

that the child can perform at one time. If such a com-

mand as that given in the Binet-Simon Intelligence Test,

"Bring me the box, put the key on the chair, close the

door" be tried with children of this age many fail because

of limited mental grasp.

The child is beginning to reason, as his remarks and

questions show. Because he thinks in concrete rather

than abstract terms, and because his basis for judgments

is so narrow, he makes many amusing mistakes and some

very interesting comments. John stood by the window
watching the rain. "Mother," he inquired, "has God
made anybody to-day ?" When his mother replied in the

affirmative he continued, "Well, I don't see how he could,

for there isn't any dust." A church in the neighborhood

burned to the ground one night. When little Philip

arrived at kindergarten the next day his face was clouded.

Suddenly he burst out laughing. "Gee," said he, "but

that was a funny joke God played on himself last night,

burning down his own house."

Although the child is beginning to think for himself

he is very suggestible and credulous during these years.

If Mary says that she sees a robin, immediately Sue and

Harry insist that they too see the robin. jSTo matter how
irrelevant the topic mentioned in a kindergarten group,

several children may immediately follow the suggestion of

the first. In a Sunday-school class the teacher and children

were talking about God's care at night when Eoy remem-
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bered a mouse that had once been found in his bed. Like

hoimds on the scent of a rabbit every child took the trail of

the mouse, and the teacher was left with God's care as an

unsolved problem. The credulity of this child offers a

beginning for faith of the right kind as it does a founda-

tion for superstition. Bobby at four had a very beauti-

ful faith in God's protection. One evening his sister

who is six years older was much frightened in a thunder

storm. Bobby put his arm around her and said, "Don't

cry, sister. God will take care of you."

Betty had been told at Sunday-school that God had

made all beautiful and living things. This seemed to

impress the little girl much, and it was more than she

could comprehend. When she went home she asked her

mother, "Did God make the trees, and the flowers, and

the sun, and all the animals and even us ?" Although

Betty's many questions were answered she seemed to be

amazed at the wonderful power of God. She sat holding

her kitten and gazing about her as though she had never

before seen all that there was. After a few minutes of

silence she said to her kitten, "See, kitty, the pretty

flowers, and the trees and the sun. God made them all

and He even made you and me. Isn't He a big God?"
During these years imagery is growing in variety and

richness on the basis of sense perception, and the child

continues to play with his images and relate them as he

sees fit. His little experience with life, his lack of knowl-

edge concerning natural or man-made laws and his lack

of accuracy in observation combine to make the product

of his imagination very unreliable, confused and inac-

curate. At first he does not distinguish between the real

and the unreal but gradually as his experience grows and
his reasoning power develops he knows when he tells

a make-believe story. My small cousin of four told me
one day when we had been berrying this story, "Once there

wuz a blackburry vine as big as our barn and it had hurries

on it as big as a bucket and we picked a whole burrcl full."
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"Maxie," said I, "is that a true story?" He thought a

few minutes, and then he said, "It's just a maked-up
story like them you tell me." The emotions of this child

are very intense while they last. He loves "hard," hates

violently and fears until he trembles and all color leaves

his face. The grief of a little child differs from that

of the grovm-up in its source and the length of time
that it lasts, but it is not a light matter to cause a child

to suffer even for a few moments. The sun ceases to

shine and the abject gloom of the world is difficult to

parallel later. Eugene was playing on the porch when
his mother received a caller who brought her a bouquet
of poppies. The mother was pleased with the gift,

and while she was expressing her appreciation, Eugene
looked up from his play and listened. In a few moments
he ran down the steps into the garden. Almost immedi-
ately he came bounding back with a large yellow rose.

His face glowed as he laid it in his mother's lap, saying,

"Here, Mother." But the mother exclaimed in an in-

jured tone, "Oh, Eugene, you have picked my rose. Don't

you remember I told you never to touch it ? That was
very naughty." Eugene's face lost its light. He said

nothing but threw himself upon the grass. This child acts

very impulsively without thinking as a rule and with

little power of self-control. A group of children are lis-

tening to a story, an automobile honks, immediately the

entire group leave the teacher and run to the window.

SPONTANEOUS INTERESTS

The spontaneous interests touch upon some of the char-

acteristics which have already been mentioned but afford

a different classification and some new material. The
child at this age is interested in objects and materials

that invite investigation, in bright and glittering things

as flowers, beads, jewelry, ribbon, fruits; in things that

make noises, bells, whistles, drums; in things that move
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especially with rapidity as trains, autos, kites, balloons

and some mechanical toys, while anything like a street

car, having color, noise and movement, is well-nigh irre-

sistible. The child is interested in everything that is

edible, but as a rule he likes only those things that have

mild or pleasant taste. He delights in sweet odors, the

scent on mother's handkerchief, the perfume of the car-

nation or rose. Little children will hover like a swarm

of butterflies about a vase of flowers. They are keenly

interested in such materials as clay, sand, mud, which they

can pat, poke and mold into many shapes; in materials

that can be used for construction, as blocks, paper and

cloth; and in those that will make a mark, as crayon,

chalk, paint and charcoal. Simple toys that can be used

for play purposes, dolls and their accessories, trains, boats,

balls, afford never-ending pleasure. Soft and silky text-

ures possess a strong attraction : this child is happy when

he has his hands on pussy's fur or can smooth his teacher's

silk dress. Of all his interests none is more compelling

than his desire to play with fire and water. The joy of

the child is evidenced by his radiant face as he runs

under the spray of water from the hose in the summer

and wades in the brook, or as he pokes the bonfire with

a ^tick and watches the blaze flame up. He is interested

too in pictures, especially if they are bright in color

and suggest activities of animals, children or people famil-

iar to him, telling a story on his plane.

Plants and flowers get their share of attention, espe-

cially the more showy varieties. He notices insects with

peculiar noise or with color like the bee, butterfly and

grasshopper. Birds and fish chiefly because of their move-

ment and color are eagerly pursued, while the song of

the bird is an added source of delight. Animals and

the domestic animals in particular, like the rabbit, the

kitten and the dog, are his companions, and he endows

them and in fact every living creature with sensibilities

like his own. Little Hugh stood looking in the chicken
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pen, where there were four fowls. "There's the papa,"
he said, pointing to the rooster. "There's the mama,
there's Hugh and there's the maid," he added as he re-

viewed the three pullets.

His interest in the world of nature is rivaled hy his

interest in people and their doings. He is fascinated

and puzzled by the queer performances of babies; he is

drawn to children of his own age as by a magnet; the

movements of daddy and mother are of supreme im-
portance, while the activities and uniforms of the car-

penter, the milkman, the postman, the fireman, the po-

liceman, and a score of other community servants are

eagerly noted.

JSTor is his interest confined to the activities of other

people. He is a walking question box wjbile he investi-

gates and observes, manipulates and makes, performs a

hundred movements with rhythm and without it, sings

and tells stories, and is an amateur artist and dramatist.

In order to keep him busy, happy and good, it is neces-

sary to know these interests so well that his environment
indoors and out will contain them in abundance and in

sufficient variety to stimulate an endless quest. Educa-
tion consists in utilizing these interests in the acquisition

of needed knowledge, ideals and skills, for they are the

touchstone to true success in reaching the child mind and
heart.



SUGGESTIONS FOE ADDITIONAL STUDY

1. Wliy should children's questions be answered as intelli-

gently and as intelligibly as possible?

2. Make a collection of children's questions and see what
they indicate concerning the child's general interests.

3. Of what type of adult does a little child ask the most

questions and why?

4. Did you ever have an invisible (imaginary) comrade

or do you know any adult who has had such an experience

in childhood? Try from an adult standpoint to realize the

significance of imagination of this sort. Is such an experi-

ence valuable or harmful?

5. In Zona Gale's Wlien I Was a Little Girl one child

asks another, "Do you think it just as wicked to put sugar

on the stove to make a nice smell as it is to tell a lie ? I get

shut up in my room whichever I do." How may punishment

be made to fit the misdemeanor so that the child sees its

justice ?

6. A young mother wrote, "My little daughter was the

most unselfish baby I ever knew, always sharing everything,

and now, at three and a half years, she is growing so selfish

that I am very much troubled." How would you answer this

mother ?

7. "Mother, I do so want a dickey (canary) like Aunt
Helen's. I am sure that I could make him happy," said

six-year-old Elizabeth. Discuss the value to Elizabeth of a pet.

8. A kindergartuer told a group of little city children of

an experience in the country, when she saw a little pig fol-

72
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lowing a woman as a dog might. "Oh," responded Tommy,
"tiiat's nothing much. A pig at a butcher shop jumped
down from the hook and followed me all the way home."
Was Tommy's statement to be received as an intentional lie?

Did the lad deserve punishment?

9. Margaret, at the age of three and a half, asked, "What
is the truth?" when reproved for not telling the truth. How
may one explain the meaning of "truth" to a young child?

10. The poets who have loved children have written

much of this delightful period of childhood when imagina-
tion is at its happiest expression. Study the child poems of

Stevenson, Field, and Tagore, and the prose of Kenneth
Grahame and Eoy Eolfe Gilson, and analyze as an aid in

understanding children.
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chapter vi

:n'eeds oe life eeom foue to six

PHYSICAL NEEDS

When we understand the physical basis of life from

four to six the physical needs are very evident. An
environment should he provided at home, school and

Sunday-school favoring the health and growth of this

sensitive body. It is the duty of the parents to see

that conditions are not only right at home but elsewhere for

their children. Any unsanitary spot in the community,

any contagious disease unquarantined is a menace to every

child. The ventilation of the home should be good ; win-

dows and doors should be left open when the weather per-

mits and the air of the house should be flushed out fre-

quently enough in cold weather to keep a sweet, clean

odor. A fireplace helps in the ventilating scheme as well

as in providing a center for the home. When windows

and doors are open care should be taken to prevent drafts

or to keep the children out of them. There should be

steady heat, which, if possible, should be kept at about

65 degrees. (Fresh air, let it be remembered, is easier

to heat than stale air and air properly moist than too

dry.) The room or rooms where the children play should

be adequately lighted so as to avoid eyestrain. There

should be plenty of sunlight ; in fact the nursery or chil-

dren's playroom should be the "sunshiny" room of the

house. The walls should be tinted in a soft tan or gray

green with cream or white ceiling. The woodwork should

be very simple and painted or finished in such a way
that it can be washed. The floor should be hardwood

or linoleum, and rugs and hangings should be light and
75
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of such material that tliey may be frequently cleaned.

The room should he harmonious and pretty with childlike

pictures on the walls and with some bright color in flowers

or furnishings.

There should be a wholesome, balanced diet, with an

abundance of milk and cereals, with fresh vegetables and

cooked fruits in season, and with eggs and occasional

meat juice or gravies. Confections, rich desserts and fried

foods should be carefully avoided if this child is to have

a good digestion now or later. Meals should be served at

regular intervals and the child should have nothing except

water or a little fruit juice between meals. Children's

parties with their unwholesome sweets and overstimulation

in entertainment are an abomination. The clothing of the

child should be loose and comfortable. He should not

have the undue exposure of socks in the winter or the

overheating from too heavy clothing at any time of year.

He should have a bath and a hard rub with a coarse

towel at least once a day, and his underwear should be

kept clean and fresh. Loose, clean clothing and frequent

baths not only conduce to health but prevent the inception

of masturbation, which may begin in an irritation from an

unclean condition or from the pressure of clothing. The
outside clothing should be simple but attractive as pretty

things to wear if sensibly bestowed contribute much to

the happiness, hence to the health of the child. They
need not make him vain or self-conscious. "See my new
shoes," "My mama made me this dress," "I have a ribbon

on my hat," are frequent remarks at this age. The fas-

tenings on the child's clothing should be few and such

as he can manipulate that he may grow in independ-

ence and the development of skill in caring for him-

self.

Because the child is so susceptible to contagions still

and is attending kindergarten and Sunday-school where
there are many other children of his age, medical inspec-

tion in these places should be insisted upon and careful
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quarantine should be observed. Because so many con-

tagions begin with coughs and colds, children suffering

from these ills should be kept at home and away from
other children. Every parent should not only fully co-

operate in such regulations but should ask school authori-

ties for them if they are not provided. The plasticity

of the child's body demands that care be taken as to

posture. The child should have his own little chair and
table. The Mosher chair is very good because of the

saddle seat and the broad piece for support of the child's

back. Every child likes a little rocking-chair also. He
should take pride in sitting properly, well back in his

chair with feet on the floor. A special seat in the toilet

for the children and a low wash bowl with faucets that

they can manipulate are greatly to be desired.

The endurance of this child is slight; therefore exer-

cise in the way of plays and games should not call for

prolonged effort or heavy exertion. Any grown-up may
easily, if he does not watch the child for signs of fatigue,

carry the activity beyond the child's strength. On the

other hand, the child should be permitted plenty of motor
activity and should not be expected to "sit still" except

for short intervals. Miss Palmer, in Play Life in the First

Eight Years, gives several excellent suggestions for sense

and movement plays in these years. Such apparatus

as the slide, the swing, the balance board, the parallel

bars, and the spring board may be placed in the yard, the

playground or the basement if light and dry, and will

afford unending pleasure and exercise. These pieces of

apparatus are especially desirable because the fundamen-
tal muscles develop first in speed and accuracy and such

play will call upon these muscles chiefly. The lifting

and carrying of objects such as chairs, the large blocks

(Hennessey or Patty Hill especially) and toys; the han-

dling of tools such as chalk, scissors, hammer ; the manipu-
lating of clay, sand, paper and wood, and the use of the

voice in speaking and singing,—are all activities giving
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a natural pliysical development which ought to he en-

couraged. Because of the child's high fatigability twelve

hours of sleep are advocated, with rest periods during

the day if the child will not take naps. What was said

in the chapters on infancy concerning crowded shops,

trains and visits to the homes of relatives and friends ap-

plies to these years also. Let such excursions be taken
in decidedly homeopathic doses.

MENTAL NEEDS

The child needs an abundance of fruitful contacts with
things that he can test with the senses, and not with one
sense only but with as many as may be used. Montessori
has given an excellent suggestion to educators when she

has developed an apparatus upon which he may exercise

the sense of touch at every turn. When the child has
seen the apple on the tree, heard it fall to the ground,
felt it with his hands, smelt it and tasted it he has a much
more perfect image of that apple afterwards than had he
only seen it growing on the tree. Through sensory and
motor experience in these years the child is building up
clear, definite imagery which will make possible later

constructive thinking. The child should be given the

opportunity to test his sense control with others, and for

this purpose many simple games may be devised, with
sight emphasized, as when a bright-colored object is placed
in plain view while the children close their eyes and then
opening they see who can spy first; or with hearing, as

when one child closes his eyes and guesses who says good-
morning to him; or with touch, as when the child puts
his hand behind his back and tells the name of the object
placed in it; or with smell and taste, as when a flower
or fruit is guessed with eyes closed by the use of the
nose or tongue. Little plays may be encouraged where
the child tests his control of movement by trying to bal-

ance, by different ways of moving, such as walking, run-
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ning, skipping or hopping; and by the use of his hands

also in manipulating and making things. IsTot onlj are

such activities responsible for supplying clear, definite

imagery but for furnishing the memory with certain knowl-

edge of materials and objects of every sort. This knowl-

edge may be fixed and clarified by means of questions

which will cause the child after an excursion, for instance,

to tell where he has been and what he has seen; such ex-

pression may be given in words, in dramatic play or

through the crayon or some other material.

His attention and interest should be stimulated through

the use of suitable materials and activities in line with

the spontaneous interests already suggested, so that the

child will develop a habit of alert attention. For instance,

a mother once said that her child never had seen until

he went to kindergarten anything of interest on their

walks. He was always fussing to go to the store for

candy or to be carried. After a few weeks in kindergarten,

where his spontaneous interest in nature was aroused, he

was eagerly attentive every minute of the walk while he

spied bird, flower, bee, pretty little stone, gay leaf in

endless succession. If the right pictures are chosen for

him, at the sight of a picture he will be roused to attend, so

that he can be led easily from the outer form of the

picture to the story message which it has for him. If

the child finds that father, mother, teacher do not attract

his attention without something of value for him he will

respond with eagerness to the slightest invitation.

Abundant opportunity should be accorded the child to

satisfy curiosity and gain information by investigation

of sense material. Sometimes the gratification of curi-

osity involves what seems to us to be destruction, as

when the child throws a bottle and it breaks, when in

his efforts to penetrate a thicket he tears his clothes, or

when he takes his toy to pieces to find out what makes the

wheels go round. When the results of his investigations

are thus unfortunate, we should understand even while
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we try to guard him against irreparable mistakes in the

future. I remember well an occasion in my own child-

hood when my father gave me a cigar to carry outdoors

to my uncle. I wanted to know what was inside of the

cigar; I thought that it must be white inside because of

the white ash which lay on the tip as it was smoked. I

therefore unrolled leaf after leaf, and was at the end of

my quest when my father spied me and punished me
severely. My chief grief was not the physical pain but

the fact that my motive was misunderstood. Father had
jumped to the conclusion that I had wilfully destroyed

that cigar. There are many occasions when the child

could carry on his investigations successfully with a little

help from us and with no danger to himself or to material.

I remember the boy of five who was painting a play house

when the paint grew very thick ; the teacher used turpen-

tine to thin it. The child, observing, said, "Wliy not

pour in some water?" and was about to try the experi-

ment. It would have taken only a few minutes to put

some of the paint in another receptacle and to permit

the boy to try thinning it with water. He would have
learned a valuable lesson; whereas he very doubtingly

accepted the teacher's, "JSTo, that wouldn't do."

The home should supply plenty of material with which
the child may portray, construct and model, such as crayon,

paints and paint brush, paper and blocks, clay or plasti-

cene and sand. Some one has said, "Hand and brain de-

velop together." Certain it is that the child who ex-

presses his images and ideas with materials defines and
clarifies them as fully as we do when we actualize the

pattern for a dress by making the garment, or explain

sense-perception in a written statement. There is still

a great deal of manipulating on the child's part when
he handles material but gradually during this period he
works out of this stage until his activity becomes pur-

poseful. It possesses content or meaning ; it is not merely
acquisition of power or skill in the manipulation of
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material. Sncli expression gives the cliilcl mucli joy,

as when the little boy had made a honse with blocks and
running to his mother said, "Come and see my house,

mother; I am so proud of myself!"

Because the child has such an interest in imitating he
should be supplied with suitable characters and types of

activity to imitate. He understands better that which
he copies whether it be single acts of father, mother or

the grocer or whether it be a whole process or plot which
he carries through. By doing the thing himself he
not only clarifies his impression, but he sharpens his

observation. He goes back and watches again to get other

details. He experiences in his imitative play an emo-
tional quality with the activity;—the feeling of protec-

tion as he is father to the doll, the feeling of pride in

workmanship as he is the carpenter, the feeling of im-

portance and responsibility as he guards the street, an
embryo policeman. The danger to the child on the street

who plays burglar or ruffian is evident.

The child's interest in communicating should be en-

couraged by talking with him about his experiences, by
answering his questions, by supplying new words not

only through conversation about objects and materials

but by simple stories and verses. He should have other

children of his own age as well as adults with whom
to converse. Simf)le language should be used, and only

a few words in story or verse that are not familiar

should be supplied at one time. The parent or teacher

should be careful to enunciate distinctly and slowly

and to pronounce carefully both in story and song. A
child will often stop you when he is very eager to un-

derstand and you proceed too fast with "What ?", and

sometimes he will say when you ask him to sing witli

you, "But you go too fast." Stories and songs as well

as conversations can gradually be lengthened while more
qualifying adjectives and adverbs are used. Sentences

should be short even where conjunctions are used. One
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or two stanzas in the song are sufficient and not more

than four lines to the stanza as a rule. The child may
be encouraged to contribute more when he tells an ex-

perience, by questions which "draw him out," and his

original songs and stories should be welcomed.

The fact that the child is beginning to ask rational

questions but is at the same time credulous in accepting

answers makes it imperative that he receive reasonable

replies. Superstition and indifference both have their be-

ginnings here. I remember when at this tender age I

was told that if my ear burned some one was talking about

me, and I can recall yet the queer feeling of suspicion

that came over me the next time my ear burned. I began

at once to try to locate the guilty party. On the other

hand, the right information is accepted just as trust-

ingly and becomes power. The story is told of Fran-

cis, a kindergarten child, who saw another boy try to

step on an unoffending bug. Francis pushed the boy

out of the way just in time to save the bug. "Don't you

do that," he said. "Don't you know that is one of God's

living creatures ?"

Since the child's mental grasp is limited, stories, songs,

verses, games should have simple plot, few characters,

swift action. The time-honored favorite of Goldylocks

and the Three Bears has all of these qualifications, and

the same is true of The Three Billy Goats Gruff. Pic-

tures should present few objects or characters as Can't

You Talk, by Holmes, with its figure of the child look-

ing into the face of the big dog, or Feeding Her Birds,

by Millet, the mother feeding her three little tots out

of the same bowl as they sit on the doorstep. Intricate

handwork should be avoided, such as the old sewing cards

and weaving mats. Instead the child should have simple

problems set for him as he handles materials. If he lacks

ideas, mother may say, "Can you build a barn for Dumpy,
the pony, this morning?" or "I'd like to see a picture of

that bird which you were telling me about." If the child
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has an idea and needs material, it is tlie place of the

mother or teacher to supply it. The children in a certain

kindergarten wanted to make valentines, and they made
some crude ones with the only paper at hand. "What was

their joy the next morning to find on the table red paper,

white mats and little colored pictures ! They set to work
and never stopped until there were valentines for every-

body.

This child should he guarded from unpleasant emo-

tions whenever possible. The suggestions made for the

infant also apply to him. Fear, jealousy, anger are to be

avoided when this can be done in fairness to others. One
cannot approve of the teacher, however, who to avoid a

scene permitted a certain four-year-old to demolish the

building and seize the materials of first one child and

then another. The four-year-old was nervous and became

violently angry when opposed, but he could remain in

that kindergarten in justice to the other children, pro-

vided only he could learn the property rights of his neigh-

bors. The teacher was making it harder for the child

each time that she permitted him to molest others, and

she was causing the others to feel antagonism toward that

child and general unhappiness. This is the age when
many imaginary fears are engendered about goblins,

dragons, witches, and the bogey man. The child who is

disobedient is threatened by the police, the doctor or any

other plausible terror. The story is told of a child who
had been thus frightened by tales of what the doctor would

do to him and who died in convulsions when the real

doctor was called for him in illness. Those who deal with

the child at this imaginative age must be particularly

careful not to terrify him by accounts of wild beasts, dan-

gers of storm or battle or with ogres and demons in any

form. Let his life be lived in an atmosphere of love,

trust and happy activity as far as possible, so that he may
radiate the joy, the affection, the contentment natural

to him.
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MORAL-EELIGIOUS NEEDS

The need for rich sensory motor experience in the de-

velopment of clear imagery has already been mentioned,

but it should be emphasized at this point again. ISTot only

is the bible and all religious literature full of imagery,

especially nature imagery, so that the child needs such

sensory motor experience as a basis for understanding the

stories adapted to his present needs as well as the litera-

ture which he will read later, but he also must have the

development of the imagination which makes possible the

creation of an unseen world and the communion with a
Father whom he cannot touch with his hands or see with

his eyes. Several adults in a class were asked to tell what
images they had had of God as children : several had con-

ceived him as an old man with a flowing beard but very
strong; one had thought of bright eyes and an extended

arm; another had always thought of a statue of Moses
which she had seen; while still another had visioned

lovely color something like her idea of fairies.

The stories, verses, songs and music which the child en-

joys at this age are full of repetition, of rhythm. The
parent and teacher should select material which is strong

in rhythmic quality and should encourage the child to re-

spond by repeating verse or story and by keeping time to

music with bodily movement. The indirect effect of

rhythm is to give a feeling of harmony and contentment,

while the rhythmic experience is an introduction to all

music and expression through it. When we consider the

influence of music in inspiring and giving utterance to

the nobler emotions, we cannot begin too early in awaken-
ing an appreciation for the best music.
The wonder of the child over the miracles of nature and

the marvels of man's works should not be hastily brushed
aside or subjected to ridicule and scientific analysis. Na-
ture study during this period should be appreciative rather
than analytical. Draw his attention to the loveliness of
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the flowers, to the twinkle of the stars, to the silver path
of the moon upon the water, to the vivid color of the sun-

set sky, to the blue eggs in the bird's nest, to the emer-

gence of the moth from the cocoon. Let the greatness and
goodness of God steal over you as you wonder with the

little lad. When he asks who made the flowers, you will

be ready with your answer, and when he has watched
flowers a little longer, you may ask him a question if he

does not come to you with another, "How did God make
the flowers ?" Parents and teachers should be absolutely

truthful in answering the child's queries about the causes

of natural phenomena and about the relationship of God,

Jesus and people. The reply should be honest and it

should satisfy; but the explanation should not be beyond

a child's power to comprehend.

One night when Mildred had cuddled down in her little

bed and the lights were out, she startled me with this

question, "Where is heaven?" I knew that she wanted
to know the exact location of the place and so I said, "I

might tell you, dear, where I think that it is, but you see

I haven't been there yet and so I do not know just where

it is." She was silent for a few minutes and then she

asked again, "Well, how do you get there?" She wanted
to know the physical means of transportation ; did you go

by train, boat or automobile, or was a step ladder em-
ployed. Once more I answered as before, "I could tell

you how I imagine that you get there but I haven't been

yet, so I do not really know." In a little while she re-

marked, "Since you've never been I don't suppose that

you could tell me what it is like." I agreed that I could

not. Presently she said softly but with absolute convic-

tion, "I bet you it's nice!" Small Willard was looking

at the moon which was a crescent. "Who broke the

moon?" he inquired. His auntie who was busy replied,

"Pll tell you about it by and by." In a few minutes

he spoke again. "I'll tell you how it is," he said, "God
just took out a piece of that moon, but he's going to put
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it back in a little while." A child asked his father after

he had listened to the story of God creating everything,

this question, "Say, father, who made God ?" His father

said, "N'o one made God, son. He always was." The

child puzzled a moment and then he said slowly, "I don't

think I can understand that." "JSTeither do I understand

it, son," said the father frankly. "There are some things

that puzzle the wisest men." These illustrations are

typical of the penetrating questions which a child asks,

and of the spirit in which they should be answered. A
child will often find his own answer if yours fails and he

respects you the more for a confession of limitation in

knowledge. In replying to him we should always re-

member, however, that he thinks in terms of the concrete,

of the tangible, and that our words if understood must
have a strong foothold in that realm.

Partly through questions, partly through listening to

your prayers from his baby days, and partly through the

conversations and stories, this child gradually gains the

idea of God as a loving father and of Jesus as a friend

of little children. He makes the transition through the

imagination from the father whom he sees and touches,

from the friends whom he knows, to the invisible and
greater Father and to Jesus as a personal friend. By the

same process of feeling whereby he extends affection to

his parents for the many benefits which they confer upon
him he comes to bestow love upon God if God is presented

to him as the one who gives him his pet kitten, the red

rose, his bread and milk, and the new rocking horse. The
time when little children first pray varies according to

the temperament of the child and the kind of training

which he has had, but there must be no forcing of an
expression of prayer or a confession of faith until the

child spontaneously gives it. The mother or father pray-

ing with the child at the bed-time hour must be ready to

weave into the petition a request for the help that this

little child has needed or a thanksgiving for the joya of
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his day. In this way long before he prays alone the child

will learn the true meaning of prayer as a real com-

munion with God the Heavenly Eather. Prayers of

thanksgiving should he especially emphasized because the

expression of appreciation will always bring a glow of

happiness and because it is well early to begin a habit of

gratitude. In asking for things the child needs to be

guarded against disappointment by understanding that

God cannot always give that for which we ask because it

may not be best. Fortunate the child whose father and

mother do not always grant his requests ; he will the more

readily understand how love expresses itself sometimes

through withholding. He will of course ask for the

childish treasures that he longs to possess,—a toy auto-

mobile, chocolate ice-cream, or a paint box; and he will

thank God for just such boons since at this age these

things are the goods of life. There should always be ample

time for the prayer and a reverent attitude on the part

of child and mother. The bowing of the head, the folding

of the hands and the closing of the eyes tend by the outer

form to induce the worshipful mood, while a few gentle

words in a hushed voice will as a rule secure the desired

response. The prayer should always be short, two or three

sentences at the most. If the child repeats after you or

continues his own prayer after yours is finished, wait

patiently until he has finished. If prayer becomes a

natural and beautiful experience there will not be the

possibility later of a dislike of the prayer time which the

two small boys evidenced who asked their father as they

were starting on a camping trip, "Say, Dad, do we have

to brush our teeth and say our prayers ?"

During these years when dramatic imitation is a strik-

ing characteristic, the mother or teacher should provide

experiences from the life about the child and stories with

the right moral issue. After the child has watched the

mother and father bird build the nest, care for the eggs

and feed the baby birds, he may some day dramatize that
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story witli one or more other members of the family to

assist him. He will experience all the tenderness of a

real father or mother as he tends the baby birds. Such

a story on the other hand as that of Scrapefoot and The
Three Bears, where the meddlesome old fox is thrown

out of the window of their house by the bears, gives the

child as he plays it a feeling of distaste for prying into

other peojjle's things. Thus he catches the spirit of good

behavior and often experiences the moods of morality

before he can understand the truth of the story as an
abstraction.

There is a beginning of social cooperation at this period

both in the family group and in the child's play group
with other children. Moreover, the child takes note of

turns so that he is capable of appreciating fair play. He
is also very conscious of the behavior of other children;

he is quite critical not only of little brother but even of
father and mother and expects them all to conform to his

idea of what is proper. In a certain kindergarten one
morning the children had spent several minutes in show-
ing how they could be polite. Later in the morning they
were playing butterflies. When they flew back at the end
of the song Louise had a pansy in her mouth. The teacher
questioned the children, ''Do the butterflies pick the
flowers ?" One child said, "No, they just pick the honey."
"Then, Louise," said the teacher, "you must put the
flower back in the vase." But Louise made no movement
to obey. Once more the teacher asked her to put the
flower back but the child stood firm. There was not any
look, however, of defiance or stubbornness in her face.
After a moment of silence, the teacher said sternly,
"Louise, if you cannot put the flower back I shall have
to help you." Whereupon Louise took the pansy from
her mouth and said, "I'm waiting for you to say 'please.'

"

The parent or teacher should seize this interest of the
child in behavior, this recognition of a standard, and de-
velop with the children such simple moral standards for
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the control of the group as they can all understand.

Daiiph, when he first came to Sunday-school, struck the

other children viciously whenever they came near him.

When he had caused two or three children to weep by his

unseemly conduct, the teacher called all the children to

her and they talked about what had happened ; they decided

that it was unkind to strike people and that it made every-

body unhappy; they further decided that any one who
hurt other people must go away from the group. One
offense with the penalty attached was enough to impress

the standard upon Dauph, and he soon became a peaceable

member of the group.

The child at this age is growing more conscious of his

own individuality. He is very proud to show the things

that he can do. He should be given some opportunity to

be independent. That independence begins with learning

to feed himself, put on and take off his clothes, button

his shoes, find his way about the house and yard. It in-

creases when he can walk to kindergarten or to Sunday-
school alone or when occasionally he can get something
from the store for mother. He should be put upon his

own resources not all the time but for a while every day
that he may grow in self-direction. Parents who do
everything for the children at this or any other age are

making them peevish, helpless and often inactive. While
children between four and six lack the judgment to be
left unsupervised, they should be as little conscious of

supervision as it is possible to make them. If certain

moral standards for the group are evolved and rules based

upon these standards are developed, then the child must
obey; but even here he should not be forced when it is

possible to give him a choice with the consequent experi-

ence of pleasure or pain. Robert was out in the garden
one day when he was four years of age. He was pulling

up the flowers by the roots and leaving them to wither in

the hot sun. His mother explained carefully to him that

this could not be done if the garden were to grow and to
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give pleasure to the family and friends. Robert con-

tinued surreptitiously to pull the flowers. "Robert," said

mother, "you can either stop pulling the flowers or you
can go into the house." She gave the lad a few minutes

in which to decide. He regretfully turned his back on

the flower bed and went to play in the swing. That ended
the controversy.

The question of doing right involves three steps,

—

knowing the right, wishing to do the right, and pos-

sessing the self-control to do it. Parents and teachers

fail with some one of the three steps when the child

does not obey. He learns what right is through ex-

ample, through clear explanation, through definite direc-

tion and not infrequently through the lesson of punish-

ment. How many times little children fail to obey be-

cause they do not understand what they are expected to

do. "John, keep out of the mud !" shouts a testy father.

John, thinking to carry out his parent's behest, carefully

avoids the mud puddles but walks in the road. His irate

father overtakes him and drags him out of the road with

the remark, "Didn't I tell you to stay on the sidewalk!'^

Many a child who will not learn in any other way has to

suffer punishment. A little girl insisted on coming down
the slide backwards. Her teacher warned her that she

might get hurt. Sure enough she came down once too

often and not seeing an obstruction in the path received

a serious bump.
Children who understand, often do not wish to do

the right thing. Here again example is very potent.

The family has oatmeal for breakfast ; Harry insists

that he doesn't wish any; mother eats her dish with

relish; father remarks that he can do a good day's work
on such oatmeal as that ; big brother Roy passes his bowl
for a second serving. The next morning Harry tries oat-

meal without a murmur. To attach joy to the doing of

anything if the activity itself does not afford pleasure, is

an excellent way of bringing the child to desire its repe-
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titiori. The approval of mother, father, teacher or other

children is very dear to the heart of this child. There is

no more effective means of encouraging goodness than

appreciation.

The child must he physically able and mentally de-

veloped to the point where he can obey the specific

command given him. George wanted very much to skip

with the other children, but as yet he could not get the

coordination. ''When I try to skip, mother," he said,

"one leg won't work." Julian was kept in at noon by his

kindergarten teacher because he could not draw anything

suggestive of spring. With the drawing lesson couched

in such terms it was no wonder that Julian did not com-

prehend,—besides his imagery for spring may have been

lacking. The child who is stubborn and Avill not act, is

often helped by the element of choice, by the device of so

much time for completing his task and by a warning given

a few minutes before he is expected to undertake some new
activity. Often if the child can be diverted from the

cause of contention for a little while imtil his "stubborn

set" is broken, he will very happily respond when called

upon later. The child who is dealt with rationally and

impersonally will as a rule soon outgrow his stubbornness.

In the early years of the child's life is the time for the

building up of habits that will persist and that will form

later the substrata of character. In forming any habit it

is necessary to secure frequent repetition with as few ex-

ceptions as possible, and it is equally desirable to attach

satisfaction in some way to the correct response. Miss

Harrison tells the story of the small boy whose mother

sent him from the table one night to wash his hands.

"James," she said, "why do you always come to the table

with dirty hands when I always send you to wash them ?"

"Once you didn't, mother," was the boy's quick rejoinder.

He had been counting on that possibility every night when
he took the chance. Emphasis should be placed during

these years on habits of neatness, cleanliness, kindness.
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prompt cheerful obedience, cooperation with others in the

social group, fair play in childish games, order and respon-

sibility in the care of possessions. The standard should

not be one for adult attainment, however, but should be

well within the range of a little child's accomplishment.

The child loves spontaneously those who give him
pleasure and he likes to care for and help others. Parents

and teachers should provide him with simple services that

he can render. He can go on short errands for father,

he can carry the silver for mother, he can wheel the baby's

carriage, he can take carrots to the bunny and seed to

the bird, he can dust the little chairs in kindergarten. A
habit of helpfulness can very easily begin at this time,

especially if those whom the child assists do not forget

to express their gratitude for his aid. If we wait imtil

later to encourage such helpfulness the child may never

again so spontaneously offer his service. We may en-

courage sympathy and suggest gifts for those whom the

child does not see by telling him of their need, by show-

ing him pictures and by stories. His gifts will usually

be material ones since these are his most precious pos-

sessions and he judges others by himself. When Ruth
Ann was asked at Sunday-school what she would like to

send another little girl in the hot city, she said at once,

"A pink dress like mine and pink silk stockings like mine !"

No thought of the inappropriatcness of this gift entered her

head. The child should not be forced to give, but we should

wait until his loving interest is aroused to suggest the giv-

ing project. A little child should never be expected to

give all that he has to another but rather to share. If

he has a cookie he can give little brother half; if sister

has a new dollie she can let the other members of the

family hold it for awhile ; if Marion has a picture book
some other child can look at the pictures with her. The
importance of such service as a child can render especially

to flowers and pets which are weaker than he, cannot be
over-emphasized in laying the foundations of Christian
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character. Parents ought to see that the child has the

opportunity every day to help somebody or something.

The child during all of these years continues most
responsive to atmosphere and example. We have already

suggested his ability to acquire knowledge through the

spoken words. It is therefore the responsibility of those

who live with him to create such an atmosphere, to set

such an example and to impart such knowledge that this

child will spontaneously develop attitudes of friendliness

toward the teacher and other children, of interest in and

helpfulness toward the home and school, of kindness to-

ward living things, of reverence for God. Joseph had
attended Sunday-school only two times when one morning

during the week this incident occurred at home. Joseph's

father could not fasten his collar button, became very

angry and took the name of the Lord in vain. Joseph,

who was supposedly asleep, roused up in bed and spoke

reprovingly. "Daddy," he said, "you wouldn't speak of

God like that if you came to our Sunday-school."



SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL STUDY

1. In what ways may children be aided in normal develop-

ment by playing with dolls? Dr. Hall, in Aspects of Child

Life, reports an investigation showing that 98% of girls

and 83% of boys under six years of age enjoyed playing

with dolls.

2. A five-year-old boy was ridiculed by some friends for

playing with a doll. "Aren't there as many fathers in the

world as mothers?" was his quick reply. Analyze this situa-

tion.

3. To what instinct may be traced a child's incessant

demand to be allowed to "make something"? Shall this be

encouraged ?

4. O'Shea, in his Dynamic Factors in Education (page 24),

asks, "Can you develop self-control in children by command-

ing them simply to keep still ?" Suggest the possible physical

as well as moral harm to a child in such a command.

5. Discuss the value of the modem kindergarten in which

motor activity is given opportunity for free expression under

sufficient supervision.

6. What may a child with proper playthings gain in un-

supervised play that he could not gain if an adult were con-

stantly directing his activities ?

7. "Mother, may I bring my sled from the storeroom?"

asked Jack one rainy summer day. "Certainly," the mother

answered. The small boy spent his afternoon happily driving

Eskimo dogs, stopping occasionally to feed them or to kill

a polar bear. "Mother, may I please play with my sled?"

asked John. "Your sled ! At this time of year ! Of course

not," said the mother. Which mother had the deeper under-

standing of childhood's need? Why?
94
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8. Why are children fortunate whose parents consider their

questions^ of such importance that The World Book, or a

Book of Knowledge, are consulted frequently as questions be-

come increasingly difficult?

9. A recent magazine article bore this title, "Do we let

our children do their own thinking?" What was the probable

content of the article? Wliy? How would the question be

answered by most parents?

10. Discuss the subjects of obedience and discipline in the

light of our understanding of child nature at this time. The

following references will prove helpful: (1) Fisher, Mothers

and Children, 31-51; 97-170; (2) Harrison, mien Children

Err; (3) Chenery, As the Twig Is Bent; (4) Mumford, The
Dawn of Character, 112-149; (5) Sully, Studies of Childhood,

228-298.

Note.—For information concerning tlie materials recom-

mended in this chapter, such as the blocks, paper, chairs, con-

sult the nearest kindergarten supply house. Milton Bradley
Company, Springfield, Massachusetts, is the general center

for this country.
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CHAPTER VII

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD

CROSS SECTION OF LIFE FEOM SIX TO EIGHT

The transition from early childhood to middle child-

hood is again a gradual change. At no one moment can

we say that it is accomplished. This period has its out-

standing characteristics as had the other two. Group life

has hecome the usual thing; rarely does this child choose

to work or play alone. In the first six years there has

been little definite instruction hut now the child can make
some use of concepts and shows a dawning ability to de-

fine in terms of qualities. There is a gradual waning of

the make-believe between the ages of six and seven ; with

some children it occurs earlier than with others. There

is a corresponding hunger for the "real." "Is that story

really true?" this child will ask with painful eagerness.

A growing purposefulness is evident in all of his activities.

He plays less for the mere joy of the action and continu-

ally more with an end in view.

PHYSICAL CONDITION"

These years witness a rapid growth estimated as a

31% increase. The heart is relatively weak, as the "adult

ratio between the heart and arteries is not attained until

the later years of adolescence." There is likely to be pov-

erty of blood in the seventh and eighth years. The sensi-

tiveness to physical surroundings continues, but this child

is more hardy than the young child, although not as hardy

as the Junior. He is gaining in the control of his senses

;

he is more observant of detail and consequently more accu-

rate. He is gaining also in muscular control or coordina-
96
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tion, particularly of the large muscles. Tliere Is greater

precision and accuracy of movement. The fundamental

physical habits of eating, dressing, bathing and sleeping

have been formed so that the child enjoys a greater meas-

ure of freedom for other activities than the younger child.

The vitality and energy fluctuate ; he is easily tired out and

night often iinds him exhausted. I have seen a group of

primary children returning from the gymnasium or play-

ground throw themselves on the floor or the ground from

sheer fatigue. Contagions are still prevalent but not likely

to be so dangerous in their effect. The bony structure

of the body, although harder than that of the kindergarten

child, is so plastic as to make the matter of proper seating

in the primary grades an exceedingly important one.

There continues to be little power of inhibition, and this

is especially true of motor control. This child is even

more active physically than he was earlier, and "to sit

still for any length of time is torture."

DEVELOPMENT OF INSTINCTS

Eating occupies a very important place in the life at

this time. Because of the physical condition care must

be taken with the diet, and as the child roams farther

from home and has more freedom the dangers of improper

food are greater. Of the incessant motor activity and the

difficulty of its control we have already spoken. The child

is larger, stronger and more reasonable, and therefore

suffers less from fear, although he still needs to be guarded

on this point. He shows more skill in rhythmic response

because he has better muscular control. His curiosity con-

tinues to evidence itself through investigations and the

asking of questions, the questions penetrating deeper into

cause. He imitates the conduct of others and more or

less consciously chooses patterns. His manipulation of

material has gradually developed into purposeful construc-

tion. His individualism shows itself in fighting and in
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self-assertion apparent by a certain amount of strutting

and domineering. Teasing and bullying also appear in

these years, and although not so pronounced as in the

next period afford a decided problem with some children.

Socially there is a growing ability to cooperate in work

or play while competition makes its appearance. Under

six there is little competition unless it is prematurely stim-

ulated by the teacher or parent. A kindergarten child

one day proposed a game of skipping on crosses. He drew

his crosses, then chose exactly enough children to place one

on each cross. He wished the children to skip until the

music stopped playing, when each one would find a cross

to stand upon. The teacher tried in vain to persuade

him to choose one more child in order that there might

be one without a cross each time. This one would then

choose another to take his place. The element of competi-

tion was entirely beyond the four-year-old and he insisted

upon playing the game his way.

This child shows an interest in computing and measur-

ing that furnishes a good basis for arithmetic. He is fond

of adornment and delights in "dressing up," in the wear-

ing of beads or jewelry. Collecting as an instinct begins

to assume some prominence. At first these collections

are very heterogeneous objects like a bit of bright paper,

a penny, a string, a button and a little stone or piece of

glass, but before the ninth year definite classifications are

made. Conversation continues to be "a most effective

means of developing language control." The child listens

to the conversations of the adults about him and gets

interesting ideas on the meaning of life. Of him it begins

to be said that "little pitchers have big ears." His field

of communication gradually widens until he is making
comments, rather immature to be sure, on history, litera-

ture, art, religion and the topics of the day. During the

recent war a group of third-grade children were discussing

the cause of the war. "They can't get the kaiser off the

throne," said one. "I'll tell you what to do," said an-
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other. "Just go up and pull him off, pull him right off,

I say." Because of the waning of the make-believe there

is a sterility of play interests. The child is not very re-

sourceful; a group of these children will jostle and push

each other about without seeming to get an inspiration for

worthwhile play. This is the time when migration be-

comes popular; in his quest for the real the child seeks

new surroundings. He is after novelty and he no longer

has the fear, as a rule, of getting lost. He cherishes the

approval of his teacher and playmates, and is becoming

increasingly desirous of the praise of other children. He
likes to nurture or protect anything dependent upon him,

and is more responsible than the kindergarten child. He
does not wonder so much as he did ; he is becoming more

sophisticated. "Oh, I've seen that," or "I've heard that

story," is a frequent remark. His worship is less in-

stinctive and more thoughtful. He is very imitative of

forms and copies exactly.

MENTAL GROWTH

Sense-perception is very evident. The child at this age

has a passion for real things. He is full of curiosity and

is observant of many details that he did not see earlier,

for instance he is beginning to distinguish different birds

and different flowers. In the kindergarten period, unless

special attention is called to differences, all birds are bird,

all flowers tend to be simply flower. Kirkpatrick says in

speaking of the development of perception, "Before the

child enters school, he has learned to know just what

appearances may be relied upon as indicating a certain

form, sound, taste or touch. He has also learned an

immense number of correspondences between the different

senses, so that he no longer needs to feel of most things

he sees in order to know as much as he wishes of how they

feel or to strike or taste them to know how they will sound

or taste. Yet there are many appearances and correspond-
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ences that he does not know very well, and hence, as com-

pared with adults, he is still at a considerable disadvantage

in judging objects." He needs, therefore, continual op-

portunities to put things to the practical test. Some one

has said that his room ought to be a picture gallery and a

workshop.

Appercej)tion is also evident. Many concepts are

formed in this period and there is a rich fund of ideas

accumulated. As a result of several investigations made
in different cities to determine what concepts children

possess upon entering school, Dr. Hall writes: "(1) There
is next to nothing of pedagogic value the knowledge of

which is safe to assume, at the outset of school life. (2)
The best preparation parents can give their children for

good school training is to make them acquainted with

natural objects, especially with sights and sounds of the

country. (3) Every teacher on starting with a new class,

or in a new locality, to make sure that his efforts along

some lines are not utterly lost, should undertake to explore

carefully, section by section, children's minds with all the

tact and ingenuity he can command and acquire, to de-

termine exactly what is already known. (4) The con-

cepts that are most common in the children of a given

locality are the earliest to be acquired, while the rarer ones

are later."

Attention is of longer duration, so that the periods may
be lengthened somewhat for work and play. Interest is

sustained for longer periods of time. This child will con-

tinue on one project for two or more weeks with little

stimulation from the parent or teacher. The mental grasp

is wider than that of the kindergarten child, but the pri-

mary child is not able "to make complicated things, com-
prehend long sentences, appreciate stories having many
characters and incidents, or perform problems involving
several numbers and conditions." His memory is more
accurate, he remembers over longer periods of time as from
Sunday to Sunday, from one birthday or Christmas to
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the next. Rote memory is now apparent,—some of the

multiplication tables are learned before the end of this

period and nonsense rimes or jingles are readily com-
mitted.

The child reasons more and is not so impulsive. He
can do some conceptual thinking, as when the child of

seven was asked, "What is a rule ?" he replied, "A rule

is something what you mind." He is capable of solving

more difficult problems. A group of three children were
playing horse upon the radiator. The slender twig that

was used as a whip fell from the driver's hand and lodged

between the tubes or pipes in the radiator. Immediately
the problem arose as to how to extract the whip. The
four-year-old purposed to put his hand down and get it.

The idea was discarded because the place was too narrow.

The five-year-old suggested that they pull it out from
the bottom, for part of it rested on the floor. The six-

year-old said that it would be broken, for it was rather

a dry and brittle stick. The five-year-old tried to push

it up from the bottom. This was done several times but

it could not be pushed far enough for any one to get hold

of it from the top. The six-year-old looked down at the

whip, turned his head from side to side, squinted the eyes

and ordered a string. The string was brought but was
too thin. He said that he wanted a stiff one. When this

was obtained he very carefully made a loop at one end

and slowly let it dowTi between the pipes. The joy that

was felt in solving the problem was shown on the faces

of all the children, but most keenly by the six-year-old,

who slapped his sides and repeated over and over, "I'm

good at mechanical things. I'm good at mechanical

things." A group of first-grade children were discussing

Humpty Dumpty, the old Mother Goose Eime. "But,"

said Jack, "how did Humpty Dumpty get up on the wall ?"

"Oh," said Daniel, "a hen climbed up there and laid him,

of course." There is an attempt to solve moral problems

but because of a limited experience with life and lack of
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broad sympathy and understanding there is apt to be the

"eye for an eye and the tooth for a tooth" justice, A
boy of seven had heard of the persecution of Jesus by
the Jews, when he met at school a Jewish boy. Without
any introduction he whipped him soundly. When ques-

tioned as to his amazing action, he explained that the

Jewish boy was "getting what was coming to him because

his father had treated Jesus so mean and had even helped

to kill him."

The primary child is very suggestible. Kirkpatrick

reports an investigation of first-grade children by Small,

who found that nine out of ten could be made to think

that they experienced sensations of taste, smell, tempera-

ture and visual movements, when no such sensations were
given them. On account of this suggestibility the child

is very sensitive to atmosphere. Credulity, however, is

not so great as with the kindergarten child because this

child thinks and reasons more for himself. He will some-

times say, "That isn't really true." He grows more crit-

ical as he advances in age ; for instance, an eight-year-old

remarked one Sunday afternoon, "I am not going to

Sunday-school any more." When asked his reasons, he
replied, "Because it isn't Cliristlike. They sing and do
not know what they are singing and giggle afterward.

Then a green teacher comes in and to-day she put the

wrong man in the tree and hung him. I know more than
she does about Christ and the Bible."

The imagination is under better control. Law and or-

der enter in. This child knows the difference between
fact and fiction, so that "a lie at nine may be accounted
serious," whereas it was "inconsequential at six." The
emotions are also under better control; they are not as
intense but of longer duration. A child of seven stole

some pennies from a pocketbook of another child. Her
face wore a white, scared look during the morning. The
pennies were missed, the teacher kept the child at noon,
having been haunted by the face during the session. The
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child confessed and was forgiven, "but the white, drawn
look still remained and was there to some extent the fol-

lowing two days, showing the persistence of the emotion.

COMPELLING INTEEESTS

,The compelling interests of the primary child include

some of the characteristics which we have already dis-

cussed but viewed from a somewhat different angle. He
is interested in noises that are harsh, loud and terrifying

as well as pleasant. A group of children, including some
older and some younger than six years, had their pictures

taken by a flashlight. The younger children did not like

the noise or the flash, while those over six gloried in both.

This child likes sour and bitter things to eat, as well

as those that are agreeable. He is the one who eats green
fruit once too often and suffers gastric pangs in conse-

quence. He is also interested in investigating unpleasant
odors. "Wood and tools, in fact, coarse work of any kind,

appeal to him. It has been well said that he uses with
gusto anything that supplements arm and leg. He observes

the more minute living things as well as the more notice-

able ones. He is very fond of pets, especially the dog
and pony, but he is very likely to torment them. It was
a small boy of this age who one afternoon visited our
chicken yard. When we came home we made a fruitless

search for our missing bantams, only to find them at last

in the garbage can.

This small boy shows a marked interest in people, es-

pecially in workers. He notes process and tools in much
detail. He has an overmastering desire for the real, the

concrete, the actual. He likes to play with the hose, start

bonfires, and kick up the dust. He is keenly interested

in exploring and collecting. Anything novel delights him
and he has a ready appreciation of humor. He screams

with laughter if a playmate slips down in a game or falls

in the water. He wants longer sto;:ies, and as a rule
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he evidences a marked interest in reading, writing and
number during these years unless he is forced before that

interest develops. He is fascinated bj foreign words, by
puzzles and riddles. He delights in making things and
drawing. His incessant and rational inquiry includes such

questions as the following ones which we quote, "When
does wind begin ?" "What makes echo ?" "Why does

the kettle sing ?" "Why are teardrops salt ?" "Why is the

sky blue?" "What is smoke?" Einally there is about
him, as one writer expresses it, "a joyous self-expressive-

ness" which finds an outlet through language, rhythm,
dramatization or the manual arts.



QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
STUDY

1. Of what lasting value is it to a little lad of seven

or eight when his father is a "chum" to him, treating him as

an intelUgent being, instead of laughing at his immature

judgments ?

2. "I am glad, Son, that I don't have to watch you and

hold on to you on the boat as I used to do," said the mother

of an eight-year son who was leaning rather recklessly over

the railing, ^¥llat did she gain that was not gained by the

mother who exclaimed in irritation, "Keep away from that

railing. Do you want to fall overboard?"

3. A mother with her seven-year-old son and a guest

were visiting a museum—"Do you mind if I hunt for the

animals while you look at tilings?" asked the boy. "Indeed,

I do mind. You'll get lost. I want you to stay right with

me." Was this reply a wise one? How should such a

situation be handled?

4. The neighbors complained of Carl's cruelty to their

pets. No dogs or cats were safe from his attacks. His father

bought a dog for the boy, giving him complete responsibility

for the animal's welfare, getting books and general informa-

tion about the care and treatment of valuable dogs. Discuss

the wisdom of tliis procedure.

5. Wliy are pageants and outdoor spectacles, even wild-

west shows, wiser as amusement for the small boy than

movies? Miles Standish than Charley Chaplin as the hero

he imitates?

6. Discuss the value of entering into the play life of chil-

dren.
105
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CHAPTER VIII

PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATION IN MIDDLE
CHILDHOOD

CONSIDER THE FLUCTUATING VITALITY IN
PLANNING FOE EDUCATION

Because of the physical susceptibility at this age the

parents should carefully consider the environment in which
the child is placed for instruction. The best place in the

school and the church school from the standpoint of heat,

light, and ventilation should be provided for little chil-

dren in the kindergarten and primary departments. The
periods should be comparatively short for the primary
child (not more than twenty minutes) for more formal

types of instruction. "Where greater freedom is provided

for self-expression and there is opportunity for varied

motor activity the period may be longer. Children of

this age often continue a handwork project where they

have a chance for initiative from thirty to forty-five min-

utes with no evidence of fatigue. The failure on the part

of the teacher or parent to consider the fact of fluctuating

vitality is apparent when the faces of the children become
flushed and a general restlessness, combined often with

irritation, occurs. Terman says with reference to the

more formal type of school instruction during these years,

'*We have taken the chikl out of his natural habitat of

open air, freedom and sunshine and for nearly half of

his waking hours we are subjecting him to an unnatural

regimen, one which disturbs all the vital functions of

secretion, excretion, digestion, circulation, respiration and
nutrition." Parents should assist those educators who are

attempting to secure for children a freer environment, more
107
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activity and a joyous, purposeful life in the scKoolroom.

Studies made of school children show a decrease in vital-

ity, a nervousness and a retardation toward the close of

this period which seem to be the result largely of the un-

natural regimen of which Terman writes. The influence

of fatigue engendered during one period of a morning
frequently affects the children for the rest of the day and
they seem to lack zest for further work and play. More-
over, the influence continues often not only in the physical

condition of the child but also in the form of a permanent
prejudice against the school, the Sunday-school and the

church because of the unpleasant memories associated with
these places.

Most of the functional nervous disorders which crop

out in later life have been traced back to the period of

childhood for their sources. These disorders may of course

be due to unfavorable heredity but are frequently caused
by faulty care and education. Adenoids and diseased ton-

sils should be removed by a skillful surgeon ; malnutrition
should be detected and cured by proper diet, exercise and
living conditions ; eye and ear strain should be eliminated

;

decayed teeth (even if the first set of teeth) should be
treated and filled if not removed. Fully as important as

any of these suggestions is the type of education. To
quote from Terman again, "A training which inculcates

overconscientiousness and scrupulosity, which destroys
self-confidence and initiative, or fails to develop a rich
fund of healthful, objective interests, lays the foundation
for pathological timidity, indecision, weakness, anxieties
and morbid fears."

PROVIDE FOE SELF-EXPRESSION

It has been said that the consciousness of this child
is motor. He has far better control over his body than
has the kindergarten child. Many of the fundamental
physical habits have been formed. He therefore has a free-
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dom in action that was not possible before. One result of

his greater mastery of body and material is a growing

purposefulness. The younger child is largely interested

in mere manipulation of paper for instance ; the primary

child wants to make something definite out of the paper

and takes great pride in the result. There is a joyous

self-expressiveness about him that is one of his outstanding

characteristics and chief charms. In self-expression, how-

ever, he shows a daring spontaneity ; there is no precision

about his mode of self-expression. His drawings are crude,

his acting in a dramatization is impetuous, he blurts out

immediately what he thinks, with no concern for the nice

proprieties "of the English language. During these years

he widens the avenues of expression to include not only

song, story, conversation, dramatization and a few forms

of handwork, but other forms of handwork and reading

and writing. For the child's sake, because he needs self-

expression for normal development, and for its own sake,

because it cannot afford to fail in utilizing a character-

istic of such value, education must provide forms for self-

expression.

In the home parents may aid by participating in the

story-telling, the dramatization; by furnishing material

for manual activity, especially a small set of simple but

good tools and a work bench and plenty of drawing paper,

crayons or paints, also a small blackboard and chalk; by

encouraging song and by taking a keen interest in the

child's first achievements in reading and writing. There

should, however, be no attempt on the part of the parent

to force the child's development along any of these lines,

and he must be satisfied with crude results, provided the

child's best effort is put into securing them. N'either par-

ent or teacher should flatter the child or praise less^ than

his earnest attempt. The child is quick to detect insin-

cerity and low standards, and nothing else so soon loses

his respect. While what he has accomplished needs to be

appreciated, he can be continually stimulated to the con-
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quest of new problems. In the primary school all of the

happy, purposeful activities of the kindergarten should

be carried on. In the curriculum there should be a place

for conversation, for song and story, for handwork, for

games and dramatization, for play on the apparatus.

Writing and reading should be introduced as forms of

communicating which from the beginning may have mean-
ing and interest for the child in connection with his ex-

periences and as aids in carrying on his play interests.

Number is also necessary in the development of many of

these interests and finds its place in the curriculum. ]^or

should the Sunday-school fail to provide for expression.

The story of l^oah and the Ark has been told to a group

of children. They may tell the teacher the things in the

story which have appealed to them; these she writes in

very simple language on the board ; the children then read

their own stories. Perhaps they may suggest dramatizing

the story, when she will help them to select and organize

their material. They may use crayon and paper and illus-

trate the story freely; afterwards writing a little of the

story underneath or opposite the drawing. The reading

and writing could of course not be utilized until the sec-

ond or third primary. In another instance, the seK-ex-

pression might take the form of singing or prayer.

PROVIDE VIGOROUS SENSE PERCEPTIONS IN
TEACHING

Although the motor is very strong at this age, it is

balanced by a desire for vigorous sense perceptions. The
child revels in the feel of the wind and the rain and the

snow. Barefooted he likes to splash through water, chug
through mud and kick up the dust. The roar of the en-

gine, the screech of the whistle and the blare of the trum-
pet are music in his ears. And when it comes to a love

for gorgeous color, even the Indian cannot excel him. He
is investigative, curious, and the instincts of investigation
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and curiosity impel him to explore and to take apart,

whereby he is continually getting vivid sense perceptions.

His hunger for real things is insatiable. Every legitimate

desire to come in contact with the real thing should be

gratified by parents and teachers, and in teaching pic-

tures, flowers, leaves, models, flags,—these and many other

tangible things will he brought in, which the children may
handle, look over and manipulate. There is an increased

power of attention, and observation of detail is growing.

From this variety of sense perception the child builds the

ideas that unlock the storehouse of the ages for him. In

other words, he cannot understand the Bible story, the

fairy tale or the history story unless, now or earlier, he

has come into possession of the key.

PROVIDE FOR THE COLLECTION OF OBJECTS
THAT HAVE VALUE

As has been said, this child is supremely interested in

things. He likes to collect objects,—flowers, stones, shells,

acorns, nails, buttons. His pockets contain an odd assort-

ment of string, marbles, pennies, chalk, stickers and the

like. His possessions are of relatively little value to any

one except himself, but they are very precious in his sight.

The parent or teacher may encourage these collections by

letting each child have a stout paper bag or a little basket

when he goes on an excursion to the woods, the fields or

the beach. She may take an interest in whatever he finds,

putting the stamp of her special approval on any collec-

tion that has educational value. The stones may be used

in outlining a flower bed, the leaves for blue prints, the

flowers for a chain. A box or cabinet may be given the

child in which to keep his treasures. In the primary de-

partment of the church school a place may be provided for

the collection of such objects as have religious significance

and meaning,—for instance, a model of an eastern house,

a water jar, a box of ointment, such toy animals as the
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donkey, the camel and tlie sheep, figures of shepherds and

wise men. These will serve to make the stories more real

as well as to gratify the collecting instinct.

MAKE USE OF THE WAXING POWER OP
MEMORY

The child during this period evidences an increasing

power of memory. He observes more detail and he retains

better. Longer verses, songs, stories may be used. He
enjoys memorizing and likes to repeat verses, sing songs,

and retell stories with a sense of pride in his ability to

remember. Therefore at home and at school this power

may be made use of for the purpose of storing away gems

in literature adapted to the intelligence of the child so

that they have meaning for him, but also of permanent

beauty and worth. The teacher of religion may select

verses, songs, prayers and stories filled with God con-

sciousness and the spirit of worship. These must, of

course, be within the child's comprehension so that he

finds self-expression through them. They will furnish

a background for his later as well as his present religious

experience.

SATISFY THE CHILD'S EARLY RATIONAL
INQUIRY

Many questions are asked by the child of this age.

There is a growing tendency to organize percepts and to

form concepts. The spirit of exploration leads to an ap-

preciation of problems. If the parent and the teacher

in formulating questions and in giving information will

follow the lead of the child's questions much can be done

to forward his own investigations and to aid in forming

concepts as well as to utilize them in thinking. Dean

Grey of Chicago University, School of Education, says

that we can have the finest flowering in the higher processes

of thinking only if we give proper nurture of the begin-
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nings. The child's questions at this age indicate his eager-

ness to grasp the whole creative process in nature. He
wants to know more of the how and the why of creation

than did the kindergarten child, ^aive indeed sometimes
are his comments upon the information which he secures.

Eight-jear-old Marshall in reply to his question as to what
made day and night had been told how the earth re-

volves upon its axis every day. He sat thinking a minute
and then he said, "JSTow I see what makes me roll out

of bed every night!" The child's questions penetrate

deeper also into the mysteries of his relationship to God.
Miss Mumford tells of the hoy who said one night to his

father after some quiet thought, "Eather, I don't under-

stand. Why can't I hear God when He speaks just as

I hear you? Samuel did; it says so in the Bible; but

I've tried for ever so long, and I can't hear anything."

The father, wanting to help the child, looked lovingly at

him, and the child, feeling his tenderness, ran and nestled

in his arms. The father asked why he came, and the boy

said, "Because, father, I knew that you wanted me." Then
the way was open to explain to the child that in the same
way when we know and love God, the Heavenly Father,

we feel his love and his thoughts without hearing any audi-

ble voice. The child understood.

MAKE CONCEPTS AND IDEALS VIVID BY
APPEAL TO THE IMAGINATION

The chaotic fancy of the kindergarten child merges

gradually into the more controlled imagination of middle

childhood. Somewhere between six and seven the child

begins to question with almost painful eagerness after

he has listened to a story, "Is it really true ?" The time

comes when he is able to make the distinction for himself

between the make-believe and the real. As a rule he loses

himself as utterly in the fairy tale as he ever did, although

he is now on the inside, so to speak. He is capable of
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understanding more difficult plots, and, instead of tlie

simple representative play of the kindergarten, a drama
with a decided climax is desired. Instead of playing

fairies or elves by dainty little trippings to and fro, the

fairies or elves must now function in a story. He enjoys

dramatizing the old favorite. The Shoemaker and the

Elves. Concepts and ideals of a religious nature will

make a much stronger appeal to him if made vivid through

story, picture, dramatization or picturesque language such

as we find in the bible story for instance. God's care

of his child in every vicissitude might be discoursed upon
by the hour without making one tenth of the impression

which results from one telling of Daniel in the Lions' Den.

INTERPKET EXPERIENCE I>^ TERMS OP
PROVIDENTIAL CARE

It is through the story too, and particularly through the

bible story, so full of the God consciousness, so impreg-
nated with the thought of God's power, God's love and
God's care for His children, that this child may be helped

to interpret his experience in terms of God's care for him.

The answers to his questions about God as the creator of

the wonderful world in which he lives, this world of sense

impression where he has begun his voyage of discovery,

are most important. Through the wise guidance of his

parents and his teachers he comes easily to recognize God
as "the giver of every good and perfect gift." There is

in return an outpouring of gratitude to God in prayer, of

which the following lines from H. C. Beeching are a lovely

interpretation, although not intended as a prayer to be

used with children of this age:

THE BOY'S PRATER •

"God "who created me
Nimble and lie:ht of limb,

In three elements free,

To run, to ride, to swim;
Not when the sense is dim,

• In a Garden and Other Poems : The Macmillan Co.
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But now from the heart of joy,

I would remember Him:
Take the thauks of a boy."

PEOVIDE AN ATMOSPHERE CHEERFUL, JOYOUS,
BRIGHT

Suggestibility is heightened during these years. There
is a ready response to the influence of environment, not

so much by conscious mental effort as by unconscious

reflection. A primary teacher, having one child in a

group of children who was of low-grade mentality and
with an ugly disposition and indifferent manner, stated

that the group was entirely changed in response when he
was absent for a few days. A teacher with a happy smile

or a mother with a cheery manner usually has a group
of children radiating happiness. When it is desirable

at home or in the church school that the children be rever-

ent and worshipful, then the parents or the teacher must
first create an atmosphere of reverence and worship by
manner, voice, expression, and as a rule the desired re-

sponse will be secured. However, the outward expression

must ring true ; there must be a sincere spirit of worship
within, else the children will, through that intuition which
is at times almost uncanny, detect the sham. This atmos-

phere should be joyous but with no element of hilarity.

Children cannot stand too solemn an atmosphere; they

either revolt against it and go to the opposite extreme or

they are depressed and saddened by it. In either event

the result is not a happy one.

GIVE PROPER GUIDANCE TO THE IMITATIVE
TENDENCIES

ITot only do children absorb from the atmosphere their

moods, but they tend to imitate people, especially the

grown-ups, in their environment and to repeat their activ-

ities in imitative play; often giving a telling representa-
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tion of the grown-up's manner and speech with a sorry

portrayal of disposition and character thereby. How these

primary children enjoy playing school or house, and how
shocking are sometimes the revelations of teacher and

parent! Imitation helps the child to understand his en-

vironment; it is also a means of shaping attitude and
forming habit. In the imitative plays of this child a

group of other children often participate, so that there

is a developing social cooperation. We have spoken be-

fore of the motor activity at this age; this child has

little power of inhibition. Therefore direction and not

inhibition of motor activity is the desirable mode of pro-

cedure. The teacher and the parent have the opportunity

and the responsibility of providing safe examples for

imitation. If the child tends to play robber and jail,

a good exposure to the wholesome bravery of the fireman

may be all that he needs to change the current of his imi-

tation.

FORMATION OF EIGHT HABITS

These, together with the preceding ones, are the years

when there is a great plasticity, when right habits are

most easily formed, often unconsciously, in conformity

to environment. Imitation and the desire for social ap-

proval can be utilized by the teachers as facilitating stim-

uli. It is not always possible that the course of habit

formation should run smoothly, however. There are times

when this child tests to the utmost the validity of the

rule, and the sincerity and strength of the teacher or

parent as administrators of the law. Then it is that those

who have in charge the habit formation of the little child

must hold firm lest there be shipwreck of the whole process.

This child needs sometimes to come up against the "ought-

ness" of certain moral and religious principles. This in-

cident was related of a child of six years and eight months
whose parents were fine people, kindly but strict with the

children. They always tried to be fair and honest. Mae
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had been a guest at a little friend's birthday party, and
the array of presents had proved very fascinating. When
she went home she asked if she might have a party. Her
mother replied, "I^o, dear, I can't afford to give you a party
now. Perhaps after Christmas when your birthday comes
we can have one." "But I want one, now," pouted Mae,
and in her own mind she decided to have one. The next

day, Priday, she invited all the little girls in her class to

come to a party at her house on the following afternoon,

except one whom she particularly disliked. All Saturday
morning, Mae's mother felt that something was troubling

the little girl but nothing was said. When afternoon came
Mae stayed out in the yard. To the first two guests Mae
said, "We'll stay out here to play." Then with a hasty

thanks she took the handkerchief and ribbon that were

given her and hid them away in the house. Just as she

returned the little girl whom she had not invited appeared.

"Why, Mary Poole, I never invited you," said Mae in-

dignantly* "I don't care," the child replied. "I'm going

to come anyway." Mary walked into the house and said

to Mae's astonished mother, "I couldn't bring any pres-

ent, 'cause mama didn't have any money." When asked

what she meant the child explained further, "For Mae's

birthday. She didn't invite me but I came anyway."

Mae's mother denied the party but was persuaded to look

out in the yard. Slie called Mae and the children to her.

Mae burst into tears and said, "I wanted the pretty

things." Hard as it was to humiliate the child the mother

had to explain that it was not Mae's birthday and the

little girl had to return the coveted birthday gifts. For
the most part, tact, patience and eternal vigilance are the

qualities needed by the parent and teacher. With the

stubborn child a diverting of attention for the time being

from the issue at hand may be necessary with a tactful

return when he is in a better mood. Religious education

should seek to establish during these years such habits

as prayer, regular Sunday-school attendancCi which is not
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always possible during the preceding period, helpfulness,

obedience, fair play.

CULTIVATE EIGHT SOCIAL ATTITUDES THROUGH
APPROPRIATE APPROVAL AND DISAPPROVAL

This child is self-assertive, strikingly individualistic.

He is unconsciously so bent upon getting vivid sense-per-

ceptions for himself and also opportunities for self-expres-

sion that he does not seem to think at all of the other

child. He longs for social recognition and wants to play

with other children; but he is always doing the things

that get him into trouble. This is the age when teasing,

bullying and tormenting first show their hydra heads.

Often the things that are done can be ascribed to nothing
less than a love of mischief. There is an ethical curiosity

to see what will happen if the well-known rule is infringed

or proprieties violated. I remember well a group of neigh-

bor children of these ages who were my good friends. Very
frequently on summer afternoons I have heard a ring

at the doorbell, and on answering have found the group
standing on the front porch with the spokesman to the

fore. With a look of assumed innocence but with a pene-

trating expression of the eye every little taddie would
look me down while the ringleader made the report. It

very often consisted in the laconic sentence, "There's an
egg broke in your henhouse." It was an article of good
faith between us that they did not visit the henhouse
uninvited, hence the challenge to my sense of justice.

They were so curious to see what would happen that they
"braved the lion in his den," even though a word of
serious rebuke from this particular lion was usually suf-

ficient to bring tears to the eyes of the spokesman.
This child is as likely to become quarrelsome, suspicious,

unfriendly, snobbish and sneaking in his attitude as the
reverse if parents and teachers do not cultivate the right

social attitudes in him. This cultivation may be accom-
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plished not only through the unconscious influence of at-

mosphere and the imitation of right examples set in

story or real life, but also by clear-cut approval of what

is right on the part of the parent and teacher and as

frank disapproval of what is wrong. Elaine had a very

selfish attitude toward the other children. One day she

was called from the group where she had been playing

with the blocks. As she rose to leave she put her arms

jealously around her share of the blocks and said to the

other children in a decidedly belligerent voice, "Don't

anybody touch my blocks while I'm gone." The watchful

teacher said nothing at the moment. A little while later

Harry, a very generous child, also left the room. "You
fellows can play with my blocks while I'm gone," he said.

In the meantime Elaine had returned, and the teacher

called her attention to what Harry said. "Isn't that nice

of Harry to share his blocks ?" she asked. A softened look

came into the child's face as she nodded her head. We
have spoken of the child's growing consciousness of God

as the Great Father : the parent and teacher may strengthen

human approval and disapproval by letting the child feel

God's approval. His joy when this child does right, and

His disapproval, His sorrow, when the child does wrong.

Here great care must be taken not to convey the impres-

sion of God as a stern judge or an everlasting spy. H. G.

Wells has portrayed only too vividly the result of such

a representation of God in ostracizing him as a child from

God : "I who write was so set against God, thus rendered.

He and His Hell were the nightmares of my childhood :
I

hated Him while I still believed and who could help but

hate?" To connect God in the right way as a loving

and all-wise Father with the acts of a little child's daily

life is to lay the foundation for that later "listening for

God's voice" which is so strong a safeguard in the life

of the Christian.
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PROVIDE OPPOETUNITY FOR SIMPLE MORAL
CHOICES LEADING TO THE BUILDING UP

OF A PRACTICAL MORAL CODE

The story that presents a moral whole is very helpful

in aiding this child to build up a simple, moral code.

The fairy tale of the two sisters is a good one here, one

of whom commanded the other to fetch strawberries for

her in the winter time. The poor sister was helped by

the Seasons (personified) and brought in the strawberries.

Whereupon the crnel, greedy sister went to the woods to

get more for herself, insulted the kindly Seasons, and

perished in the cold. The gentle, unselfish sister lived

happily ever after. Bible stories, the fairy tales, realistic

stories may all be drawn upon to this end. Actual ex-

perience in work and in play with others is very valuable

too in giving the child a chance for simple moral choices.

Games are developed with a few rules ; the child who will

not abide by these rules is put out of the game by the

children themselves or by the teacher at their request.

Three boys were playing before school ; two of them began

to tease the third, blowing milkweed seeds at him while he

was working. These they termed German bombs. The
third child stood it as long as he could ; he then took up
the toy telephone at hand and called up the police depart-

ment. The teacher was watching, and she realized that

this was her time to come to his rescue. She, therefore,

walked over and announced herself as chief of police. The
boy asked her to arrest the two offenders, which she did.

The children held a trial and the guilty parties were
punished by having to put away all the blocks with which
the three had been working. They appreciated the jus-
tice of the decision and went at the job with all serious-
ness. The teacher said that this experience had a far more
salutary effect on the boys than any punishment of hers
could have had. Thus the child gets ideas of social con-
duct. Hartshorne suggests that we ought to make his
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group as democratic as possible, with cbiUren in it of

various races, classes and creeds, in order that his ideal

of brotherhood may be broad from the beginning.

UTILIZE THE DESIEE TO BE HELPFUL BY
GIVING OPPORTUNITIES POP SERVICE

The child of this age, particularly the girl, wants to

take care of those who are younger. Among the poor,

children during these years make the wonderful "little

mothers" for which the slums of a large city are famous.

Their patience, their devotion, their sacrifices for their

small charges are as appealing as they are pathetic. I

have found children from wealthy families frequently

"only" children, very eager to mother younger children

;

and very responsible with them. The child at this age

is in addition often very sympathetic. Dorothy when

she was seven said to her auntie, who was seeking some

one to stay with Virginia of five, who is blind from a

severe attack of "flu," "Aunt Alice, let me stay with Vir-

ginia. It makes me feel just awful sorry until I almost

cry, but I love to sit with her and tell her about things

that she can't see." The natural selfishness of the child

is often waived in favor of the younger child. When

Jane was six she was visiting her grandmother and auntie

one afternoon and they were doing everything to make

her happy. They gave her a piece of candy, which she

took and immediately wrapped in paper. When asked

why she did not eat it, she said, "Why, grandma, I am

taking it home to Priscilla
;
you see she is home without

me and I am having such a good time that really I don't

need it." These impulses of the child to care for, to share

or to give should not only be encouraged by letting the

joy of giving be its own reward, but opportunities should

be made by parent and teachers for the child to serve

others. A teacher tells the story of a child of seven who

came to a first grade where it became the custom for the
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children who had dolls at home occasionally to bring them

to school. When lullabies were sung, those who had dolls

held them and rocked them, but there were always more

than half the group who had none. One day our little

girl handed her doll to a child who had none. The teacher

made no comment; the next day Thelma did the same

thing and Mary followed her example. Presently every

child who brought a doll after one singing of the lullaby

gave it to another child, and the teacher said this act

seemed to afford them more pleasure than the singing of

the song.

Boys get more chance to exercise the parental im-

pulse through the care of pets than of younger children

as a rule. A dog or a pony is the heart's desire of every

little boy who lives the more natural life of the small

town, the farm or the woods. The primary child can

learn to protect his pet properly and to be more responsible,

and consequently more should be expected of him in this

regard than of the younger child. He should not be

allowed to keep pets if he neglects them or tortures them

;

his one passport to continued possession must be good be-

havior. Children of this age should have gardens if

these consist of nothing more than a window-box on the

back porch of an apartment. They can learn much about

the different kinds of plants, how deep to put the seed,

the kind of place where the plant will flourish, and the

danger of weeds. They should have the joy of picking

their own flowers and vegetables and of bestowing them
on the family and friends. It is a pity that any little

child must be brought up in a great city and in an apart-

ment building. Every child should have as his natural

birthright a backyard in which to play and a bit of soil

to call his own.
In these years the interest of the child is capable of

going out more widely than in the kindergarten period.

His sympathy is more readily extended to those that he

cannot see; books and stories are gradually introducing
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him to a larger acquaintance than that of the home and
the neighborhood. This incident occurred in the primary
department of a Sunday-school. Lois was very eager for

a set of dishes, and as her people could not buy her one,

she went on errands for the neighborhood and saved the

pennies that they gave her. At last she had a dollar and
she had gone so far as to select the dishes. It was at

the time when the drive was on for the Armenians. One
day Lois said to her mother, "I want to send my dishes'

money to the Armenians." Her mother tried to persuade
her to send only a part of it. The child was firm in

carrying out her resolve. '^No," she said, "I have other

things to play with and plenty to eat, but the little boys

and girls in Armenia haven't; so I want to send all my
money to them." Teachers as well as parents can stimu-

late these children to elect projects by which they will

render a distinct service to grown-ups, as in the care of

the room; to other children in the class by making little

gifts or helping another child in his undertaking; to the

children in the school by the giving of a party for them

;

to the children in the hospital by sending them flowers;

and to needy children in our own and other lands by giv-

ing food and clothing. Thus a habit will be formed which

augurs well for future happiness and usefulness and which

makes for present joy.

GUARD AGAINST DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN FOR-
MAL TEACHING AND THE BEHAVIOR OF

PARENT AND TEACHER

The child at this age is, as we have seen, very sensitive

to atmosphere and very imitative of his elders. We have

noted too the beginnings of early rational inquiry. Noth-

ing but mental confusion and moral danger could follow

discrepancies between the teaching of moral truths through

the story and their discussion and application in the con-

versation period, and the repudiation of these truths in
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the behavior of the parent and the teacher. When the

mother or father attempt to teach honesty and truthful-

ness, and then cover the child with a coat when traveling

in order that the conductor may not see him, or lie about

his age, disaster is likely to follow to the building up of

an ideal of truthfulness and a habit of honesty. The child

can know these virtues only as he finds them exemplified

in the little everyday happenings of his life. "What you
do speaks so loud I can't hear what you say."



QrESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

1. Of what advantage is it to a child to have his parents

take real interest in his advancement in school knowledge?

A young woman guest was asked by a six-year-old lad if he

might read to her from a new book. Her very genuine sur-

prise and delight over his ability so pleased the child that he

exclaimed, "We'll put a book mark where we stop to-day

and 1 won't read another word in here till you come again

so we can do it together."

2. Discuss the need and value of a "treasure chest" for

little children. The one I know best is a very cheap bureau

with four drawers,—two for little six-year-old Alice and two

for Harold, who is almost nine. One drawer holds stones

and shells, bits of colored glass, marbles, etc. ; one holds paper,

crayons, paint, paste and all sorts of constructive material.

Sometimes the children on rainy days find unexpected treas-

ures in the "making things drawers,"—a new bit of clotli or

ribbon or a new sheet of paper dolls for Alice, a new design

for an aeroplane and some postage stamps for Harold.

3. As Mrs. J. got on the street car she said to her little

son, "Slip in back of those people and the conductor won't

see you." Once in the car, I heard her say laughingly, "We

fooled him that time, didn't we ?" Discuss the effect of this

lesson upon the child's standards.

4. A child at this age likes to find out the answers to

puzzling questions. In an attempt to explain the formation

of rain 'clouds to her little daughter, a scientific young mother

put a shallow plate of water in the sun to show how the sun

"drew up" the water. "But, mother," said the small girl,

"don't you think that's sort of mean of us—mean to make

it rain on all tlie people like this ?" Was this a wise way to

answer the child's questioning? What kind of experiments

125
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may be performed to help tlie young cliild understand some

of nature's wonderful processes ?

5. How may the parent gratify the desire of the child of

this age for stories that are really true?

6. A little girl of eight whose home had been struck by

lightning at one time runs whimpering like a frightened ani-

mal and cowers behind her mother's chair at the first sound

of thunder. How would you deal with such a case of fear ?

7. Wliy do children sometimes giggle during the prayer or

the scripture reading in the church school or at home ? What
would you do with such an occurrence if you were the parent

or teacher?

8. Discuss ways in which the child of this age may help

in the home.
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CHAPTER IX

EDUCATION IN LATER CHILDHOOD

Later childhood (ages eight to eleven), or the big Injun

age as Lee calls it, emerges gradually from the period

of middle childhood. It is characterized by group life

which in time takes on the aspects of the gang and by a

beginning sex antagonism. It is marked by a physical

hardihood; feats of strength and prowess are "meat and

drink" to the lad of this age. Family life is interrupted

by the advent of the "hoodlum" and the "tomboy." The

"golden age" of memory is dawning and the larger number

of concepts now possessed makes possible an ability to

reason and to judge superior to that manifested heretofore.

Because of the greater physical skill of the child and the

increased purposefulness this period has sometimes been

termed "the age of the tool box and the work shop." As

far as the moral-social development is concerned, however,

no characteristic is of greater importance than the as-

cendancy of the hero who may be at first only admired

for physical power but who in time is idealized for strength

of character. "I wish I'd a been that David !" said a boy

of ten after listening with breathless interest to the battle

of David with the giant. The home loses its supreme

significance while friendships of boys with boys and of

girls with girls grow more dominant.

PHYSICAL CHAKACTERISTICS

This is a period of slow growth ; height and weight as

a rule increase gradually. At nine the brain is full size.

The limbs have lengthened considerably and the whole

appearance of the body is more angular. There is an
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abounding health, although near the close of period there

may be an unexplainable loss of vitality. Girls grow more
rapidly than boys, and the differences which are more
evident at adolescence begin to manifest themselves. The
body of this child is tougher, less susceptible to contagions

and able to stand changes of temperature as well as ex-

posures to rain, snow and heat. There is much less dan-

ger too from malformations. The hardening of the mus-

cles renders possible the increased physical strength, en-

durance and skill. There is intense activity of the mus-

cles. This child must have exercise ; he possesses no great

power of physical inhibition. He has been well captioned

as "wriggly."

Such a physique renders possible games and feats upon
the apparatus of the gymnasium and playground calling

for an endurance, a strength and a skill which the child

has not had before. Every boy and girl should have ac-

cess to a gymnasium and a playground during the year

and to out-of-door life on the farm and in the woods for

the summer. A good play leader who can suggest the

types of exercise most needed to develop each child should

have general oversight of the play periods. He will know,

of course, the value of sufficient freedom to secure joyous

self-expression in all such play. To try to house boys and
girls during these years in an apartment house or a tene-

ment is as cruel as to pen up young colts in a box car.

It is a nerve-racking process for parents, neighbors and
the children themselves. 'Not only does the child meet
the rigors of nature well but he craves a certain amount
of struggle with the elements, and if in normal health

he should have it. To plow through the snow, to battle

with the wind on a wild March day, to wade in rubber

boots through the ooze of the pond, to go barefoot through

the fields, to dive into the old swimming hole,—these are

experiences that are the birthright of Juniors. They will

toughen the body and fortify the nerves for the struggles

of the business world later on. A plea for girls at this
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age needs to be made. Thej too should be permitted to

play on apparatus, to race, to climb, to yell like their

brothers. If they were allowed a more vigorous physical

training there would not be so many weakly, neurotic

women unable to bear the strain of modern industrial life,

the vicissitudes of child birth and the cares of the fireside.

Because of the intense motor activity during these years

the grave mistake of committing children to schools for

long hours of sedentary living, is apparent. If there were

no other reason for the new movement in education than

the physical need of our children it would be amply jus-

tified. Stanwood Cobb, writing in the Atlantic Monthly,

says, "Much of the nervousness of American school chil-

dren can be attributed to the brutal (so it will seem a

hundred years from now) custom of holding them to fixed

seats,—six rows, seven in a row,—for five hours a day."

The school that has its workshops, studio, laboratories,

gymnasium, playgrounds, as well as its library and class-

rooms, is equipped to meet the needs of this growing child.

Even before later childhood the boy or girl can be chal-

lenged to take an interest in his own physical welfare ; to

watch his own increase in weight and height and to be

genuinely proud if it approximates the normal. The

charts prepared for schools by the Child Welfare Bureau

have proved of great value in inspiring scores of children

to a healthy rivalry for first place in physical fitness.

So simple a device as a beam in the attic or the basement

of the home which registers the child's slowly increasing

height by pencil markings may prove an incentive to self-

control in matters of eating and sleep. Eegular hours

are very essential and not less than ten hours of sleep are

advisable. Such habits as brushing of the teeth, frequent

baths, proper use of the bubbler or individual drinking

cup, proper mastication of food and regular care of the

bowels should be automatic. The child never grows so

fixed in these habits, however, that there is not the pos-

sibility of uprising as new powers and a growing self-will
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find certain duties irksome. Baglej says that parents and

teachers who have the stamina and perseverance to carry

habit-forming processes to a successful conchision are the

crying need of these years.

NATIVE TENDENCIES

This child has a keen appetite. He is always hungry;

he relishes anything from hardtacks to pumpkin pie. If

he is not to ruin a good digestion during these years, it

is necessary that he be supplied with an abundance of

nourishing food at regular intervals which will satisfy

his growing body. There will not be the craving for

sweets and condiments which otherwise would be purchased

or foraged to fill his ravenous insides. The penny lunch at

school has done much for the children of both rich and

poor to supplement the lacks in the family diet and to

cut off the patronage of the candy store and bakery. The

menu should include plenty of cereal, milk, fresh fruits

and vegetables in season, and meats and desserts in very

moderate portions. Fried foods and rich pastries are not

in order for young or old, but are a double insult when
forced upon a growing body. The cooperation of the child

himself needs to be secured in matters of diet. As has

been suggested he should have the pride of the athlete

in his physical condition ; and he may be inspired to self-

control through an account of the strenuous course of

training of his favorite baseball hero. Parents and teach-

ers must set the children a good example, and, strange to

say, it is just here that the self-sacrifice of the parent

falters most often. It is hard to deny our own appetites

that our children may have the vitality which we have for-

feited ; but there is no other way so efficacious in teaching

temperance.

The great desire of this child for motor activity has

already been mentioned as well as his need for out-of-

door play. Some one has said that he could play twenty
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hours out of the twenty-four. Not all of his play consists

of organized games or of purposeful work. Unless he is

prevented he spends a certain amount of time in yell-

ing and tearing around. If he has the freedom of the

city streets or of the woods and fields he roams at will,

for the instinct of migration is strong, and it is furthered

by his independence and hardihood. Unless the home
and the school provide excursion and travel, summer camps

and winter hikes for these children, there is danger of

truancy and the permanent runaway. The Juvenile Court

spends no little time upon cases of this character. Com-

peting interests, however, may also be provided in the

home and school environment as we will see later, but

we plead here for a certain amount of gratification of the

migratory instinct as beneficial physically and mentally,

also in furnishing new material for thought and appre-

ciation.

Supplying migration with an added motive is the

collecting instinct or acquisitiveness, which as a rule

reaches its maximum during these years. In a study made

several years ago by Caroline Burk and reported in the

Pedagogical Seminary, of the collections of 510 Santa

Barbara children and of 704 Santa Kosa children (Cali-

fornia of course) it was found that the most collections

were made at ten years. The nature interest was highest

in these collections for all children, being 29%. There was

the greatest variety, however, in the kinds of things col-

lected, largely due to circumstances, environment, sugges-

tion or imitation. Up to nine years of age the only

arrangement of collections was simply keeping them to-

gether ; after that age there were some instances of classi-

fication according to color, size or both, some according

to kind and two according to decoration. It is very evi-

dent that there is educational value in these collections

and that the home and the school may utilize the collect-

ing instinct in the teaching of the sciences by stimulating

worthwhile nature collections and by providing a way to
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secure tliem and a place to keep tliem. The use of col-

lections of religious or biblical interest may be continued

in the church school.

The character of the play changes somewhat during

these years. It consists chiefly in games of skill and com-

petition. Eaces of all kinds are popular, ball games, and

sedentary games such as checkers and marbles. The play

for the most part is not aimless but distinctly purposeful.

This child will do the hardest kind of work in order to

carry through his play project. A group of children, girls

and boys, built a house in the trees for which they carried

the boards a mile, having ripped them from an old fence

that distance away. They hoisted them up to the tree

and made them secure with great difficulty; it required

several days to finish the house but their zeal did not flag.

As fighting enters into some of the play it is often violent

and very strenuous. There is too a great interest in dra-

matic performances and in real plays. The movie has

a dangerous fascination for children at this age. The
growing interest in a hero, in fighting, in adventure, is

appealed to in every film, while the presence of the

"3 V's" as Donald Kobertson calls them, vice, vulgarity

and violence, tends to coarsen the sensibilities of the child

and cheapen his ideas of life. The emotions are so stirred

that much of the present crime prevalent among these chil-

dren as well as in adolescence may be traced to this in-

citement. The movie properly censored may become a

great influence for good because it is a compelling in-

terest ; but at present it vitiates the child physically, men-
tally and morally. ISTot only does this child like to witness

the drama but he likes to take part in a play himself.

A group of boys of this age wrote their own plays, staged

and produced them with very little help from any out-

sider. It is most important that these children shall read

the right type of literature, see wholesome plays in order

that they may have material for dramatization, the pro-

duction of which will give expression to the higher emo-
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tions and the finest ideals of which they are capable.

We do not mean that plays should eliminate adventure,

struggle or the representation of the dark and dangerous

side of life, but that they should be wholesome, clean and

sincere and should suggest a positive outcome. No better

drama than Robin Hood was ever written for this period.

In their plays and festivals children at this age require

more setting and more personal adornment than do younger

children. Girls like to play "lady dress up," and boys

enjoy wearing badges and various insignia. Real food,

real crowns and real beds are wanted by these children

when they represent.

There is an ethical curiosity at this age that manifests

itself in questions pertaining to politics, religion and so-

cial customs. The child wants to participate in the dis-

cussions of his elders at table and elsewhere. Although

his questions and comments may be amusing at times, they

should be treated with the utmost respect. Many times

they astound us with a wisdom that seems much beyond

his years. I remember sitting at table one day with a

friend and his wife and their ten-year-old son. We were

speaking of certain stories in the Bible and their moral

influence upon children. I remarked that I doubted the

advisability of using the story of Jacob and Esau, since

I thought the child might argue that if Jacob was so suc-

cessful in his deception it would pay to be tricky. John,

who had been apparently absorbed in his dinner and

whose presence I had forgotten, spoke at this moment.

"Why," said he, "I never thought of that. It never

worked that way with me."

There is also, in addition to an ethical curiosity, a

great curiosity as to how things are made, what makes

them work. ""Clocks and clothes wringers," says Lee,

"are in danger." There is a keen interest in investigating

mechanical and natural laws while this boy revels in "the

crash, the catastrophe and the shriek." His toys are

real things,—kites, bonfires, engines and automobiles,
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when he can lay hands on them. He is not only securing

valuable information and growing in power to observe

through his investigations but he uses in his own con-

struction much of the knowledge that he secures. He
is keenly interested in tools. Boys are fond of wood-

work, v^iile girls are equally interested in sewing. Very

good tools should be provided for these children and

they are ready for such instruction as will enable them

to do finer and more accurate "work for which they are

fully capable. They show the ability to plan, execute

and criticize their own work to an extent which was

impossible before. It is a delight to go into the work-

shop and see every child bent upon his own project or

working out some plan in cooperation with a group,—self-

reliant, accurate, original. Arithmetic gets a practical

use in the shopwork where measurement and calculation

are constantly employed. While in many of the art pro-

jects the child's increasing ability in handling the brush,

the crayon and the pencil is shown in the accurate and

pleasing results.

Individualism is marked by fighting, and many and

bloody are the personal combats during these years.

Brothers fight with brothers and sisters with sisters, while

there are even greater antagonisms between the sexes. I

remember how troubled my mother was when my sister

and I began to have regular battles royal with the broom,

the dish mop or any other handy article of warfare. Up
to about this time I had always cherished her as the apple

of my eye, and after one of these scrimmages I used to

be sure that the disapproval of heaven was upon my un-

regenerate heart and hand. There is much self-assertion,

frequent attempts to dominate and to "show off." Teasing

and bullying are very prominent, especially between boys

and girls. These anti-social manifestations are crude,

clumsy and loud and very difficult for the adult members

of the family to tolerate.

Other children, however, begin to have greater influ-
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ence over the boj or girl at this age, and group co-

operation is closer. Boys and girls form more lasting

attachments than in middle childhood, and while the gang
has no permanent organization, yet it is appearing.

Gangs fight each other. There is much rivalry and com-
petition. A good deal of it is outside the gang; some
of it is inside. These children live to compete espe-

cially through tests of physical strength. Parents and
teachers must work through the interests of these children

and seek to stimulate cooperation for worthwhile ends
within the group, as when the hoys or girls are enlisted

in working for a picture fund for the school, for a garden
fair as a benefit for the playground, for clothes to send

to the Armenians. If rivalry between classes in the Sun-
day-school is stimulated in order to see which class will

secure the largest gift for the orphanage at Christmas
or the most flowers for the hospital, and if fair play and
good sportsmanship are cultivated, the value will carry

over into the children's play. Parents cannot ignore the

gang nor the influence of it over their boys and girls. In-

stead they must seek to get into its good graces and in-

fluence the character of what goes on there without a reali-

zation on the part of the children that any effort is being

made to interfere with their activities. One mother was
greatly troubled when her boys of nine and twelve made
a dugout in the back lot at some distance from the house

and when smoke and evidence of yellow literature made
their appearance. She was wise enough not to prohibit

or scold. Instead she baked a large panful of crisp dough-

nuts and approached the dugout with them as a peace

offering. One of her sons appeared at the opening when
she came within hailing distance, and it was amusing to

see how his churlish expression changed when he beheld

the doughnuts. He graciously thanked her for them and

disappeared within. She repeated the performance later,

and at last she was invited one day into the sacred sanc-

tum by her own son. After that she was a frequent vis-
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itor. She bouglit some Looks of fine but clean adventure

wbicli took the place of the jellow-back variety; and she

even participated in a Hallowe'en raid on the neighbor-

hood one dark night, steering the boys successfully away
from jokes that were not funny. Standards of conduct

are being fixed in these years, and it is most important

that they should be in favor of honesty, truth and clean,

decent play. Boys and girls need their parents and teach-

ers, but comradery is the only open door.

Fortunately for those who have the character building

of this child in charge, imitation begins to take the form
of hero worship. To be sure the hero is at first the physi-

cally able one, but if the child can be exposed to men
of physical prowess who at the same time exemplify cer-

tain of the outstanding Christian graces such as honesty,

generous treatment of others, courtesy, fair play, clean

living, he will imbibe gradually these characteristics and
incorporate them in his ideal. The heroes of history, of

literature, of the Old Testament may be brought through

story and through the child's own reading ; and Jesus may
be so presentad as to win supreme allegiance. The child

at this age vies for the approval of his hero and of the

other members of his group or gang ; he openly courts the

disapproval of members of the opposite sex and of the

rest of society in general. If one of his heroes is a
teacher who has charge of the school athletics or the

Y. M. gymnasium or his Sunday-school class then there

is every chance of the boy being led aright. If he thinks

of God as his constant companion or of Jesus as a friend

who is always with him, the thought will be a steadying in-

fluence upon every occasion. Hartshorne relates the in-

cident of a twelve-year-old boy who in a race got an early

start, ran about three yards, then stopped and dropped
out. When the starter asked him what was the matter,

he replied, "I believe my start was a steal and I couldn't

run ; God wouldn't like it."

The parental instinct is strong toward pets and fre-
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quently toward younger children. This child must have
a pet; it may be a pony, a dog, a turtle or a fish. lie

also upon occasion shows marvelous devotion in his care
of others. Angelo Patri tells the story of a "wonder
child" as he calls him, a little fellow who every day
disappeared once or twice from school for a short time,

returning later. Upon inquiry Patri discovered that the

child had a feeble-minded mother who had in the home
one or two young children. This boy, knowing her forget-

fulness and feeling her general inefficiency, slipped off

to see that these tiny children were fed and safe. Another
writer tells of the death of a boy of eleven who had lost

mother and father and who kept the little family together

and worked to support them until the charities found the

case. The lad succumbed to illness as the result of the

nervous strain. The suggestions made in the last chapter

for utilizing the nurture instinct in the development of

a habit of service need to be applied in these years also.

As has been indicated, a sex consciousness is appearing

which must be wisely dealt with. The child should be

prepared during these years for the physical changes which
are soon to come so that he will not be shocked and so

that the sexual vitality will be conserved for its great

end. This preparation should not be made all at once.

Gradually through the years the child should have been

t,aught to reverence his body, first by the respect of the

father and mother toward it and by the modesty of the

home relations. Every effort to prevent abuse of the sex

organs by the handling of them should have been made
by the parents, such as clean clothing, loose and com-

fortable, frequent baths, wise emplo^onent for busy hands,

the habit of going to sleep regularly and rising as soon

as awake, and circumcision for boys when necessary.

Constant vigilance is the price parents must pay if they

would keep their children pure. When once the habit

has gained some headway, then if the child is old enough

to understand, the mother or father should explain that
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the child cannot grow up well and strong to be a good

father or mother if he continues this practice, so that

he will see the necessity of helping to break the habit.

Never should he be harshly treated for this mistake or

'^shamed," since such treatment is very likely to lead to

secretiveness ; he should be treated rationally and kindly

but with firmness. When he begins to question, as a child

under six often does, about the origin of life, he may be
led through the processes of nature in the hatching of

the baby birds and little chicks, in the birth of little

kittens and in the pollination of the flowers to make
the right application to human life and his own source.

He may be led to think of the birth of a baby as the

most wonderful of God's miracles, as indeed it is. It

is very unwise to ignore his questions or to mislead him
lest he may go to some polluted well for the water of

life, and all his thinking on this most vital topic be

poisoned forever after. It is necessary to give him at

each age such information as satisfies him, and he can

be led to consider this topic as one which he discusses

only with father and mother. Before adolescence irrepara-

ble mischief may be done because the child is ignorant

of the facts which alone afford protection. The subject

should always be discussed in such a matter-of-fact yet

reverent way that there will be no self-consciousness or

morbid brooding at any time.

Worship is growing more thoughtful. Since this is the

age when the hero is assuming ascendency, Jesus may be

so presented as to embody the ideal which this child can

understand in personality. He unconsciously reverences

his ideal and seeks to emulate him. There may be definite

training in the forms of worship, and the habit of regular

prayer should be firmly established. If the child has

been led to pray spontaneously as an expression of his

thoughts and feelings, he will now in prayer voice the

problems of his daily living in which he needs God's help,

and also the abounding joys. He is not yet ready to
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worship in the phraseology and concepts of the Lord's

Prayer, but other suitable prayer material may be found

and verses may be selected from the Bible for memoriza-

tion which he can comprehend. The reasoning power and

the will are sufficiently developed so that this child may
be given the opportunity to make many conscious and de-

liberate choices between good and evil. Toward the close

of this period or at the a^e of twelve it is customary in

our church schools to ask for a confession of faith. If

required at all such an expression of choice must be very

carefully prepared for through the knowledge that the

child has gained of Jesus on the human side in the simple

daily contacts with life. It should be reverently and

quietly solicited at a time when there is perfect confidence

between teacher or parent and child. A form of presenta-

tion that the child can appreciate should be used. He
can understand from his own experience what it means

to accept Jesus as a friend to help on every occasion and

what obedience and loyalty involve.

DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLECT

Although we have indicated at several points the mental

capacity of this child, it will be of value to consider its

implications in more detail. Sense perception is marked

by more accurate observation. There is keen awareness

to environment, provided there has been any opportunity

or challenge in past education to observe. Differences as

well as likenesses are clearly noted. At eight years of

age every normal child can answer correctly the questions

in the Binet-Simon Intelligence test: "What is the dif-

ference between a fly and a butterfly?" "Wood and

glass?" "Paper and cloth?" These children are able

to make much more difficult distinctions and to define

exactly. Concept formation goes on apace. Much more

abstraction is possible, for this child is dealing largely in

ideas. However, he is not yet ready for the more difficult
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religious concepts and ideas. Many children are utterly

perplexed by such symbolic statements as ''Come to Jesus,"

"Give your life to Jesus," "He taketh away the sins of

the world," "The blood of the lamb cleanseth us from
all sin." It is well to get a free expression from the child

at this age as to what he thinks may be meant by any
command or statement that you are not sure he under-

stands. You will find that religious experience especially

suffers serious injury at just this point.

Attention and interest are of longer duration. There

is an insistent demand for longer stories. The story-

teller is often greeted with "Is it a long one?" and if

the reply is satisfactory the boys and girls settle back to

enjoy to their heart's content. Heading is a keen interest

at this age, and books of adventure, travel and heroism

are devoured. Boys like to fish, and weaving is a form

of handwork which gives much pleasure. In the home
as well as in the school these interests may be appealed

to. Every child should have his own library to which

books are added for birthdays, Christmas and as occa-

sional surprises between times. Two or three good maga-

zines should be provided. In addition he should use the

children's room in the public library. As a child I was
an omnivorous reader. My mother instead of seeking to

curb my appetite for books sought to guide it. She took

the librarian into her confidence, and when I appeared

at the library the proper books for my perusal were al-

ways delightfully presented to me, so that those years

and the succeeding ones of adolescence were safely and
profitably passed. As a result I have had a rich back-

ground of varied content from my reading which has

been an inspiration in the busier years when there has

been little time for general reading.

This has been termed the golden age of rote memory.
Many adults are rich in the gems of poetry and prose

which were stored away in these years. At home, school

and church school, material should be presented for mem-
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orization wliicli is full of content values for this period
and which inspires healthy emotional expression. It is

needless to add that it should be of excellent literary form.
One home had the custom of keeping a scrapbook for

beautiful modern prose and poetry; parents and children

contributed to the collection and many of the selections

were memorized. The mental grasp is decidedly widened.
This child is apparently engaged in one occupation while

he keeps "the run" of two or three others. l!^othing es-

capes him. He is of course ready for more complexity
in story, song, verse and game. The reasoning powers
are greater; more complex problems may be solved, but

there is not the seasoned judgment of the adult. He is

still swayed often by instinct. Some of the test questions

of the Binet-Simon series are of interest here in indicating

the type of problem that he normally solves correctly. We
quote first for the tenth year

:

,What ought one to do

:

1—Wben one has missed the train ?

2—When one has been struck by a playmate who did not do
it purposely?

3—^When one has broken something that does not belong to

one?
4—When one is detained so that he will be late for school?
5—^What ought one to do before taking part in an important

affair?

6—^Why does one excuse a wrong act committed in anger more
readily than a wrong act committed without anger?

7—What should one do when asked his opinion of one he knows
only a little?

8—^Why ought one to judge a person more by his acts than by
his words?

The last four questions are a transition from the tenth

to the eleventh years, while in the eleventh year these

sentences are given to see if the child can detect the con-

tradiction or absurdity:
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1—An unfortunate cyclist has had his head broken and is dead
from the fall; they have taken him to the hospital and
they do not think that he will recover.

2—I have three brothers, Paul, Ernest and myself.

3—The police found yesterday the body of a young girl cut

into eighteen pieces. They believed that she killed her-

self.

There are two others in this series which we will not

repeat here. This child is keenly interested in puzzles

and conundrums and in games which contain these. They
are an excellent form of problem solving and should be

utilized at home and at school, while in the church school

some use of such a method in reviewing biblical facts

would be of interest and of value. There is much social

criticism and experimentation, and parents particularly

have the opportunity to help the child to apply his stand-

ards and ideals of social conduct to everyday living.

Imagination is well under control, since the child is

able to make clear distinctions between the world of re-

ality and the world of iiction. For this reason it has
been said that "a lie at twelve is tragic." Constructive

imagination is evident in the child's ability to image by
means of words only as he listens to stories, pursues his

reading, arithmetic, geography and history and partici-

pates in physical exercises or folk games where directions

are given. However, it is still well to use some pictures,

diagrams, maps and objects during all of these years as

an aid to the imagination. Creative imagination should

be apparent in the writing of original stories, plays, verses,

songs and in the handwork projects. Two sisters at nine
and eleven wrote a continued story of several chapters

which they carefully copied in book form and hand-dec-

orated, as a birthday gift for their mother. The entire

project occupied several weeks and was done under lock

and key in their playroom without any instigation or

help from other members of the household. A group of

children in the fourth grade wrote as beautiful a series
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of bird poems as I have ever read ; but this flowering into

verse was the result of an intimate knowledge and appre-

ciation of nature and of poetry. Through the imagination

during these years the child may picture the needs, the

customs, the surroundings of children of other races and
other lands and may come to feel a kinship with the

children of the world. His imagination should not be

perverted to destructive uses by the presentations of the

movies, yellow literature and the "funny sheet" of the

Sunday newspaper supplement. Parents need to beware

of coarse humor and of obscene and vicious pictures.

Credulity is no longer a characteristic ; in fact this child

is more likely to be a "skeptic." "You can't fool me" is

a common expression. Having been "taken in" so to

speak rather often in the past, he is wary of counterfeits

and is very sensitive about seeming simple or silly, to use

his own word. Suggestibility is still great, as is proved

by the influence of books and companions. The duty of

parents and teachers in guiding subtly to wise choices

here is very apparent. I have known families that

have moved solely to get their boys and girls out of a

very undesirable environment during these years or away
from a pernicious companion. If there is no other way
of controlling the situation then certainly business ought

not to stand in the way of the child's best interests.

The will is less impulsive and action is better controlled

by ideas, less by feeling. There is often great self-control,

evidenced in reaching an end. The emotions are also

under more control, but when once aroused may be very

intense and prolonged, in anger, hatred or jealousy. This

child is capable of working out a definite plot to get even

and of carrying it through successfully. The great need

is therefore apparent of furnishing him with the right

ideals through stories depicting moral struggles, of sup-

plying him with worthy heroes, of establishing standards

of conduct involving personal self-control, fair play, gen-

erosity, service, so that he is fortified against that day
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when his passions are aroused and he is provoked to do

evil. He is still a child, it must be remembered, and for

the most part he is docile and teachable. He is not to be

dealt with as an adolescent, although he is fast approach-

ing that period. Upon the foundation of habits of clean

thinking and right living built up in these and preceding

years will the house stand firm, when the doubts, the re-

bellions, the romantic imaginings of adolescence appear.

Fortunate is he if he carries with him a faith in the good-

ness and love of God, a sense of His righteousness and

power, and an ideal of Jesus as the matchless friend of

men. This poem, by John Oxenham, entitled What Can
a Little Chap Do,* beautifully expresses our hope for the

outcome of those years in the life of the child :

—

What can a little chap do for his country and you?
What can a little chap do?
He can fisrht like a knight

For the Truth and the Right—
That's one good thing he can do.

He can shun all that's mean,

He can keep himself clean,

Both without and within

—

That's another good thing he can do.

His soul he can brace

Against everything base,

And the trace will be seen

All his life in his face

—

That's a very fine thing he can do.

He can look to the Light,

He can keep his thought white,

He can fight the great fight,

He can do with his might

What is good in God's sight

—

Those are excellent things he can do.

Though his years be but few,

He can march in the queue,

• From "Princess Mary's Book" : Courtesy of the author.
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Of the Good and the Great,

Who battled with Fate
And won thi'ough

—

That's a wonderful thing he can do.

And in each little thing

He jcan follow the King,

Yes—in each smallest thing

He can follow the King

—

He can follow the Chi-ist, The King.



SUGGESTION'S FOE FURTHEE STUDY

1. How early may children be given their first lessons in

citizenship ?

2. Observe the collections made by (1) children from four

to six, (2) from six to eight, (3) from eight to eleven. How
can such collections be made of educational value?

3. At what age should a child be given an allowance? In
what other ways may children be taught the value of money?

4. What types of exercise are especially desirable at this

age? What simple and inexpensive apparatus may be pro-

vided at home?

5. Wliat do you think of the attempt to make girls "lady-
like" during these years? Has it any relation to the "hysterics"
of adolescence and the "nerves" of maternity?

6. What ought the attitude of the parent to be toward the
teasing and bullying as well as the other anti-social manifes-
tations of the boy or girl? Why?

7. How may the embryo cooperation of the gang be util-

ized in a positive way by the parent or teacber?

8. What would you prescribe for the boy who persistently

plays truant?

9. Prepare a suggestive reading list of books and maga-
zines for these years. What will be your criterion or standard
in compiling it?

10. How may the "hero worship" of this period be used in

the religious development?

146
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11. "^liy slionlcl the companions of this child bo chosen

with the greatest care? How may parents know the com-
panions of their children without seeming to interfere?

12. Nine-year-old Harold was telling his mother of a new
boy in the neighborhood. "Of course he swears a little,

mother, but a fellow really needs to sometimes. For instance,

when we were playing ball and lost the ball, Tom said, 'Where

is that damn ball, anyway?' I really don't see what else he

could have said." How would you have met that situation?

13. "Well, Dad, what I'd like to know is where the cow
got that baby calf," exclaimed David as the family gathered

about the breakfast table at grandmother's homo in the coun-

try. How should the father have answered the question and
when?

14. Of what moral value is it to an eight-year-old when
lie can boast, ''My dad's the best swimmer in this whole
ocean" ?

15. A mother forced to live in an apartment where dogs

are not allowed paid a neighbor a certain sum each week
in order that her children might have the neighbor's dog

as their own during their hours of outdoor play. Can you
suggest other ways of solving the question of pets for city

children ?

16. Of what advantage is it to a child for his mother to

visit his school and know his teacher personally? One wise

mother of two children made it a rule to entertain the chil-

dren's teachers separately at a home meal very early in the

school year. What might she accomplish by this custom?
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CHAPTER X

THE ACTIVITIES OF CHILD LIFE IN THE
HOME

To make things with the hands, to sing, to tell stories,

and to dramatize are four activities of the child which
possess impelling interest. Many homes, however, are

poverty-smitten in the materials for handwork, in music,

and in story books. Other homes have abundance of

material but no care has been evidenced in its selection.

Again where material is abundant and well selected the

children lack stimulating ideas and wise guidance in its

use. In the chapters on child development through the

periods of infancy, early, middle, and later childhood we
have endeavored to point out the manifestation of these

interests and to some extent the types of material adapted

to each age. There is still need, however, for a considera-

tion of the value in general of these activities, of the

standards for the selection of material, and of the ways
in which the parent may stimiilate and guide experience

with them. The home will profit immeasurably in the

joy of the children, in the charm it possesses for young
and old through the wise use of these arts. It may become

a place not merely for the safe housing and feeding of

the family but where every member is recreated, where

life is lifted to higher levels of thinking, feeling and hence

of living. The child may forget the physical comforts

which the body has enjoyed but never will he forget the

story which has left an indelible record through the drama

or the picture, never will he forget the song or the verse

which sings on in his soul. The religious atmosphere of

the home which means much in the developing religious

149
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experience is more largely created by music and the Bible

story and picture than by any other medium, except the

prayer life of the parents. As in the countries of Europe

families and communities are knit together by the ties

of the folk song, the folk story and the folk game uniting

them in a common experience of beauty, in a reverent

joy for the goods of life, so will it be in America when
every home is a center for these arts.

THE STOEY

If the story had no other value than the pleasure it

gives the child, it would justify itself. "Tell me a story"

has been the petition of children since stories were first

told, and then "Tell it again" or "Tell me another" as

the evidence of a thirst that is unquenchable. The story,

however, has the added value of imparting information in

such a delectable form that it is "swallowed whole." It

widens the child's experience to include other children

first of his own land and then of many lands; isles of

the sea, curious customs of strange peoples, the dim past

with its trains of kings and pageants, with its knights

and courtly ladies, all of these he knows vicariously but

intimately through the virtue of the story. His imagina-

tion is stirred as he dreams of magic rites, of fairy folk,

of weird caves and lonely castles, of hidden treasure and
princely valor in the wake of the story. His sense of

humor, how it bubbles over, when little Black Sambo eats

the one hundred and some odd pancakes or when the ele-

phant's child "with his 'satiable curiosity" proceeds to

spank all his dear families for a long time with his new-
found trunk. Deeper still the story penetrates into the

hidden reaches of the nature of the child, stimulating the

emotions of love, reverence, faith, conveying truth, giving

standards and ideals and suggesting expression in an end-

less number of ways. Then there is the Bible story full

of the wonder, the elemental emotions, the rudimentary
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morals, all so characteristic of the child, while it possesses

"a simplicity, a tenderness, a faith unmatched in his-

tory." It fills the child with the consciousness of God
as naturally and as inevitably as the waters fill the sea.

Many are the sources from which the stories to be told

to the child, to be read to him later may be gleaned, and
before the period of childhood is past he will read these

stories for himself. Fairy tales, folk tales, myths, legends,

the Bible, the modern realistic or fanciful story, nature

and history, all yield their quota to this treasure-trove.

Under six years of age myths, legends and historical

stories are not told and very few Bible and fairy tales

are used. The characteristics of the story for each period

have been stressed in the chapters that have gone before,

but there are some points in the general standard to which
attention may be called. Artistically the story must pos-

sess "certain elements that contrast, consecutive events,

balance and climax." It should have an interesting be-

ginning; for instance, the phrase "Once upon a time"

or "A long time ago" grips the imagination immediately.

It should have an ending that satisfies primarily because

the good triumphs but also because any other ending

would have seemed impossible. Language appropriate to

the character of the story, adapted to the age of the child,

with enough new words to stimulate thought and enrich

vocabulary, with rhythmic beauty, should furnish the

form for the story content. The story should be selected

with the interests of each period of childhood in mind so

that it may possess the special appeal that will hold the

attention. For the child under eight much repetition is

desirable and the cumulative tale is especially attractive.

Only enough description to carry the action should be

employed in these early years, and plot should never be

sacrificed even in the simplest story. For the very young

child of two or three Mother Goose and pictures are the

first story books. Pictures continue to supplement the

story during all the years of childhood. Such pictures
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attract throiigli light and color, by familiar objects, ani-

mals and people, because they suggest activity that tells

a story, and by enough of the novel to stimulate curios-

ity.

The art of story-telling is one of the greatest of all the

arts. It involves first of all a sympathetic understanding

of your audience and an ability to be en rapport with them.

Therefore an understanding of the child to whom the story

is told is one of the essentials. The love of the story

itself and a clear understanding of its meaning are of

equal importance. To miss the point of the story is very

likely to insure its loss for the child. Before telling the

story to any one else it is well to tell it to yourself or

to an imaginary group more than once. The language

need not be the language of the book except with certain

stories like those of Kipling or Uncle Remus where the

charm lies in the form, but it should be simple, appro-

priate, direct and colorful. There should be swift move-

ment, especially for the younger children, and direct dis-

course is always more effective than indirect. The teller

must live in the story until every picture is made vivid

through the imagination. Those who listen must be able

to see the figure of the good shepherd, the form of the

lamb, the pasture and the road leading back to the fold;

must hear the bleating of the sheep, the sough of the wind

;

must feel the darkness of the night and the splash of the

rain. There should be enough of the dramatic in facial

expression, tone of voice and manner, to vitalize the story,

but there should not be a hint of the artificial, the over-

dramatic, the effusive. The great story-tellers have always
been recognized by their simplicity, their naturalness,

their directness. The atmosphere of reverence must in-

vest the sacred story and neither to it nor to any other

story should a moral be appended. Such a performance
would serve "to put an end to the interest of the hearer

rather than to the action of the tale." The child will

often add his own moral, sometimes aloud. When I had
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finislied tellin*^ the story of the Lost Lamb, with the words
of the Good Shepherd, "Rejoice with me for I have found
mj sheep that was lost," little Elsa heaved a great sigh of
relief. "And then he had his hundred," she said.

MUSIC

Why should we bring music to the child in the home ?

Because, we may answer, it meets many needs. There is

first of all the rhythmic appeal to which the very young
baby instinctively responds. Little children get much joy
from skipping in time to music or from tapping the feet

or shaking the hands rhythmically. Such expression

through music may be used freely to reveal the happy
moods of the child and to gain harmonious action which
reacts, producing harmony in feeling. Then there is the

social appeal in singing with others. ISTo other activity

will bring the family so close together in feeling as the

song circle around the piano. Equally as much as the

child needs the rhythmic and social expression through
music he needs the emotional stimulus and expression fur-

nished by music. Here is where music has its deepest

function. The little child is finding a world of wonders
all about him in the wind and the waves, the flowers and
the shells, the bees and the birds, the little gray squirrel

and the white woolly lamb. The song aids him in express-

ing the emotions continually aroused ; without it he would
be mute. Because the child is so sensitive to music on
the emotional side, it is more potent than any other me-
dium in creating atmosphere. Under its spell little chil-

dren are changed from hilarity to quietness, from laughter

to tears, from exultation to devotion. ISTow they are but-

terflies light of wing, again they are ponies galloping

madly; a moment ago they were firemen dragging for-

ward the hose, then they were mothers rocking their babies

to sleep. Through music in the home an appreciation

may be developed that will provide a source of pleasure
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always, while tlie ability to sing and to create song is fos-

tered.

In selecting music the best is none too good for the

children. Jazz, with its lewd suggestion, ragtime with its

over-excitement, the sentimental love song are not only

far from suitable but positively pernicious in their im-

moral influence. They create a perverted taste for cheap,

coarse music and lessen the possibility of an appreciation

for the classics later. Some selections of instrumental

music may be made from the great masters which are

simple and rhythmic and will appeal to the child. Com-
plex harmonies, no matter how beautiful, are not desirable.

The folk music is the great treasure-trove for the chil-

dren; it yields a pure fountain of melody which in its

naive simplicity and beauty never fails to stir the child

heart and inspire to song. Some modern music may be

found which approximates its standard. The words of

the song must be satisfactory as well as the music. There
must be the child-like appeal and the expression of thought

in clear language with enough familiar words and phrases

to be comprehensible. The form should be poetic and
beautiful, and there must be harmony of feeling and
rhythm in matching the music. Luther's Cradle Hymn,
the dear favorite of many generations, is a charming ex-

ample of this perfect union. For the little child the song

should be short; there should be few stanzas and short

lines. For the older child the song may be lengthened.

The pitch of a child's song should be relatively high, as

is the pitch of his voice. Difficult intervals should be

avoided, and the piano accompaniment should include the

full melody until it is perfectly known.
The pianist who plays for children should use a soft

touch in order that their little voices may not be strained

as they try to soar above the piano. She should emphasize
the rhythmic element in both instrumental and vocal

music. It is well to sing frequently without the piano as

the children work and play about the house or grounds
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in order that there may not be undue dependence upon

it and in order also that song may become a natural ex-

pression of life interests. The song should grow out of

the experience of the child, as when he is thrilled by

his new bunny and mother sings to him a song about

the pretty bunny. A new song may be prepared for by

a picture, a story, a talk, anything that will give the child

a point of contact so that the song will have meaning for

him. Since the words and the music are one, they should

never be separated for a first presentation, but the song,

like the story^ should come to the child as an artistic

whole. It may be sung again and again as long as the

interest of the child continues untiMhrough repetition it

becomes his. He will enjoy singing it for father and the

other members of the family, provided nothing is said or

done to render him self-conscious. In singing, the harsh,

loud tone should be avoided, which not only spoils the

beauty of the song but injures the voice. ISTo device will

secure from little children the real beauty of tone that a

genuine feeling for the meaning of the song secures. The

mother or father must love the song, and through the body

and the voice express the ministry of music; then the

child will unconsciously imitate.

deamatizatio:n'

The rhythmic and dramatic expression of the child is

one of the manifestations of his play activity. ISTaturally

and spontaneously he reveals his own feeling and in-

terprets the life about him in bodily movement, his first

language. When he is happy he skips, when he is ex-

ultantly glad he dances and claps his hands, when he is

hurt or grieved he drags his feet, he falls to the floor and

weeps aloud. Again when his contacts with living things

have given him certain clear images he takes flight and is a

bird or a butterfly, joyously interpreting the life of that

blithe spirit that never was confined to earth ; or he shuffles
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and growls like the Lear or lie runs and barks like the

dog. As he grows older he puts these images together

and tells a story in his dramatic expression. The bird

builds its nest and shelters its young; the dog goes to

market with his master and carries back the food. Then

his power of interpreting increases and he freely expresses

his ideas through the dramatic plot of a ready-made story

or play. Two boys of seven and ten saw the Plymouth

Pageant. The next morning the elder one of the two ate

his breakfast very rapidly and asked to be excused. In

a surprisingly short time a voice was heard at the door,

"Good-morning, everybody." And there stood Kobert as

perfect a Miles Standish as one could make of a small

boy—khaki suit, musket over shoulder, hat bent into

proper shape, charcoal mustache, perfect pose. Such ex-

pression gives joy as all creativity does; it enables the

child to reveal his emotions and his ideas about the life

that he is constantly observing
—"he is translating facts

into value" ; it enables him to feel in unity with that life

through sympathetic understanding ; and it socializes him

through play with the other members of the family in

the carrying out of the plot of the story. Cooperation,

consideration, fair play are all demanded of him who suc-

cessfully engages in dramatic play with others. The story

chosen is Billy Goats Gruif ; every one wishes to be the

old troll or the big billy goat and no little self-control is

required cheerfully to make a decision and stick to it ; then

it is hard to wait until your turn comes, very hard at

five or at six; and having had your turn it is equally

difficult to permit the play to continue without your in-

tervention to a satisfactory end.

What form the dramatization of the children takes will

depend entirely upon what in the world about them chal-

lenges attention and produces clear imagery, and upon

the desire to reproduce or express through this medium.

Therefore the form will vary for the different periods

of childhood both in type and in complexity of organiza-
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tion. Before a story, as a rule, arouses the desire to play
it, it must be told to the child not once but several times.

Dramatization should never be forced upon any child nor
should he be made to take part in a play after he has
participated in it once; but the parent or teacher may
sometimes stimulate this expression by providing the
rhythmic suggestion with the piano or by asking when
she thinks that the children have clear imagery in con-

nection with a story if they would like to play it. If the
response is a joj^ous one and ideas as to how it may be
played are forthcoming, then she will know that she has
chosen the right time for her suggestion. If, on the other
hand, there is silence, the hesitant frown, and a dearth of
ideas, she will quickly withdraw.

With the child under six the organization is extremely
simple, sometimes only one character is portrayed as when
all the children want to be "bear" in the story of Goldy-
locks ; few words if any are used, while the action carries

the tale. With the older children the organization is more
complex ; there are more characters in the play ; and much
more dialogue. However, the child is always more laconic

in spoken expression than the adult is likely to be. The
mother or the teacher will let the children make the sug-

gestions about the setting, where different acts shall take

place and what costume is needed. The words to be spoken

and the accompanying movement should also be spontane-

ous. Very little in the way of stage setting or costume

will satisfy the young child, in fact he is overwhelmed

and rendered self-conscious by the elaborate or artificial.

There is, however, as has been pointed out, a growing

desire for the real in play setting on the part of older

children.

The part of the adult in a child's play is to partici-

pate when invited, to give suggestions when deferred to,

and to ask such questions from time to time as will

stimulate the child to think out his own problems and to

correct his own mistakes. The piano, if the children play
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where it can be used, will often help to round out the

form and to guide the action, as when the fairies are

followed with light, tripping music or the giants with

heavy, strident chords. The music serves too to make the

imagery more vivid. In a pageant or long play the music,

if not used continuously, may be woven in from time to

time to accentuate the emotional element and to help in

building the climax. A group of six-year-olds wanted to

play "life-savers"; so two or three of them went out on

the briny deep in an improvised chair boat. The piano

suggested by a delicate running movement the gentle lap-

ping of the waves, but presently a heavier bass gave indi-

cation of a rising storm, while crashing chords as well

as excited voices and waving arms heralded the tempest.

Midst great excitement the passengers were rescued by

the life-savers, and a happy theme with a note of gratitude

in it harmonized well with the mood of the children.

Nothing will so stimulate the right kind of dramatic ex-

pression as a sympathetic spirit on the part of the parents

in the home. A friend relates this incident of her visit

where there are two boys over six in the family. One
evening their mother came into the living room saying,

'Do you object to being left in the dark a moment ?" The
lights were turned out and two small ghosts appeared

making weird and terrible noises. Both parents entered

into the children's play world as if it were great sport,

as indeed it is.

THE MANUAL AETS AND CRAFTS

In considering the child at different ages we find that

it is continuously characteristic of him to be busy with

his hands and that he is keenly interested from his baby

days "in doing things. First and foremost the manual

arts are valuable as a mode of expression, and some one

has said that self-expression is at once the means and

motive of all culture. Through self-expression the child
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realizes himseK ; lie puts forth his ideas and ideals. When
Marj Alice cut out her rabbits, when Lois made the old

woman, and Daniel, the fire-engine, each one was express-

ing an image of something she had seen. Such utterance

gives a satisfaction and a pleasure that eight-year-old

Lanston revealed in his voice when he said as he held

up his picture of a tulip, "I love to paint! I love to

paint !" In thus expressing himself the child is exercising

his creative powers. The flowers of the field and the birds

of the air do not create in this sense; it is man only

who shares with God the divine prerogative. How often

do we hear the child exclaim with jubilant pride as he

views his work, "I made it all by myself." On these occa-

sions the child expands with all the joy of a Michael

Angelo or a Eaphael. Again the child learns through

doing. The direct route to the brain is by way of the

hand. If we wish the child to understand weaving let

him make a small loom and weave; carpentry, let him

construct a chair. Through life, from the first day he

handles a piece of paper, a block or a crayon imtil he

lays down the brush or the pen at the end, he learns

through the hand and tells what he has learned by the

hand. Handwork produces skillful use of hands, rapid-

ity of execution, swift correlation of brain and hand, and

so is an especially valuable preparation for any form of

industrial work later.

There are two large classes of materials from which

selection should be made for the manual arts and crafts

:

the play materials and the handwork materials. Play

materials include building blocks large and small, such

as the Patty Hill and the Hennessey; nature materials,

as, for instance, shells, sticks, seeds, stones; and educa-

tive toys, such as dolls and doll furniture, housekeepmg

toys, wagons, animals, balls, books, games, and tools. The

handwork materials include the plastic group—clay, sand

and plasticene; the industrial group—^wood, paper and

textiles ; and the graphic group—crayon, paint, charcoal.
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and clialk. (1) lu selecting materials for any age we
must be sure that they are adapted to the capacities of the

child. The child of five cannot solve puzzle games or

work with metal or leather. (2) These materials must ap-

peal to the interest of the child. Abstract design and the

intricate weaving of patterns do not attract the average

kindergarten child, although both may appeal to the ten-

year-old. (3) There must be possibilities for expression

in the materials that are chosen. An endless succession

of things may be built with the blocks or made with clay,

while the resources of a peg board are limited, valuable as

play with it may prove for the three-year-old. (4) Again
the materials must be large enough to avoid nerve strain.

Contrast the fine sewing and pricking which little children

used to do in kindergarten with the present play with the

large floor blocks, for instance, where the child can build

a house big enough to live in or an automobile to ride in.

Of course as the child grows older he can do constantly

finer work with less danger of injury to eyes. (5) Finally

there should be a representation of material from the vari-

ous groups mentioned so that all the principal processes

in the work of the world will appear and the child thus

secure a better-rounded development. He needs to model,

to construct and to depict.

In the handling of any new material, manipulation or

experimental play is always evident at first. The child

is discovering the possibilities of the material, the process

best adapted to secure results in self-expression, the varied

characteristics such as texture, form or color. The small

child sometimes spends weeks in merely manipulating
material before really making or accomplishing anything
according to our adult point of view. He is happy to pat
clay, to dig in sand, to tear paper for an indefinite time.;

He is gaining muscular skill and enjoys the sense of power
over the material. He should not be hurried out of this

stage, but one day as he plays he will see a house or a
bird in the lines on his paper, a rabbit in the clay lump,
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a slide in the sand hill. The mother is there to rejoice

with him
;
perhaps she is the one to point out his achieve-

ments, thus hastening a little his slow development. From
such purposeless play motivated only by the joy in activity

to purposeful play with an end in view is a gradual transi-

tion.

Sometimes the purpose is suggested by another child

who has painted an apple which this child admires, some-

times it is given through the question of the teacher, who
asks if John would like to make a bath for the bird, again

the material suggests, as a kit of tools may inspire the

making of some furniture, or the child himself may wake
up some morning with his heart set upon making an
aeroplane and may hunt until he finds the right means
for the accomplishment of his dream. To-day, with his

brush, he illustrates song or story, yesterday he built a

sled for his reindeer dramatization, to-morrow he may
elect to make a picture book for cousin Mary, who is in

the hospital. Whatever he purposes to do should be his

problem to solve unaided if he can ; the obstacles that he
has to meet will provide excellent development of his

ability to think. He is making a boat ; he must find the

right kind of wood, he must saw, he must plane, he must
fit the pieces together and nail them securely; he must
polish and paint and hoist the sails. Then when all is

done will she float? That is the final test of his

work.

The child should be privileged to seek and secure help

when he needs it, and a sympathetic parent will see when
the little chap is getting discouraged and volunteer the

help if it is not solicited before the tears come. Some-
times our children need all the aid that we can furnish;

again they are competent to work out their own salvation,

whether it be a dandelion or a railroad train that is the

passport. A question may be sufficient to stimulate the

necessary thought or if a bit of technique is needed the best

way may be to show how to hold the brush or manipulate
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the scissors; perhaps a discussion, particularly where

more than one child is working on a project, may clear

up the difficulty. In any event never impose your adult

standards on the child, and be careful to appreciate his

honest effort, no matter how crude the result. It will be

many years before his handicraft is a "finished beauty"

according to your ideas of perfection. In the meantime

your warm appreciation when he has labored hard and

overcome another limitation will be like a match to the

tinder of his ambition. After he has completed his project

he will want to enjoy it; to play with it if he is small,

to use it if he is older. The mother or father should par-

ticipate in such play or use as the case may be, and thus

stimulate added zest for the activity of making things.

Among the child's most treasured possessions are his play

toys and materials. He should have places to keep them,

a table on which to work, and a room or the out-of-doors

in which to play. He should be taught responsibility in

their care and neatness, according to a child's ability to

order and to organize. He should be given the oppor-

tunity to work with other children, particularly as he

grows older, and to share.

In discussing these activities of story, song, dramatiza-

tion, and manual arts, we have treated them as if each

existed apart from the others in the child's play life.

In reality they so blend often in the expression of one

experience that it is difficult to tell which has had the

most prominent part or where story began and music
ended. The child has been to the park and has thrilled

as he watched the little ducks swimming in the pond.

When he returns home he tells his father a story about

what the little ducks did, he imitates their quacking, and
mother introduces a little song about the quacking ducks

which he very spontaneously catches and repeats. Pres-

ently he is showing father how the little ducks swam
by going through the movements himself, and then he
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takes a piece of crayon and makes ducks all over his

paper. Jolin, who is eight, sees some real Indians at a

show. When he comes home he finds all the stories about

Indians in his readers. In a day or two he is "rigging

up" an Indian tepee in the back yard; later he appears

in an improvised Indian costume which he has made from
his soldier suit plus head feathers and bow and arrow.

Still later he has gathered some of the other children

in the neighborhood and they are playing Indian. It is

fascinating to watch the expression of child life as the

shifting threads on the loom produce ever a new pattern.

We are filled with wonder and with awe when we think

of the destiny that is being worked out as the shuttle

flies to and fro, and we pray God that our part in the

process be not bungled but that we may be given keen

understanding of the child's needs to-day and a clear vision

for the future.



QUESTIONS FOE FURTHER STUDY

1. Remembering how small a young child's mental grasp

is (see Chapter IV), select some very simple pictures and
compose stories about them for very little children. Test

your stories by telling them and see how many words and how
many ideas the child can grasp.

2. Make a list of the stories most enjoyed by the little

children. Add to this the titles of such books as the older
children read with greatest interest (see Chapters VII, VIII,
and IX). Study these lists carefully to see the growth in

the child's mentality and the development of his interests.

Secure from your home library a list of books judged most
suitable for children of various ages and compare with your
own list.

3. Why is it of vital importance that parents guard care-
fully the reading of children from eight to eleven? Relate
to habit-formation, moral and intellectual.

4. Why do children dislike "goody-goody" stories as a rule ?

What principle in story-telling do they offend?

5. Do you believe that every story should conform to the
best literary standards ? Justify your position. Where do 3'ou

place the comic supplement of the Sunday paper? Why is it

that the children love most as a rule the olden time stories
of the Three Bears, The Three Pigs and the Billy Goats?

6. How may a victrola or piano player furnish valuable
musical training for children? "Please play the victrola,
mother, I feel dancey," said five-year-old Doris one rainy
afternoon.

7. "That's jazz music, not kindergarten music," said small
John, whose teacher, a true music lover, had evidently taught
the children discrimination. Wliy is such training valuable ?
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8. The mother in a delightful home suddenly interrupted

her conversation with a guest, to sing in simple rhythm, "It's

bed-time, It's bed-time, The clock tells me it's bed-time."

Two small girls looked up from their play, smiling, not

scowling. They had a moment of earnest whispered conver-

sation and then joined in a weird chant, "Mother dear, we
both hear.'' What is the value of singing for and with the

children as a natural expression ?

9. Jack, the Giant Killer, was recently shown in moving

pictures. Several mothers reported hysterical children car-

ried from the theater and many told of the night fears that

followed. How may a group of earnest parents in any com-

munity prevent the continuation of a play really harmful to

children ?

10. How may parents stimulate worthwhile dramatization

in the home? How may "playing house," for instance, be

used as a means of definite training ?

11. A little girl of ten during the absence of her mother

one afternoon invited two little friends who were visiting

into her mother's room. The three children helped themselves

to the best in the mother's wardrobe and played "lady-dress-

up" until the mother came home. How would you have met
such a situation if you were that mother? Was there any

justification for the little girl's conduct?

12. Visit a toy-store and make a list of desirable play

materials for each period of childhood based on the interests

and needs of the child.

13. Wliy does the doll make so strong an appeal to the

child? In what ways may the mother stimulate growth in

doll play?

14. Are mechanical toys of more or less educational value

than other types? Upon what experience do you base your

answer?

15. Should the small boy play marbles for 'Tseeps"? Why
or why not?
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16. What is the first essential in "maldng things" if the

child is to secure the greatest value from the process?

17. Was the child justified in his objection to visiting in

a certain home because, he said, "There isn't a single place

in that house that you can mess up " ?

18. Why is it that odd scraps of wood from the carpenter's

shop are reckoned as greater treasures by children than the

most elaborate mechanical toy? Every community has its

own treasures to yield. Nature has many to olfer,—acorns,

berries, stones, shells. A survey of your neighborhood will

reveal many sources of valuable material which may be ob-

tained free or at almost no expense. Many of the books listed

as references suggest materials which may be used in home-
made toys, such as boxes, wrapping paper, string, milk bottle

tops. In one home a "Kitchen Catch Box'' stands where such
treasures are dropped, and the children take delight in sorting
and utilizing its contents,
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